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Mailbag #23: Playoffs, Pants and More... 

By Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC. - Happy Saturday, Canes fans. 

For a fourth consecutive year you're going to see playoff 
hockey. Especially for the folks that have been supporting 
the team for a while, I know that feels good. 

Let's not forget that the success will bring new fans as well, 
and we certainly welcome all just coming aboard. A rising 
tide lifts all boats and we all know PNC Arena is going to be 
packed to the brim the first week in May. 

With that being said, there's still a lot to discuss before we 
get to that, so let's tackle the questions you all were kind 
enough to submit this morning via Twitter. 

How tough do you think it is for the players to get up for 
these final few games when the playoffs are looming right 
around the corner? - @johnnybolla 

Honestly, for this group, I don't think it's an issue. 

Maybe other teams will clinch a playoff berth and put it in 
coast mode until May 2, but I really don't see that being the 
case for the Canes. 

As I'm typing this the Rangers are just hours away from 
having a shot to reach 100 points, effectively creating a tie 
for the top spot in the Metropolitan Division. Pittsburgh is 
only six points back of them. There's no room for a slide 
here. 

Plus, not only does this team hate to lose (cliché, I know), 
but also you want to go into the playoffs hot, not amid a skid, 
right? 

Last week I caught up with Ian Cole to talk about the 
impending clinching and he was very candid in talking about 
his time in St. Louis. It was early in his career, but he talked 
about how the one year the team was picked by all the 
talking heads to win the Stanley Cup. They clinched without 
about ten games to go and they put it in cruise control. Then, 
when the playoffs began, they couldn't get back on track and 
they got bounced early. You could tell that stuck with him 
and he doesn't want to see that happen here. 

Is it too early to predict how many games the Canes need to 
win in the last stretch to guarantee the best playoff scenario? 
- @_amdsoftball 

Well, I suppose this begs the question, what is the best 
playoff scenario? Who are you hoping to see the Canes play 

in the first round? The Eastern Conference is going to be far 
from a walk in the park. 

Given the above, and how tight the division and Wild Card 
races alike are, I think the answer to your question is yes, it's 
a bit too early to start crunching numbers in terms of X has to 
happen for Carolina to meet Washington in the first round. 

A lot can, and likely will, change over the course over the 
next ten games. 

Where did the black pants come from? And why did they 
decide to start wearing them now? - @MargaretHogan_ 

The black pants have been around, up until this week they'd 
only ever been worn with the team's black alternate sweaters 
though.  As you saw Tuesday and Thursday the team 
elected to do a two-game trial to see how they'd look with the 
white and red uniforms. 

What did you think? By now most have expressed their 
opinion. 

While right now there are not plans for the team to do a 
mismatched getup again this season, the red sweater, black 
pants look will go down in history as the combination worn 
when the team clinched their 2022 playoff berth. 

Update on Brendan Smith? - @The_Shadow_68 

For those who missed it, last night Brendan Smith was 
boarded 15 seconds into the third period, ending his night. 

Post-game Rod Brind'Amour didn't have any update and with 
the team being completely off today, I unfortunately don't 
have anything further. The next time we'll know anything 
would be tomorrow morning at skate before the contest 
against Anaheim. 

The league did work rather quickly in suspending New York's 
Casey Cizikas for the hit though. 

What do you think the plan is for Kochetkov going forward? - 
@wlowery14 

This is becoming the million-dollar question, Wil. 

The Canes obviously have two very strong goalies on their 
roster right now, which is very good thing. However, starting 
your North American pro career 10-0-1 with a .932 save 
percentage (SV%) is also alarming - in a very good way. 

I, like you, am very excited to see how the rest of this season 
and playoffs go for him. 
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Anaheim visits Carolina after Zegras’ 2-goal game 

Anaheim Ducks (29-32-12, sixth in the Pacific) vs. Carolina 
Hurricanes (46-18-8, first in the Metropolitan) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Sunday, 6 p.m. EDT 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Hurricanes -406, Ducks 
+311; over/under is 5.5 

BOTTOM LINE: Anaheim visits the Carolina Hurricanes after 
Trevor Zegras scored two goals in the Ducks’ 5-3 win over 
the Flyers. 

The Hurricanes have gone 26-7-4 in home games. Carolina 
averages 9.2 penalty minutes per game, the seventh-most in 
the Eastern Conference. Ian Cole leads the team serving 76 
total minutes. 

The Ducks have gone 13-15-7 away from home. Anaheim 
averages 9.5 penalty minutes per game, the ninth-most in 
the league. Sam Carrick leads the team serving 85 total 
minutes. 

Carolina defeated Anaheim 2-1 in the last meeting between 
these teams on Nov. 18. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Sebastian Aho leads the Hurricanes 
with 33 goals and has 72 points. Nino Niederreiter has five 
goals and one assist over the last 10 games for Carolina. 

Troy Terry leads the Ducks with 31 goals and has 57 points. 
Zegras has four goals and five assists over the last 10 
games for Anaheim. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 5-3-2, averaging 3.5 goals, 
6.2 assists, 4.4 penalties and 11.3 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.4 goals per game with a .904 save percentage. 

Ducks: 2-7-1, averaging 2.3 goals, 4.2 assists, 4.2 penalties 
and 11.2 penalty minutes while giving up 3.3 goals per game 
with an .896 save percentage. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: Jesperi Kotkaniemi: out (lower-body). 

Ducks: Ryan Getzlaf: day to day (lower body). 
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About Last Night: Tired Legs and Mental Mistakes 

By Ryan Henkel  

The Carolina Hurricanes just did not have it against the New 
York Islanders. Well, they almost had a point, tying the game 
with under a minute to go, but then they gave up a goal with 
15 seconds remaining. 

To be fair, the Canes were playing on the tail end of a back-
to-back and their third game in four days and were facing 
one of the stingiest teams in the entire league. 

But the real sinker for Carolina last night was that they just 
couldn’t get out of their own way. 

Brutal turnovers, bad power plays and a lack of physical 
response sealed the deal for the Hurricanes without the 
Islanders having to put together too much of a push.  

Let’s take a closer look at last night’s game: 

Defensive Lapses 

Despite the Hurricanes having some top tier blueliners, the 
defensive gaffs have been ample the last few weeks. 

Poor coverage, leaving opponents wide open, getting burned 
in the neutral zone, turnovers, the list can on as the recent 
stretch of games has been anything but good for Carolina’s 
defenders. 

Coincidentally, it comes alongside the goaltending coming 
back down to Earth as of late, with Frederik Andersen not 
being able to bail out the team in his last few starts. 

Ethan Bear struggled in his return from injury, with too much 
hesitation in his game and a handful of turnovers, one of 
which leading directly to the Islanders’ first goal.  

Tony DeAngelo has also been pressing too hard lately, 
getting caught out of position too often. 

And the Brett Pesce and Brady Skjei pairing, that has often 
had the toughest assignments, has been struggling to force 
opponents off of pucks in the defensive zone. 

The defense is capable of being a stalwart force that the 
Canes can build their game from, but until they can refocus 
and find their game, the team isn’t going to go far. 

Power Play Inconsistency 

In the wise words of Katy Perry: 

“‘Cause you’re hot then you’re cold 

You’re yes then you’re no 

You’re in then you’re out 

You’re up then you’re down.” 

The Carolina Hurricanes’ power play is a testament to 
inconsistency and it’s running out of time to figure things out.  

“They’ve been terrible, let’s just be honest,” Brind’Amour 
said. “The second unit has actually been pretty good. They 
get in every time and get some action, but our first group has 
got to get way better. They’re not executing. There’s no 
speed. They’re just coming up kind of nonchalant. There’s 
got to be more, you’ve got to have a little more intensity 
there.” 

There is too much talent on the Hurricanes’ top unit for them 
to not be able to generate good looks consistently on at least 
one of their power play chances a game. 

The power play at times is slow and predictable with passes 
being heavily choreographed and the net-front presence 
virtually non-existent. But the frustrating part is that the top 
power play has been so lethal at times, doing everything the 
right way. 

The power play has scored just one goal in its last 18 
attempts, but before that, had scored four times in seven 
chances – all in games against playoff teams.  

Maybe the intensity they need will pick back up when the 
postseason hits, but being that the special teams has killed 
the Hurricanes in all three of its last playoff runs, some more 
consistency earlier would probably help fans feel more at 
ease. 

Tight Schedule and Tired Legs 

The Hurricanes were obviously not at their best last night 
and Brind’Amour had a bit of a guess as to why. 

“From my point of view, we were really gassed,” Brind’Amour 
said. “There was no energy in our legs. We had no speed to 
get in and get on them.” 

It isn’t the first time that Brind’Amour has chalked up a loss to 
a lack of energy and it might not be the last with 10 games in 
19 days left. However, with only one more back-to-back and 
three in four left – ironically the second half of the back-to-
back is against the Isles again – maybe the Canes will be 
fine on the way through to the postseason. 

There also really shouldn’t be any back-to-backs come 
playoff time and there really isn’t any reason for the 
Hurricanes to gas themselves at the end of the regular 
season.  

It is going to be a weird stretch with the team already having 
secured a playoff berth and maybe tinkering with different 
line combinations, but fans are going to have to bear with it. 

Despite that, the team has pride and wants to win every 
night, so the response game against Anaheim on Sunday will 
be telling. 

Also of note, Casey Cizikas boarded Brendan Smith in the 
third period of last night’s game and was assessed just a 
two-minute minor penalty. Smith did not return to the game 
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and Brind’Amour did not have an update on him after the 
game. 

The Department of Player Safety flagged the hit and Cizikas 
will have a hearing today so there is a chance he will be 

suspended for it. It was a bad hit as Cizikas saw numbers 
the whole way yet still finished off Smith, who was in a 
vulnerable position.  

 

  

 

Wolves stare down Moose in OT 

Defenseman Jesper Sellgren scored 46 seconds into 
overtime to give the Chicago Wolves a 2-1 overtime victory 
over the Manitoba Moose Saturday night at Allstate Arena. 

Forward Spencer Smallman scored in regulation for the 
Wolves (43-13-5-5), who chopped their magic number to 5 
for their fifth Central Division title in the last six years. 

Rookie goaltender Pyotr Kochetkov (11-0-1) posted 27 saves 
— several worthy of a highlight reel — as the Wolves 
defeated the second-place Moose despite being outshot 28-
16 and getting just three power-play opportunities compared 
to Manitoba’s 6. 

“We talked about it: Sometimes things aren’t going to go your 
way,” said Wolves head coach Ryan Warsofsky. “That’s life. 
You’ve got to continue to work and grind through it and fight 
and claw for every inch of the ice that’s out there. 

“(Manitoba) did a really good job. They’re a really good team. 
They’re really well-coached. They play with great structure. 
They’re heavy. They’re physical. They play the game the 
right way. It’s a fun game to coach because it challenges you 
a little bit. But it shows the identity and character of our team. 
We never panicked. We just kept playing.” 

The Central Division’s top two teams — and the American 
Hockey League’s top two teams in fewest shots allowed — 
held each other at bay until the 4:00 mark of the third period 
when Smallman delivered his short-handed goal. 

With Smallman applying pressure, Manitoba defenseman 
Ville Heinola lost his edge in the offensive zone and 
Smallman claimed the puck to launch a patient 3-on-1 rush. 
He dished to the middle for Jalen Chatfield, who found rookie 
Vasily Ponomarev coming down the left side. Ponomarev 
faked a shot, zipped a pass through the crease right to 
Smallman’s tape and he knocked it home. 

Defenseman Leon Gawanke pulled the Moose even with 
2:38 left in regulation when he ripped a one-timer from the 
high slot through heavy traffic. 

The Wolves controlled the puck throughout the brief 
overtime. And when one Moose player decided to head to 
the bench for a change, the Wolves took advantage of their 
brief 3-on-2 opportunity and ended the game. 

Captain Andrew Poturalski skated into the offensive zone, 
spied Sellgren two steps ahead of the new Moose player and 
fed him for a blistering one-timer from just inside the left 
circle for the game-winner. 

The Moose (37-21-5-2) earned a decent consolation prize as 
they picked up the point they needed to clinch a playoff spot. 
Manitoba goaltender Mikhail Berdin (16-9-2) finished with 14 
saves. 

The Wolves wrap up their five-game homestand at 3 p.m. 
Sunday when the Cleveland Monsters visit for Wizards Day 
and Papa Johns Family Sunday. To get the best ticket 
specials, contact a team representative at 
WolvesTix@ChicagoWolves.com.

 

 

 
TODAY’S LINKS 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/mailbag-number-23-playoffs-pants-and-more/c-332807428 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-trevor-zegras-sebastian-aho-sam-carrick-0e00a980872747f98a05f5de20f45d8b 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/4/9/23017886/about-last-night-tired-legs-and-mental-mistakes-carolina-hurricanes 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/04/09/wolves/ 
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NHL lacrosse goals spark debate, but Hurricanes coach, players see 
creativity, skill 

 

Chip Alexander 

 

Trevor Zegras of the Anaheim Ducks is the hot, young kid in the NHL. 

He’s 21, he’s flashy, he’s creative. He’s also having a lot of fun and 
making a lot of fans happy in the process, which is getting on the nerves 
of some hardened NHL opponents. 

Remember when Andrei Svechnikov of the Carolina Hurricanes created 
a stir with two lacrosse-type goals — known to many as “The Michigan” 
— a couple of years ago? Zegras, in his first full season in the NHL, now 
has two of those. 

Not everyone likes his showmanship. Recently, Zegras took a rough 
cross-check in the back from Jay Beagle of the Arizona Coyotes. When 
the Ducks’ Troy Terry came to Zegras’ defense, Beagle pounded him, 
leaving Terry bloodied and Zegras upset and making some biting 
comments about Beagle after the game. 

Zegras and Svechnikov, who just turned 22, could be on the ice together 
Sunday when the Canes and Ducks face off at PNC Arena. There’s no 
telling what could be coming from the two forwards, given their skill, flair 
and unpredictability. 

Carolina Hurricanes forward Andrei Svechnikov became the first player in 
NHL history to score on a lacrosse play, doing it twice this season, and 
the Canes promoted it with T-shirts. Chip Alexander 

Canes forwards Jordan Staal and Derek Stepan are two “old-school” type 
guys. Neither veteran has a problem with what a Zegras or Svechnikov 
has brought to a league that can be all-too-staid at times. 

“If you can score a goal like that, more power to you,” Staal said of the 
lacrosse shots. 

Staal smiled, adding, “I’m struggling just to find the back of the net and 
these guys are flipping it on their stick and finding the back of the net that 
way. I think it’s really cool. 

“If I see someone try to do it am I going to lay him out? Yeah, I’m going to 
try. It’s not an easy move for a goalie to stop and these guys make it look 
easy. I think it’s great.” 

Staal said he can only wonder what’s coming next. 

“I don’t have quite the imagination those guys do,” he said. “The puck 
skills, how much they work on that and how difficult it is, I don’t think 
most people realize how hard that is.” 

Zegras put a new twist on his second lacrosse goal. With teammate 
Sonny Milano near the post, Zegras flipped the puck around Milano and 

past Coyotes goalie Karel Vejmelka. The disgusted look on Arizona 
coach Andre Tourigny after the goal was telling. There was no “wow” in 
his look. 

Earlier this season in Buffalo, Zegras scooped the puck up on his blade 
behind the Sabres net and lifted it over the goalie’s head toward the front 
of the crease. Milano was in position to bat the puck in for a goal as 
Sabres defenseman Rasmus Dahlin stood there stunned. 

“It’s a unique skill and let’s be honest, all the kids can do it now,” Stepan 
said. “Even the really little ones. They can all do it. They all can pick it up 
on their stick. 

“It’s something that has blossomed in our game.” 

Zegras, picked ninth overall by Anaheim in the 2019 NHL draft, has 19 
goals and 34 assists this season after a goal and assist Saturday in a 5-3 
road win over the Flyers. The Bedford, New York, native played a year of 
college hockey at Boston University before turning pro, and helped Team 
USA win a gold medal in the 2021 World Junior Championship while 
being named tournament MVP. 

Invited to the 2022 NHL skills competition during the All-Star Weekend, 
Zegras was a hit with his blindfolded goal. Dressed in the Average Joe’s 
Dodgeball outfit, he dangled and spun and scored with balls being hurled 
at him. The crowd in Las Vegas loved it. 

That was a trick shot. His plays in NHL games have resulted in goals. 
Svechnikov has done the same. 

“The reason they’re doing that is because they can,” Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “I don’t look at it as showmanship. When the slapshot 
came in 100 years ago some people probably said ‘What’s this?’ Well, 
the guy can do it. The guy can rip it in the net and it’s effective, and now 
this is an effective way of scoring a goal. 

“It’s not showing the other team up. You’re trying to win a hockey game.” 

Carolina Hurricanes vs Anaheim Ducks 

When: Sunday, 6 p.m. 

Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh. 

TV/RADIO: Bally Sports South, WCMC-99.9 FM. 

This story was originally  

Published April 9, 2022 6:39 AM. 

News Observer LOADED: 04.10.2022 
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Trevor Zegras nets two goals in Ducks' 5-3 win over Flyers - Los Angeles 
Times 

 

AARON BRACY  
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PHILADELPHIA —  

Trevor Zegras scored two goals to lead the Ducks to a 5-3 victory over 
the Philadelphia Flyers on Saturday night. 

Sonny Milano, Zach Aston-Reese and Derek Grant also scored for the 
Ducks. They opened a four-game trip by winning for just the second time 
in the last 15 contests. 

Anaheim recovered from a sluggish first period in which they were 
outscored 2-0 and outshot 16-6. 

“It was a bad period,” Ducks coach Dallas Eakins said. 

Eakins said he delivered a one-voice message during the intermission. 

“I didn’t yell or anything, just wanted them to get in their own heads and 
visualize what their games were like,” he said. “Just settle down, reset, 
play a two-period game. Didn’t need to kick garbage cans or yell.” 

The Ducks took it from there. 

Milano followed a rebound from close range 3:06 into the second, Aston-
Reese’s deflection of Adam Henrique’s shot from long range got past 
Flyers goalie Carter Hart to tie it 2-2 just 1:32 later and Zegras put the 
Ducks in front with his first tally, a hard slap shot from near the side 
boards with 5:47 left in the period that made it 3-2. 

“Not ideal but we flipped the script in the second,” Zegras said. “They did 
a great job in the first period, but we turned it around.” 

After the Flyers tied it 3-3 early in the third, Zegras netted the go-ahead 
goal with 8:22 remaining. 

He deked from his forehand to his backhand behind the net and sent a 
pass toward the net that went off the Flyers’ Ivan Provorov and high over 
Hart’s glove for his 20th goal. The goal originally was credited to Troy 
Terry before being changed after the contest. 

“We get to see [Zegras] in practice,” Eakins said of the spectacular play. 

Travis Sanheim, Ronnie Attard and Provorov scored for the Flyers. 

“We came out with the right mindset,” Flyers interim coach Mike Yeo 
said. “Obviously, got off to a hot start and probably just assuming that 
maybe we thought it was gonna be a point night and wanted it easy in 
the second period. We stopped being physical. Execution was a big 
problem, through the neutral zone especially. And I thought just one-on-
one battles and the hardness of our game was lacking, and we let them 
take the momentum and run with it.” 

The game pitted a pair of teams near the bottom of their conference 
standings. 

The Flyers entered 14th of 16 teams in the Eastern Conference with 57 
points while the Ducks were 12th of 16 clubs in the West. 

Jamie Drysdale added a pair of assists for the Ducks. 

Grant provided Anaheim with a two-goal cushion by redirecting Andrej 
Sustr’s long pass into the net from close range with 5:27 to play. 

The Flyers scored the only two goals in the first, with Sanheim’s wrister 
just 1:39 into the contest putting the club on the board and Attard netting 
his first career goal from long range just 1:11 later. 

LA Times: LOADED: 04.10.2022 
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Trevor Zegras, Ducks rally from rocky start to beat Flyers 

 

Elliott Teaford  

 

PHILADELPHIA — Ducks coach Dallas Eakins had seen enough. Only 
2:28 had been played and he called a timeout in an attempt to hit the 
reset button on a game that appeared to be spiraling out of control, after 
Travis Sanheim and Ronnie Attard scored to give the Philadelphia Flyers 
an early lead. 

It took some time, but matters would improve greatly for the Ducks, who 
rallied for a 5-3 victory Saturday at Wells Fargo Center. Trevor Zegras 
scored twice, including the go-ahead goal at 11:38 of the third period with 
a spin-a-rama move that left Anaheim native Cam York in his wake. 

“My buddy Cam was on me, too,” Zegras said, laughing. “I was telling 
him on the faceoff I was going to score. Just to mess with him. I live with 
his older brother, Cole. I’m really close with the York family. I stayed with 
them when I first came to Anaheim. I slept in Cam’s bed for two or three 
months.” 

Then Zegras ate York’s lunch in the first NHL meeting between the two 
2019 draft picks and former age-group teammates. 

Zegras’ goals were the 19th and 20th of his rookie season, one 
conventional and one that he can add to a highlight reel of remarkably 
creative plays that also includes two lacrosse-style goals and a lacrosse-
style lob pass to Sonny Milano for a goal that broke in the Internet earlier 
this season. 

“He just keeps wowing you,” said Ducks goaltender Anthony Stolarz, who 
overcame a shaky start to make 30 saves and defeat his former team. 
“He’s definitely a crafty player and makes the game exciting to watch. I 
was expecting “The Michigan” or something. It was a good play.” 

Stolarz spoke of the game-tying goal, which was initially credited to Troy 
Terry. Zegras gained possession of the puck along the right wing after 
Derek Grant won a faceoff to the left of Philadelphia goalie Martin Jones. 
Zegras raced behind the net and performed a spin move. 

Zegras then slipped the puck from below the goal line to Terry, who was 
stationed at the goal post. Jones couldn’t react in time to stop the puck, 
which was ruled to have been tapped in by Philadelphia’s Ivan Provorov 
rather than Terry for a 4-3 lead for the Ducks at 11:38 of the final period. 

“I think a lot of people around the league just look at it like he’s high risk 
and flamboyant,” Eakins said of Zegras. “It’s not. He’s driving wide on his 
backhand. He knows he can’t make the pass that way, but he still knows 
if he spins the other way he knows he can get it there.” 

Grant, Milano and Zach Aston-Reese also scored for the Ducks. 

Zegras had given the Ducks a 3-2 lead at 14:13 of the second period, 
capping their rally from a 2-0 deficit with a one-timed shot for a power-
play goal. Provorov tied it 3-3 for the Flyers at 3:53 of the third, setting 
the stage for another example of Zegras’ wizardry with the puck. 

Eakins rallied the Ducks with a rare between-periods talk. They had been 
outscored 2-0 and outshot 16-6 in the opening period, and he said he 
sought to remind them there was plenty of time to regroup, find their legs 
and get moving again. The game was not out of reach. 

“I didn’t yell or anything,” he said, recounting his chat with the players. “I 
wanted them to visualize in their own heads what their own game looks 
like and go through a couple of shifts. It was more of a calming talk and a 
reset. There was just so much hockey left. It was a bad first period.” 

Orange County Register: LOADED: 04.10.2022 
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Ryan Getzlaf expected to return during Ducks’ road trip 

 

Elliott Teaford  
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PHILADELPHIA — Ryan Getzlaf skated for a second consecutive 
morning, but wasn’t in the Ducks’ lineup for Saturday’s game against the 
Philadelphia Flyers. He might be sound enough to play Sunday against 
the Carolina Hurricanes, depending on how his injured left foot responds 
to treatment. 

“Maybe (Sunday), but at some point on this trip he’s going to play,” 
Ducks coach Dallas Eakins said, referring to upcoming games against 
the Hurricanes, the Florida Panthers and, especially, former teammate 
Corey Perry and the Tampa Bay Lightning to end the four-game trip 
Thursday. 

The same cannot be said of Max Jones and Jakob Silfverberg, who 
aren’t likely to play again this season. Jones has been sidelined since 
tearing a chest muscle in an Oct. 18 game against the Calgary Flames. 
Silfverberg has been out because of a blood clot in his leg since March 
10. 

The reason Jones and Silfverberg won’t play again is based on risk 
versus reward. In other words, the risk of a significant setback that could 
jeopardize their availability to start next season is simply not worth the 
reward of having them play in one of this season’s final games. 

COACH’S PERSPECTIVE 

Getzlaf’s retirement announcement got Eakins thinking about the 
enduring legacy of the longtime Ducks captain. 

“I think it’s a great reminder of what a privilege it is to play in the league 
and how hard it is to play that long, how important it is to come in every 
day with a purpose and intent, and how much we’re going to miss him, 
not only on the ice and leadership-wise,” Eakins said. “It is a massive 
void he is leaving.” 

Getzlaf’s influence on the youngest Ducks, including rookies Trevor 
Zegras and Jamie Drysdale, has been especially important, according to 
Eakins. 

“He’s had a huge impact on them right across the board,” Eakins said. 
“The thing I truly wish is we would have been in a better position free 
agency-wise, so those young players could have experienced a playoff 
series with Ryan. Our young guys, it’s all fine and dandy to get 
experience and play in NHL games. 

“(But) this isn’t even close to what you get in the playoffs. I wish Ryan 
could have given some wisdom in a playoff round, but it just wasn’t 
meant to be.” 

PROSPECT WATCH 

Olen Zellweger, the Ducks’ second-round draft pick (34th overall) in 
2021, was named the co-MVP of the junior-level Everett (Washington) 
Silvertips after breaking the franchise record for the most points by a 
defenseman earlier this season. Zellweger, 18, has 78 points in 54 
games. 

Kevin Davis held the record by an Everett defenseman with 65 points in 
2017-18. Zellweger leads all Western Hockey League defensemen with 
78 points (14 goals, 64 assists). Everett is atop the WHL’s Western 
Conference with a 45-10-10 record going into Sunday’s game against the 
Seattle Thunderbirds. 

Zellweger is averaging 1.44 points per game and has a plus-46 defensive 
rating. 

PROSPECTS (PART 2) 

Alex Limoges broke Sam Steel’s San Diego Gulls rookie record with his 
21st goal of the season in an AHL game Friday against the Abbotsford 
(British Columbia) Canucks. 

Steel set the record of 20 goals in 2018-19. Limoges also tied Sam 
Carrick’s record of 11 power-play goals set in 2018-19. 
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Who will replace Ryan Getzlaf as the Ducks' next captain? Should they 
have one? 

 

Eric Stephens  

 

VOORHEES, N.J. – The next captain of the Ducks is most assuredly 
already within their dressing room, so says the current one, who has held 
one of the organization’s most esteemed positions for the last 12 
seasons. 

Ryan Getzlaf isn’t going to start tossing around names when it comes to 
passing the figurative baton. But the franchise’s longtime face can easily 
see someone wearing the “C” on the upper left portion of his jersey to 
start the 2022-23 season after he shuffles off into retirement at the end of 
this month. 

“There’s a couple guys I think that would be comfortable doing that,” 
Getzlaf said Friday after practice as Anaheim kicked  off its final road trip 
of the season. “I don’t know if there’s one guy at the moment that I would 
just set forth. Part of that is it’s hard to really see that until I’m gone. 

“When I’ve been here this long, (when) I’ve been the captain this long, a 
lot gets deferred to me in the leadership portion of things. Decision 
making. All that kind of stuff. I think there’s definitely some guys that are 
comfortable with that.” 

Much could be different when training camp arrives in September. Much 
already is different. One of those changes is that the Ducks will have a 
different captain this fall. 

Or there may not be one. 

Leadership has always been viewed as a vital element of a hockey club. 
Players and coaches often talk of individuals who are able to garner an 
immense amount of respect not only on the ice in their play but also 
through their actions away from it, through their interactions with 
teammates or the entire group and the way they respond to the most 
challenging situations. They maintain their cool when things get tense. 
They light a fire when a spark is needed. 

Those people do not always wear a letter. Todd Marchant wasn’t a 
captain or hold a regular alternate status during his six seasons with the 
Ducks but there is no disputing how much of a respected figure he was in 
their dressing room. The same can be said for Andrew Cogliano over his 
7 1/2 years in Anaheim. 

But in hockey, there is simply a different feel in a room when there is one 
defined captain. Scott Niedermayer famously calmed the Ducks down 
and kept them focused on the task of winning in a pivotal Game 4 of the 
2007 Stanley Cup Final after Ottawa’s Daniel Alfredsson shot the puck at 
him in anger. Being captain is something Getzlaf has always relished, 
dating even to his days in juniors leading the Western Hockey League’s 
Calgary Hitmen. 

“I’ve never been on a team without one, put it that way,” he said. 

The Ducks are evolving before our eyes. They’ve been skewing younger 
for a while, and we’ll see how general manager Pat Verbeek addresses 
the roster this summer. But that roster might have a different leadership 
structure. We now know that Getzlaf is concluding his playing days in the 
organization. But one alternate captain, Josh Manson, was traded last 
month. The other alternate, Jakob Silfverberg, has been dealing with 
blood clots and may not return to action over the final 10 games. 

Multiple people, from Cam Fowler to Adam Henrique to Derek Grant, 
have worn the “A” when either Manson, Silfverberg or Getzlaf wasn’t 
available to play. Finding the next captain – or deciding if even one is 
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needed – isn’t on the front burner. But it’s a topic that’s sitting near the 
stove. 

“If there’s somebody that’s ready to step into that role and can do it 
naturally without forcing the issue, I think that the team will go forward 
and pick somebody and they’ll go forward with that,” Getzlaf said. “But 
we really haven’t talked about it, even a little bit.” 

Could Fowler succeed Getzlaf? Assuming there’s no change in his 
status, the 30-year-old with a contract that runs until 2026 will become 
the longest serving Ducks player as he’ll enter his 13th season. And like 
Getzlaf, Fowler has played his entire career with Anaheim. He’d be a 
logical choice. 

Particularly in the last few years, Fowler has been more comfortable 
allowing his voice to be heard. But the defenseman isn’t the type who 
dominates a room. When it comes to his role changing as there are fewer 
veteran faces still around, he said, “I don’t see a whole lot changing.” 

“It’s going to be more of a collective leadership thing once Getzy hangs 
them up,” Fowler continued. “That’s a big hole to fill and it’s not going to 
take one person to do that. So, it’s going to be myself, Rico, Shatty 
(Kevin Shattenkirk). Guys that have been around for a while to help kind 
of fill the gaps there. 

“In terms of myself personally, I’m just going to try and go about my 
business just as I always have. Try and lead on the ice. That’s more what 
I bring to the table. Be a teammate to all these guys. That they know they 
can rely on me in all situations. That’ll be my main focus moving forward.” 

Henrique, who has been with the Ducks since Nov. 2017, isn’t looking 
too far into the future. While he is signed for two more seasons and could 
be another candidate, the 32-year-old forward knows one’s status can 
change with a phone call. That might be especially true when a team has 
committed itself to a fuller rebuild. 

Right now, he sees his role as one to “keep pushing everybody to stay 
motivated and keep playing hard to the end,” to be a sounding board 
when a teammates seek advice and to uplift them or offer some 
motivating words when they need it. 

“There’s a lot of leaders in that room,” Henrique said. “And there usually 
always is. There’s always a captain and the assistants. But there’s 
always certain guys that are just leaders whether you’re wearing a letter 
or not. I think that’s something you kind of learn along the way, whether 
you have a young team or a veteran team. There’s always those guys 
who just they naturally fall into those roles. That’s who they are. 

“I think, collectively as a group, we have a good core of veteran guys to 
try and help lead these guys moving forward. We wait and see what 
happens in the offseason and all that. As of now, you don’t replace a 
Ryan Getzlaf. It’s impossible. So, you have to do it collectively as a 
group. And then we wait and see what happens as far as changes and 
who’s in and who’s out and whatnot in the summer going into next year.” 

Teams can thrive without a captain. Calgary is doing that right now. The 
first-place Flames have gone with alternates in Matthew Tkachuk, Mikael 
Backlund, Chris Tanev and Sean Monahan after letting longtime captain 
Mark Giordano get claimed by Seattle in the expansion draft. Currently, 
five other teams – Seattle, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Arizona and the New 
York Rangers – do not have one. (Giordano and Claude Giroux recently 
were traded by the Kraken and Flyers, respectively, creating vacancies.) 

Fowler said he understands the situations in which teams don’t have a 
captain. But he also views one as ultimately necessary. That’s including 
with the Ducks. “And whether it takes a couple of years for that to 
happen, that might be the case,” he said. 

Could management opt to hold off for a year or two? Maybe wait until a 
member of the growing new core establishes himself as the go-to voice? 
Leading scorer Troy Terry wants to take on a leadership role. Having 
become the impact player he saw himself being in the NHL, the 24-year-
old Terry sees that as the next step in his meaning to the Ducks. 

Is there a different feel to having one captain as opposed to there being a 
vacancy and having multiple individuals as alternates? 

“Yeah, I think so,” Fowler said. “For us, we’ve been used to have Getzy 
around for so long. His presence and the ‘C’ on his jersey and his overall 
aura is something that we miss when he’s not around or when he’s 
injured. It’s a big part of a team. 

“The biggest thing is it helps bridge the gap between the players and the 
coaches. And you have one guy that everyone looks up to that can see 
the perspective of the coaches but can also see the perspective of the 
players. And that’s where I think it helps out the most.” 

It was the start of the 2010-11 season when Getzlaf was named captain 
to follow the retiring Niedermayer after a team vote. Succeeding the 
superstar defenseman wasn’t the smoothest of transitions to that role for 
Getzlaf, especially in the first few years. But the center said he never 
took the captaincy lightly and considers it an honor to have been the 
longest in Ducks history. 

In his eyes, there needs to be someone wearing the “C.” It also has to be 
someone comfortable with handling such an esteemed position. 

“I like the concept of it,” Getzlaf said. “I don’t like the rotational thing when 
teams are rotating ‘A’s around and stuff like that. I think that your leaders 
are picked for a reason and it’s a responsibility. 

“But I also believe that it’s a natural thing. If the letter changes who you 
are, then you probably shouldn’t be wearing it anyway. They’ll address 
that next year obviously.” 
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Rangers clinch playoff spot 

 

ALLAN KREDA 

4-5 minutes 4/9/2022 

 

Chris Kreider scored twice, Artemi Panarin added a goal and two assists 
and the Rangers routed the Ottawa Senators 5-1 on Saturday night to 
clinch their first postseason berth since 2017. 

Ryan Strome also had a goal and Igor Shesterkin needed just 19 saves 
to thwart the Senators as the surging Rangers improved to 7-1-1 in their 
last nine and moved into a tie with Carolina atop the Metropolitan 
Division with 100 points. The Rangers have nine games left, while the 
Hurricanes have 10. The teams meet Tuesday night in New York. 

Shesterkin improved to 34-10-4, becoming the fourth goalie in franchise 
history with 34 victories in a season, joining Henrik Lundqvist, Ed 
Giacomin and Mike Richter. 

The Rangers continued their stellar play at home, improving to 24-7-4 
including an 11-3-2 mark in their last 16 contests at Madison Square 
Garden where an appreciative and raucous crowd gave their team a 
sustained ovation at the end of the game with the playoffs assured. 

The Rangers beat the Senators on Saturday to claim their spot in the 
playoffs. 

The Blueshirts are eight points ahead of Pittsburgh and 12 points ahead 
of Washington in the division race. 

After Ottawa’s Austin Watson scored his seventh goal at 2:22 of the first, 
Panarin tied at 12:32 with his 21st goal to send the teams into the first 
intermission tied at 1. 
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The Rangers outshot Ottawa 13-3 in the first and continued that 
domination in the second, outshooting the Senators 12-6. 

Andrew Copp notched his 17th goal at 6:56, beating Anton Forsberg from 
the right circle with a high wrist shot. Copp has 11 points in 10 games 
since joining the Rangers in a trade from Winnipeg on March 21. 

Kreider then rifled the puck post Forsberg at 9:05 to give the Rangers a 
two-goal cushion. Mika Zibanejad and Ryan Lindgren assisted. 

Strome made it 4-1 for the Rangers at 17:27 of the second, scoring his 
17th with assists to Panarin and Lindgren before Kreider scored again at 
17:41 of the third for this 49th goal of the season. 

Kreider, who has nine goals in his last 11 games, is now one goal shy of 
becoming the fourth Rangers player in franchise history to reach the 50-
goal mark. 

Forsberg made 28 stops in defeat. Ottawa lost for the second time in a 
row after winning three straight. 

Panarin, who also assisted on Copp’s goal along with K’Andre Miller, has 
points in four straight contests and 26 points — six goals and 20 assists 
— in his last 16 games. 

Panarin, who played in his 500th career game in Thursday’s 3-0 home 
win over Pittsburgh, leads the Rangers with 67 assists and 88 points 
overall. The only active players with more points than the 30-year-old 
Panarin through 500 games are Sidney Crosby, Connor McDavid, Alex 
Ovechkin and Evgeni Malkin. 

The Rangers have scored three or more goals in nine of their last 10 
games, combining for 35 goals in those games. 

Ottawa lost for the second time in a row after winning three straight. The 
Senators, mired in seventh place in the Atlantic Division, haven’t made 
the playoffs since 2017 when they reached the Eastern Conference finals 
by defeating the Rangers in six games in the second round. Ottawa then 
lost to Pittsburgh in seven games. 

RETURNING RANGERS 

Rangers forwards Kaapo Kakko and Kevin Rooney returned after lengthy 
absences with injuries. Kakko had missed 31 games, having last played 
Jan. 21, while Rooney hadn’t played since March 2. Rooney centered a 
line with Ryan Reaves and Dryden Hunt while Kakko skated with Barclay 
Goodrow and Alexis Lafreniere. 
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Kaapo Kakko and Kevin Rooney return to Rangers' lineup 

 

Mollie Walker 
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After extended absences, Kaapo Kakko and Kevin Rooney returned to 
the Rangers’ lineup just in time to help the club clinch a playoff berth with 
a 5-1 win Saturday night over the Senators. 

The forwards were activated off injured reserve and will now have 10 
regular-season contests to get back into game shape. Kakko was 
sidelined the previous 31 games with a suspected wrist injury. Rooney 
was also out with an undisclosed upper-body injury, missing 18 games. 

While Rooney slotted back into his usual fourth-line center post between 
Dryden Hunt and Ryan Reaves, Kakko joined the third unit alongside 
Alexis Lafreniere and Barclay Goodrow, who lined up in the middle in 

place of an injured Filip Chytil. Rooney ultimately finished with two shots 
on goal and two hits in 15:27 in the victory. 

Kakko had been playing on the right wing of the top line with Chris 
Kreider and Mika Zibanejad in the weeks leading up to his injury, but 
trade-deadline acquisition Frank Vatrano has found success in that spot. 

Kakko, who didn’t register a single shot on goal in 13:01 Saturday, is also 
an option for the right-wing slot next to Artemi Panarin and Ryan Strome 
on the second line. Another new addition, Andrew Copp, has been 
developing chemistry with the Bread-and-Butter duo. 

“Each game that he’s been playing over the course that he’s been here 
with us, I think you’ve seen more confidence — better with the puck, 
better without the puck — and I think he works really hard,” Zibanejad 
said of Kakko. “That’s something that you can always control. You can’t 
always control the bounces and the puck luck and stuff like that, or if it 
goes in or not. But I think that’s the one thing that you can control, and I 
feel like he’s been he’s been getting that more and more. 

“We’ve been talking about that with the other young guys, too, just 
becoming more of a pro and doing the little things that matter. That’s 
something I’ve been seeing from him. It’s not easy to be gone for that 
long, but I’m sure he’s excited to be back.” 

In the 37 games he played before his injury, Kakko collected five goals 
and nine assists. Kakko could get a look in the top six again sometime 
over the final stretch of the regular season, but the Finnish winger has 
played a lot of minutes next to Lafreniere and could do well with the 
familiarity. 

“He’s just grown,” coach Gerard Gallant said of Kakko. “He’s taken 
another step. He’s trying to be a man. He controls the puck, he’s good 
down low. We want him to score more and take another step there, but 
he’s been hurt for eight or nine weeks now. We’ll see where it goes. It 
might take him a little bit of time here, but I know he’s in good shape and 
he’s excited to play.” 

Veteran defenseman Patrik Nemeth was scratched in favor of Justin 
Braun, who lined up alongside Braden Schneider on the third defensive 
pair. … Ryan Reaves drew back into the lineup after serving as a healthy 
scratch in the previous two games, replacing Jonny Brodzinski on the 
fourth line. 
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Rangers smack Senators to clinch first playoff spot in five years 

 

Mollie Walker 
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The Rangers not only clinched their first playoff berth in five years 
Saturday night, but they also punched their ticket to the Stanley Cup 
tournament with nine games left in the regular season. 

There was something special about getting to secure their spot in the 
postseason all by themselves with a 5-1 win over the Senators at the 
Garden, as opposed to making the playoffs as the result of a loss by 
another team. It was fitting for this Rangers club. 

Behind Artemi Panarin’s three-point night, a two-goal effort from Chris 
Kreider and a strong offensive showing from the top six, the Rangers 
cruised to their third win in a row. Over that span, the Rangers have 
outscored their opponents 11-2 despite some roster turnover. 
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The Blueshirts reached the 100-point mark for the first time since 2016-
17 and 11th time in team history. 

For all the opinions that surrounded the Rangers’ unforeseen and 
immediate success this season under new leadership, the wins never 
stopped piling up. Now, sitting in a tie with the Hurricanes atop the 
Metropolitan Division, the Rangers are looking like the real deal. 

“I think everyone understood, you look at our roster, you’ve got some of 
the best players in the world, some young talent, a little bit of everything, 
probably the best goalie in the world, it’s time,” said Ryan Strome, whose 
goal in the second period made the score 4-1. “We took that first step. It’s 
a good feeling tonight. You don’t want to get too high, obviously, on this 
emotion. Especially the way the last few years have gone, it’s a good 
feeling tonight.” 

Not much had to be said in the Rangers’ locker room in preparation for 
this game, Strome said. The Rangers knew what was on the line and 
were in a position to take matters into their own hands. 

The Rangers broke open a 1-1 game in the second period with three 
goals, from Andrew Copp, Kreider and Strome. But the flurry of scores 
came after a big-time save from goalie Igor Shesterkin against the 
Senators’ top-line center Josh Norris, who was denied on a 3-on-2 rush. 

Copp then took a cross-ice pass from Panarin and picked the top corner 
on Ottawa netminder Anton Forsberg at the other end to give the 
Rangers their first lead of the night. 

“He always does things every single night that just make us roll our eyes 
on the bench,” Kreider, who scored goal No. 48 in the second period and 
No. 49 in the third, said of Panarin. “Stuff that no one else can do. I don’t 
think he’s any different than anyone else on our team. He understands 
that we were on the precipice of making the playoffs and he’s a big-game 
player to go along with all the things that he does so incredibly well.” 

Shesterkin ultimately turned aside 21 of the 22 shots he faced to secure 
his 34th win of the season. 

So the Rangers will still be hanging around the rink when the calendar 
flips to May, in just over three weeks. The consensus was that they 
would enjoy this playoff-clinching win for the night, but the Rangers are 
now set on finishing atop the Metropolitan Division. 

“At the end of the day, you want to make the playoffs and you want to 
accomplish that goal of winning the Stanley Cup,” Kreider said. “I think 
it’s made this group incredibly hungry and incredibly focused, it’s just the 
first step.” 
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Rangers on verge of clinching playoff berth after five seasons 
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Five years after they last qualified for the postseason, the Rangers will be 
back among the teams looking to hoist the Stanley Cup. 

It might happen as soon as Saturday night at the Garden if the Rangers 
can knock off the visiting Senators. If not Saturday, coach Gerard 
Gallant’s surprising team inevitably will punch its ticket back into the 16-
team tournament. 

“Every year when you play you aim for the playoffs, you aim to win. 
Definitely a better feeling than it has been,” said alternate captain Mika 

Zibanejad, one of the longest-tenured Rangers. “It’s been worth the wait 
and it’s been fun to be here even though there’s been a couple of tough 
years or however you want to call them. It’s a fun thing to be part of the 
solution, and just to be here now, it’s obviously a better feeling.” 

Much has changed since the last time the Rangers were in this position. 
Much has had to go right this season for it to happen, from the 
development of key young players to the good fortune in the draft lottery 
to the gutsy moves to install Chris Drury as general manager and Gallant 
behind the bench. It has led to this point, with a tough-minded yet still-
young group that has far surpassed the low expectations with which it 
entered the season. 

“I read lots of things where we would be back in October and we’re not 
there,” Gallant said with a wry smile. “We’ve had a good start, we’ve had 
a good first 72 games. I’m happy where we’re at, but you can never be 
satisfied because things change in a minute.” 

On Friday, Gallant made sure to credit those who came before him, and 
point out that he felt this team’s arrow was pointing upward before his 
arrival. Drury’s predecessors, Jeff Gorton and John Davidson, rebuilt an 
aging roster. They brought in, among others, Adam Fox, Jacob Trouba, 
Kaapo Kakko, Alexis Lafreniere, Artemi Panarin, Ryan Lindgren and 
Ryan Strome. Last year’s team, coached by David Quinn, only missed 
the playoffs by four points. 

Drury clearly found the right coach in the 58-year-old Gallant, and he has 
made significant moves to bolster this group, adding significant depth up 
front and on the blue line at the trade deadline. 

“When I got to this team, I knew there [were] a few little holes to take 
care of, but they were on their way up. Years before that, they had some 
good young players, and they had to take another step, and that’s what 
we talked about [before the season],” Gallant said. “They were on their 
way up, and they took another step again this year, just like they’re 
probably going to do again next year. They’re young kids, we’re still a 
young team. They took a step and it’s going in the right direction.” 

There aren’t any big celebrations planned. Gallant laughed when he was 
asked if he would pop any champagne when that elusive playoff spot is 
clinched. He isn’t going to coach the next 10 games any differently than 
he has the first 72, and his players aren’t going to play any differently, 
either. First place remains attainable. The Rangers trailed the Hurricanes 
by two points entering Friday and are 7-2-1 in their last 10 games. 
Reaching the postseason was just the first goal. 

“My expectation was to make the playoffs,” Gallant said. “I’ll be happy, 
but I’ll celebrate at the end of June, hopefully. That’s when you want to 
celebrate.” 
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Postgame takeaways: NY Rangers dominate Senators to officially end 
playoff drought 

 

Vincent Z. Mercogliano, North Jersey Media Group 
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NEW YORK — At long last, the drought is over. 

Rangers' fans have been patient in the four years since "The Letter" was 
issued announcing the rebuild and five years since their last outright 
postseason appearance. 
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Now that wait is officially over, with Saturday's 5-1 win over the Ottawa 
Senators clinching the Blueshirts' first playoff berth since 2017. 

"It feels like yesterday I got here, but it was like four years ago and times 
were tough," Ryan Strome said. "We've come a long way as a group, and 
this was one of our goals starting the year and last year. We've ticked off 
one of those boxes. Obviously now the fun stuff starts and the work 
begins. But this is a good night for our team and our organization – a real 
good reward for the guys that have been through a lot." 

The milestone victory fittingly occurred in front of a lively home crowd at 
Madison Square Garden, with fans basking in the moment while singing 
Billy Joel's "Piano Man" in unison. 

"The building was unreal tonight," Strome said. 

They've been along for the ride with admirable endurance and 
understanding. 

Sure, they nitpick even the most minor lineup decisions and create 
unrealistic expectations for virtually every prospect in the system, but 
those outcries are rooted in passion for their team. The vast majority 
grasped the concept of the rebuild and hopped on board with no 
reservations. 

"You could say it was complete buy in from the fan base," Chris Kreider 
said. "It really feels like everyone in the city is pulling the same direction. I 
think that's what leads to the energy you felt in the Garden tonight and 
the energy that you're going to feel that the first playoff game over the 
course of our run. It's been awesome to be a part of." 

A new perspective 

The Rangers deserve credit for their initial transparency, with "The 
Letter" properly communicating their reasons behind selling off "familiar 
faces" to accumulate assets for the future. It was the right decision, but 
that didn't make it any less bold. 

The reality is that other professional teams in New York have been 
reluctant to tear their rosters down due to the demands of the market, yet 
here the Rangers are with only two players remaining — Kreider and 
Mika Zibanejad — from their last playoff appearance. 

Kreider is the longest tenured player, having made his NHL debut during 
the 2012 run before going on to appear in six consecutive postseasons. 

"I stepped into a team that was one of the best teams in the league," he 
said. "I think they'd won the division when I first joined them, and then a 
couple years later, a Presidents’ Trophy, Conference Final, Stanley Cup 
Finals. As a young guy just trying to make it into that lineup, yeah, I 
probably did take it for granted." 

With a deeper appreciation for what it takes to get there, Kreider has 
come out of the rebuild with a career season and will return to the 
tournament as one of the team's clear leaders. 

But it was the fans, too, who had to accept that plan and come to grips 
with a few lean years. Most had the foresight to embrace it, which had to 
make Saturday feel that much sweeter. 

"There was definitely a lot of buzz in the rink," Kreider said. "I think the 
fans are pretty aware of what was on the line and I think the guys were 
incredibly excited." 

An 'excellent' effort 

The Rangers (47-20-6) punched their ticket in style, making it an even 
100 points for the season while moving into a tie with the Carolina 
Hurricanes for first place in the Metro Division. (It should be noted that 
the Canes, who will visit MSG on Tuesday, have played one fewer 
game.) 

They thoroughly dominated the Senators, out-shooting them, 33-21, 
while registering 18 high-danger scoring chances and allowing only four, 
according to Natural Stat Trick. 

"From start to finish, it was an excellent game," head coach Gerard 
Gallant said. "I liked everything about it. We created lots of scoring 
chances, we shot the puck, Kreids got a couple of beautiful goals and it's 
great night. (Igor Shesterkin) looked really sharp and I just thought we 
came out ready to play." 

Their lone hiccup came in the very early going, when Austin Watson 
scored on an easy look from the slot with just 2:22 elapsed. Veteran 
defenseman Justin Braun, who's been scratched in seven of 10 games 
since coming over from the Philadelphia Flyers at the trade deadline, lost 
track of Watson and could be on his way out of the lineup again. 

But it was all Rangers from that point forward. They peppered Ottawa 
goalie Anton Forsberg with 13 shots in the opening period, and while he 
was mostly up to the task with a handful of high-quality saves, Artemi 
Panarin beat him for the tying goal with 7:28 remaining in the period. 

It marked the beginning of another big night for the Rangers' most 
dynamic forward, who has looked playoff-ready in recent weeks. 

Panarin had the primary assist on the go-ahead goal from Andrew Copp, 
finding him through traffic at the far post at the 6:56 mark in the second 
period. Copp did the rest, unleashing a well-placed wrister into the top-
right corner for his 11th point in 10 games with the Rangers. 

Just over two minutes later, Kreider beat Forsberg with a wrister for his 
team-leading 48th goal of the season to make it 3-1. And then late in the 
period, Strome notched his 350th career point on a goal that pushed the 
lead to 4-1. 

Panarin also had the primary assist on Strome's goal, giving him three 
points on the night and 32 in his last 20 games. 

"First period, the puck was on the string. Everyone kind of knew it on the 
bench," Strome said of Panarin. "That's probably one of the best (games) 
I've seen him play. He was just making plays all night, controlling it. I 
mean, that's a world-class effort. And when there's multiple guys in the 
bench beside you saying, 'Oh, my god. Look what he's doing tonight.'" 

Fittingly, Kreider added the cherry on top with goal No. 49 with 2:29 to 
play. 

While the top-six forwards were lights out, it was a quiet return for Kaapo 
Kakko. The 21-year-old missed the previous 31 games with an upper-
body injury and was eased back into action with 13:01 time on ice, no 
shots on goal and one giveaway. He looked a bit timid and didn't have 
the puck on his stick very often, which should come as no surprise given 
the amount of time he was out. 

Kakko's line with Alexis Lafrenière and Barclay Goodrow was on ice for 
Ottawa's lone goal. 

Kevin Rooney also returned after missing 18 games with an upper-body 
injury, while Filip Chytil and Tyler Motte were both out with — you 
guessed it — upper-body injuries. 

Shesterkin needed only 20 saves for his 34th win of the season. 

The debate will rage on about how hard the Rangers should push for first 
place. 

Passing Carolina would almost surely mean playing an Atlantic Division 
such as the Boston Bruins or Tampa Bay Lightning, who both look like 
more formidable opponents than the Pittsburgh Penguins or Washington 
Capitals, which are the teams the Blueshirts will play if they finish in 
second place. 

Gallant doesn't sound like he intends to back off, but he notably stressed 
wanting home-ice advantage, not necessarily winning division. 

"We've got nine games to get ready for and finish as high as we can. 
Keep winning games and keep playing well," he said. "You always fight 
for home ice. We fight to get in the playoffs, and then when you're having 
a season that we're having, you want to get home ice. That's the next 
goal. And if it's first place, that's great. If it's not, you do the best you can 
and play the games, right?" 
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That one-game-at-a-time mantra, as cliché as it might be, has served the 
Rangers well. 

"I just think we've been focused every day," Strome said. "We've come to 
the rink and we've just focused on the next game. I don't think we've 
dwelled on bad performances or been too high on good performances. 
We try to come with the same mindset. From the top down, that's what 
Turk kind of does every day and I think it rubs off on us." 

That's helped them focus on the task at hand, rather than the pressure of 
ending the playoff drought. But make no mistake — they knew that was 
the expectation. 

The abrupt firings of team president John Davidson, general manager 
Jeff Gorton and head coach David Quinn last year made that crystal 
clear, with new front-office boss Chris Drury making a series of win-now 
moves and this resilient group finding a variety of ways to get the job 
done. 

"We understood," Strome said. "You look at our roster, you've got some 
of the best players in the world, some young talent, a little bit of 
everything, probably the best goalie in the world. I mean, it's time, and we 
took that first step. ... You don't want to get too high on this emotion, but 
especially the way the last few years have gone, it's a good feeling 
tonight. It's going to get fun the next couple of weeks and next couple of 
months. We're excited for that next challenge." 
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NY Rangers projected lineup: A chance to clinch first playoff berth in five 
years 

 

Vincent Z. Mercogliano, North Jersey Media Group 

6-7 minutes 4/9/2022 

 

If the New York Rangers beat the Ottawa Senators on Saturday at 
Madison Square Garden to clinch their first outright playoff berth in five 
years, don't expect any champagne to be popped. 

"I’m not going to celebrate," head coach Gerard Gallant said following 
Friday's practice at the MSG Training Center in Tarrytown. "My 
expectation was to the make the playoffs. I’ll be happy, but I’ll celebrate 
at the end of June, hopefully. That’s when you want to celebrate." 

That's not to say the Blueshirts don't understand what an important step 
in the process clinching would be. 

They've gone through a multi-year rebuild and a front office upheaval to 
reach this point. Gallant is two coaches removed from Alain Vigneault, 
who stood behind the bench for the Rangers' last postseason 
appearance in 2017, with only two players remaining from that season's 
roster — Chris Kreider and Mika Zibanejad. 

"Even though there's been a couple tough years or however you want to 
call, it's a fun thing to be a part of the solution and just be here now," 
Zibanejad said. "We have goals for this season, and the first and the 
biggest goal is to make it to the playoffs." 

It's been so long that Zibanejad admitted, "I can't remember what it was 
like a couple years ago now when we clinched." But he, too, sounded 
reserved about his celebration plans. 

The Rangers could have locked up their spot had the Carolina 
Hurricanes won Friday night, but the rival Islanders made them wait at 
least one more day. 

In the meantime, Gallant isn't taking anything for granted. 

"Once you get that ‘x’ beside you – hopefully (Saturday) – but until that’s 
there, you’re not in the playoffs yet," he cautioned. 

Even after they clinch, don't expect the coach to ease up all that much as 
his first regular season with the team winds down. He may try to cut 
minutes for some of his top players — and he'll certainly make sure No. 1 
goalie Igor Shesterkin shares starts with backup Alexandar Georgiev — 
but both Gallant and the players have expressed their desire to keep 
pushing in their final 10 games. 

"I just want to keep playing and make sure my game keeps building," 
defenseman Ryan Lindgren said. "I'm just worried about helping the team 
every night and and making sure that, when the playoffs hit, as a team, 
we're rolling and feeling good about our game." 

Maintaining momentum has been a topic of conversation for the 46-20-6 
Rangers. 

They entered the March 21 trade deadline with a 46.37% xGF that 
ranked 26th in the NHL, according to Evolving Hockey, but rank eighth 
with a 54.92% xGF in the nine games since. They're scoring at a higher 
rate, with trade-additions Andrew Copp and Frank Vatrano combining for 
18 points since joining the team. And they believe their defense is much-
improved, making them less reliant on Shesterkin to stand on his head 
each night. 

Since the deadline, the Rangers are allowing an average of just 22.27 
shots against per 60 minutes. 

"We had a stretch this season where we were giving up a lot of chances, 
a lot of shots, and it seems like we've gotten better with that," Lindgren 
said. "It's just our team defense. Everyone's getting back. Everyone's 
helping break out the puck and we're protecting the middle a lot better." 

They could get an additional boost Saturday if Kaapo Kakko and Kevin 
Rooney return from their upper-body injuries. Kakko has missed 31 
consecutive games and Rooney has been out for 18, but both practiced 
with the team Friday, with Gallant saying, "there's definitely a chance" for 
them to play against Ottawa. 

Getting them up to speed, determining the best lineup combinations and 
continuing to integrate Copp and Vatrano are tasks that remain on 
Gallant's to-do list. But Friday's upper-body injury to Tyler Motte, which 
the team deemed "significant" and could put his season at risk, was a 
reminder that keeping everyone healthy also needs to be a priority. 

Gallant will attempt to walk that line in these last few weeks leading up to 
an inevitable playoff appearance. But whether they clinch Saturday or at 
a later date, they should take a moment to appreciate what their 
ascending team has accomplished. 

"When I got to this team, I knew there were a few little holes to take care 
of, but they were on their way up," Gallant said. "Years before that, they 
had some good young players and they had to take another step, and 
that's what we talked about. I think they did a really good job here before 
I got here. Guys were becoming better – Kakko and all the young kids; 
(K'Andre) Miller and (Alexis) Lafrenière, and I’m probably missing a 
couple – but they were on their way up. They took us another step again 
this year, just like they're going to probably do next year." 
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Rangers' Chris Kreider grateful to be returning back to playoffs 

 

Larry Brooks 
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Chris Kreider knew nothing different. He made his NHL debut in the third 
game of the first round of the 2012 playoffs for the Black-and-Blueshirt 
team that advanced to the conference finals. He and the Rangers were in 
the Stanley Cup final two years later. A year after that came the 
Presidents’ Trophy. The first six seasons of Kreider’s career, there were 
six trips to the playoffs. 

“I stepped into a team that was one of the best teams in the league, I was 
a young guy trying to make it in that lineup and I probably did take it for 
granted,” Kreider said after scoring his 48th and 49th goals Saturday in 
the 5-1 triumph over the Senators that clinched the Rangers’ first playoff 
berth since 2017. “It’s a very hard league to win in, there are no easy 
games or easy nights, and to be one of the top teams in the league after 
82 games is a privilege and it’s something the guys should be proud of.” 

This clinching came in Game 73, equaling the club’s second-fastest since 
the inception of the hard cap in 2005-06. Only the 2011-12 club that 
finished second-overall did it quicker, and that by one game. The 2014-
15 first-overall Blueshirts also clinched in Game 73. 

This team went into a playoff spot on Oct. 18 by winning the fourth game 
of the season in Toronto and never dropped below the cut-line. 

There is more at stake in the regular season with the Blueshirts now tied 
for first place with Carolina in the Metropolitan Division. The Hurricanes 
have one game in hand, which they will make up Sunday against the 
Ducks before coming to the Garden for a confrontation on Tuesday. 

“We’ll enjoy this tonight,” Kreider said. “But we’ll keep pushing.” 

The Rangers danced around the word, “mandate” pretty much from the 
first day of training camp even if there was an unmistakable mandate to 
return to the tournament that was communicated last May with the hiring 
of Chris Drury as president-general manager in the wake of the firings of 
John Davidson Jeff Gorton. Then, of course, Gerard Gallant was hired to 
replace David Quinn behind the bench. 

Yes, making the playoffs was an objective. Yes, it was a common goal. 
Yes indeed, it was a mandate. 

“I’m not going to start talking about [a mandate] now,” Ryan Strome said 
while chuckling. “But everyone knew the feeling. I think we understood. 

“You look at our roster, you’ve got some of the best players in the world, 
some young talent, probably the best goalie in the world. It’s time. And 
we took that first step. 

“It’s a good feeling tonight. Obviously there’s emotion, the building was 
unreal and there was tremendous energy in the crowd. The way the last 
couple of years have gone, it’s a good feeling, it’s going to be a fun next 
couple of weeks, a fun next couple of months. We’re ready for the 
challenge.” 

This clincher was a one-sided affair in which the Blueshirts simply 
outclassed an outmanned opponent playing out the string. Shot attempts 
were 31-5 for the first period. The Senators looked a lot like the Rangers 
had the final weeks of, say, 2017-18 and 2018-19. 

But the Rangers are on the other side of the looking glass now. Their 
rebuilding was announced in The Letter in February of 2018 foretelling 
the deadline purges of 2018 and 2019. But the rebuilding, as Kreider 
noted from the podium on Saturday, became a “reload” when the club 
signed Artemi Panarin to a seven-year free agent, $81.5 million contract 
on July 1, 2019. With those strokes of pens, the Rangers dramatically 
accelerated the program. 

Panarin has been one of the great big-money free-agent signings in pro 
sports history. The Russian Rockette, spectacular in this one with a goal 
and two assists, has produced 241 points (70-71) in 179 games as a 
Ranger. His 1.35 points-per-game are fourth in the NHL behind fellow 
luminaries Connor McDavid, Leon Draisaitl and Nathan MacKinnon. That 

is the company Panarin keeps as he heads to the playoffs for the fourth 
time. 

“The team is progressing,” Panarin said. “But obviously the dream has 
not been fully realized.” 

He was talking about the Stanley Cup. 
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Postgame takeaways: NY Rangers dominate Senators to officially end 
playoff drought 

 

Vincent Z. Mercogliano, North Jersey Media Group 

9-11 minutes 4/9/2022 

 

NEW YORK — At long last, the drought is over. 

Rangers' fans have been patient in the four years since "The Letter" was 
issued announcing the rebuild and five years since their last outright 
postseason appearance. 

Now that wait is officially over, with Saturday's 5-1 win over the Ottawa 
Senators clinching the Blueshirts' first playoff berth since 2017. 

"It feels like yesterday I got here, but it was like four years ago and times 
were tough," Ryan Strome said. "We've come a long way as a group, and 
this was one of our goals starting the year and last year. We've ticked off 
one of those boxes. Obviously now the fun stuff starts and the work 
begins. But this is a good night for our team and our organization – a real 
good reward for the guys that have been through a lot." 

The milestone victory fittingly occurred in front of a lively home crowd at 
Madison Square Garden, with fans basking in the moment while singing 
Billy Joel's "Piano Man" in unison. 

"The building was unreal tonight," Strome said. 

They've been along for the ride with admirable endurance and 
understanding. 

Sure, they nitpick even the most minor lineup decisions and create 
unrealistic expectations for virtually every prospect in the system, but 
those outcries are rooted in passion for their team. The vast majority 
grasped the concept of the rebuild and hopped on board with no 
reservations. 

"You could say it was complete buy in from the fan base," Chris Kreider 
said. "It really feels like everyone in the city is pulling the same direction. I 
think that's what leads to the energy you felt in the Garden tonight and 
the energy that you're going to feel that the first playoff game over the 
course of our run. It's been awesome to be a part of." 

A new perspective 

The Rangers deserve credit for their initial transparency, with "The 
Letter" properly communicating their reasons behind selling off "familiar 
faces" to accumulate assets for the future. It was the right decision, but 
that didn't make it any less bold. 

The reality is that other professional teams in New York have been 
reluctant to tear their rosters down due to the demands of the market, yet 
here the Rangers are with only two players remaining — Kreider and 
Mika Zibanejad — from their last playoff appearance. 

Kreider is the longest tenured player, having made his NHL debut during 
the 2012 run before going on to appear in six consecutive postseasons. 
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"I stepped into a team that was one of the best teams in the league," he 
said. "I think they'd won the division when I first joined them, and then a 
couple years later, a Presidents’ Trophy, Conference Final, Stanley Cup 
Finals. As a young guy just trying to make it into that lineup, yeah, I 
probably did take it for granted." 

With a deeper appreciation for what it takes to get there, Kreider has 
come out of the rebuild with a career season and will return to the 
tournament as one of the team's clear leaders. 

But it was the fans, too, who had to accept that plan and come to grips 
with a few lean years. Most had the foresight to embrace it, which had to 
make Saturday feel that much sweeter. 

"There was definitely a lot of buzz in the rink," Kreider said. "I think the 
fans are pretty aware of what was on the line and I think the guys were 
incredibly excited." 

An 'excellent' effort 

The Rangers (47-20-6) punched their ticket in style, making it an even 
100 points for the season while moving into a tie with the Carolina 
Hurricanes for first place in the Metro Division. (It should be noted that 
the Canes, who will visit MSG on Tuesday, have played one fewer 
game.) 

They thoroughly dominated the Senators, out-shooting them, 33-21, 
while registering 18 high-danger scoring chances and allowing only four, 
according to Natural Stat Trick. 

"From start to finish, it was an excellent game," head coach Gerard 
Gallant said. "I liked everything about it. We created lots of scoring 
chances, we shot the puck, Kreids got a couple of beautiful goals and it's 
great night. (Igor Shesterkin) looked really sharp and I just thought we 
came out ready to play." 

Their lone hiccup came in the very early going, when Austin Watson 
scored on an easy look from the slot with just 2:22 elapsed. Veteran 
defenseman Justin Braun, who's been scratched in seven of 10 games 
since coming over from the Philadelphia Flyers at the trade deadline, lost 
track of Watson and could be on his way out of the lineup again. 

But it was all Rangers from that point forward. They peppered Ottawa 
goalie Anton Forsberg with 13 shots in the opening period, and while he 
was mostly up to the task with a handful of high-quality saves, Artemi 
Panarin beat him for the tying goal with 7:28 remaining in the period. 

It marked the beginning of another big night for the Rangers' most 
dynamic forward, who has looked playoff-ready in recent weeks. 

Panarin had the primary assist on the go-ahead goal from Andrew Copp, 
finding him through traffic at the far post at the 6:56 mark in the second 
period. Copp did the rest, unleashing a well-placed wrister into the top-
right corner for his 11th point in 10 games with the Rangers. 

Just over two minutes later, Kreider beat Forsberg with a wrister for his 
team-leading 48th goal of the season to make it 3-1. And then late in the 
period, Strome notched his 350th career point on a goal that pushed the 
lead to 4-1. 

Panarin also had the primary assist on Strome's goal, giving him three 
points on the night and 32 in his last 20 games. 

"First period, the puck was on the string. Everyone kind of knew it on the 
bench," Strome said of Panarin. "That's probably one of the best (games) 
I've seen him play. He was just making plays all night, controlling it. I 
mean, that's a world-class effort. And when there's multiple guys in the 
bench beside you saying, 'Oh, my god. Look what he's doing tonight.'" 

Fittingly, Kreider added the cherry on top with goal No. 49 with 2:29 to 
play. 

While the top-six forwards were lights out, it was a quiet return for Kaapo 
Kakko. The 21-year-old missed the previous 31 games with an upper-
body injury and was eased back into action with 13:01 time on ice, no 
shots on goal and one giveaway. He looked a bit timid and didn't have 

the puck on his stick very often, which should come as no surprise given 
the amount of time he was out. 

Kakko's line with Alexis Lafrenière and Barclay Goodrow was on ice for 
Ottawa's lone goal. 

Kevin Rooney also returned after missing 18 games with an upper-body 
injury, while Filip Chytil and Tyler Motte were both out with — you 
guessed it — upper-body injuries. 

Shesterkin needed only 20 saves for his 34th win of the season. 

Understanding the task at hand 

The debate will rage on about how hard the Rangers should push for first 
place. 

Passing Carolina would almost surely mean playing an Atlantic Division 
such as the Boston Bruins or Tampa Bay Lightning, who both look like 
more formidable opponents than the Pittsburgh Penguins or Washington 
Capitals, which are the teams the Blueshirts will play if they finish in 
second place. 

Gallant doesn't sound like he intends to back off, but he notably stressed 
wanting home-ice advantage, not necessarily winning division. 

"We've got nine games to get ready for and finish as high as we can. 
Keep winning games and keep playing well," he said. "You always fight 
for home ice. We fight to get in the playoffs, and then when you're having 
a season that we're having, you want to get home ice. That's the next 
goal. And if it's first place, that's great. If it's not, you do the best you can 
and play the games, right?" 

That one-game-at-a-time mantra, as cliché as it might be, has served the 
Rangers well. 

"I just think we've been focused every day," Strome said. "We've come to 
the rink and we've just focused on the next game. I don't think we've 
dwelled on bad performances or been too high on good performances. 
We try to come with the same mindset. From the top down, that's what 
Turk kind of does every day and I think it rubs off on us." 

That's helped them focus on the task at hand, rather than the pressure of 
ending the playoff drought. But make no mistake — they knew that was 
the expectation. 

The abrupt firings of team president John Davidson, general manager 
Jeff Gorton and head coach David Quinn last year made that crystal 
clear, with new front-office boss Chris Drury making a series of win-now 
moves and this resilient group finding a variety of ways to get the job 
done. 

"We understood," Strome said. "You look at our roster, you've got some 
of the best players in the world, some young talent, a little bit of 
everything, probably the best goalie in the world. I mean, it's time, and we 
took that first step. ... You don't want to get too high on this emotion, but 
especially the way the last few years have gone, it's a good feeling 
tonight. It's going to get fun the next couple of weeks and next couple of 
months. We're excited for that next challenge." 
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If the New York Rangers beat the Ottawa Senators on Saturday at 
Madison Square Garden to clinch their first outright playoff berth in five 
years, don't expect any champagne to be popped. 

"I’m not going to celebrate," head coach Gerard Gallant said following 
Friday's practice at the MSG Training Center in Tarrytown. "My 
expectation was to the make the playoffs. I’ll be happy, but I’ll celebrate 
at the end of June, hopefully. That’s when you want to celebrate." 

That's not to say the Blueshirts don't understand what an important step 
in the process clinching would be. 

They've gone through a multi-year rebuild and a front office upheaval to 
reach this point. Gallant is two coaches removed from Alain Vigneault, 
who stood behind the bench for the Rangers' last postseason 
appearance in 2017, with only two players remaining from that season's 
roster — Chris Kreider and Mika Zibanejad. 

"Even though there's been a couple tough years or however you want to 
call, it's a fun thing to be a part of the solution and just be here now," 
Zibanejad said. "We have goals for this season, and the first and the 
biggest goal is to make it to the playoffs." 

It's been so long that Zibanejad admitted, "I can't remember what it was 
like a couple years ago now when we clinched." But he, too, sounded 
reserved about his celebration plans. 

The Rangers could have locked up their spot had the Carolina 
Hurricanes won Friday night, but the rival Islanders made them wait at 
least one more day. 

In the meantime, Gallant isn't taking anything for granted. 

"Once you get that ‘x’ beside you – hopefully (Saturday) – but until that’s 
there, you’re not in the playoffs yet," he cautioned. 

Even after they clinch, don't expect the coach to ease up all that much as 
his first regular season with the team winds down. He may try to cut 
minutes for some of his top players — and he'll certainly make sure No. 1 
goalie Igor Shesterkin shares starts with backup Alexandar Georgiev — 
but both Gallant and the players have expressed their desire to keep 
pushing in their final 10 games. 

"I just want to keep playing and make sure my game keeps building," 
defenseman Ryan Lindgren said. "I'm just worried about helping the team 
every night and and making sure that, when the playoffs hit, as a team, 
we're rolling and feeling good about our game." 

Maintaining momentum has been a topic of conversation for the 46-20-6 
Rangers. 

They entered the March 21 trade deadline with a 46.37% xGF that 
ranked 26th in the NHL, according to Evolving Hockey, but rank eighth 
with a 54.92% xGF in the nine games since. They're scoring at a higher 
rate, with trade-additions Andrew Copp and Frank Vatrano combining for 
18 points since joining the team. And they believe their defense is much-
improved, making them less reliant on Shesterkin to stand on his head 
each night. 

Since the deadline, the Rangers are allowing an average of just 22.27 
shots against per 60 minutes. 

"We had a stretch this season where we were giving up a lot of chances, 
a lot of shots, and it seems like we've gotten better with that," Lindgren 
said. "It's just our team defense. Everyone's getting back. Everyone's 
helping break out the puck and we're protecting the middle a lot better." 

They could get an additional boost Saturday if Kaapo Kakko and Kevin 
Rooney return from their upper-body injuries. Kakko has missed 31 
consecutive games and Rooney has been out for 18, but both practiced 
with the team Friday, with Gallant saying, "there's definitely a chance" for 
them to play against Ottawa. 

Getting them up to speed, determining the best lineup combinations and 
continuing to integrate Copp and Vatrano are tasks that remain on 
Gallant's to-do list. But Friday's upper-body injury to Tyler Motte, which 
the team deemed "significant" and could put his season at risk, was a 
reminder that keeping everyone healthy also needs to be a priority. 

Gallant will attempt to walk that line in these last few weeks leading up to 
an inevitable playoff appearance. But whether they clinch Saturday or at 
a later date, they should take a moment to appreciate what their 
ascending team has accomplished. 

"When I got to this team, I knew there were a few little holes to take care 
of, but they were on their way up," Gallant said. "Years before that, they 
had some good young players and they had to take another step, and 
that's what we talked about. I think they did a really good job here before 
I got here. Guys were becoming better – Kakko and all the young kids; 
(K'Andre) Miller and (Alexis) Lafrenière, and I’m probably missing a 
couple – but they were on their way up. They took us another step again 
this year, just like they're going to probably do next year." 
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Kaapo Kakko, Kevin Rooney return to the lineup for Rangers 

 

By Colin Stephensoncolin.stephenson@newsday.comColinSNewsday 

Updated April 10, 2022 1:16 am2-3 minutes 4/9/2022 

 

Kaapo Kakko #24 of the New York Rangers skates against... 

Exactly 11 weeks after he was a last-minute scratch following warmups 
before a game against the Arizona Coyotes, Rangers forward Kaapo 
Kakko returned to the lineup Saturday against the Ottawa Senators at 
Madison Square Garden. Forward Kevin Rooney, who missed a little 
more than five weeks, also returned. 

Kakko, the 21-year-old Finn who was the No. 2 pick overall in the 2019 
draft, is believed to have suffered an injury to his left wrist, based on a 
picture that circulated on social media showing him taking in a game 
while wearing a splint on the wrist. He last played Jan. 21 in a loss to the 
Carolina Hurricanes. The next night, at the Garden, he took part in 
warmups but did not play. 

Rooney left a game after the first period on March 2 after taking a big hit. 

The two players entered the lineup just as forwards Filip Chytil and Tyler 
Motte exited because of injury. Motte suffered a “significant upper-body 
injury,’’ according to the Rangers, after taking a big hit from Pittsburgh’s 
Anthony Angello on Thursday. Chytil missed practice Friday with an 
upper-body injury. Motte will be out for a while, Gallant said. Chytil is 
considered day-to-day. 

Kakko had one shot attempt in 13:01. Rooney had two shots on goal and 
two hits in 15:27. He went 3-for-9 on faceoffs.   

Kakko had five goals and nine assists in 37 games before the injury; 
Rooney had six goals and five assists in 51 games. 

Blue notes 

After Thursday’s game, Gerard Gallant said he would be using a rotation 
of Patrik Nemeth, Braden Schneider and Justin Braun for the third 
defense pair. On Saturday, he dressed Braun and Schneider . . . The 
healthy scratches were forwards Greg McKegg and Julien Gauthier and 
defensemen Libor Hajek and Nemeth. 
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Chris Kreider scores twice as Rangers clinch playoff spot with third 
straight win 

 

By Colin Stephensoncolin.stephenson@newsday.comColinSNewsday 

Updated April 10, 2022 1:14 am4-5 minutes 4/9/2022 

 

It’s been five years since the Rangers last reached the postseason, but 
they’ll finally get to play playoff hockey again next month. 

They officially ended their four-year rebuild Saturday night when they 
beat the Ottawa Senators, 5-1, at Madison Square Garden to clinch their 
first playoff spot since 2017. 

Artemi Panarin had a goal and two spectacular assists and Chris Kreider 
continued his march to 50 goals, scoring Nos. 48 and 49 as the Rangers 
won their third straight. 

Kreider is one goal away from joining elite company in Rangers history. 
The only Rangers to score 50 in a season are Jaromir Jagr (54 goals in 
2005-06), Adam Graves (52 in 1993-94) and Vic Hadfield (50 in 1971-
72). 

The Rangers (47-20-6) have 100 points and are tied with the Hurricanes 
for first place in the Metropolitan Division (Carolina has a game in hand). 
The Rangers and Hurricanes have two games left against each other, the 
first of which is Tuesday at the Garden. 

“You reach the 100-point mark, and you clinch a playoff spot, and the 
building was unreal tonight,’’ said Ryan Strome, who scored his 17th 
goal. “I think we’ve come a long way as a group, and this was one of our 
goals, starting the year and at the end of last year.” 

The Rangers got the chance to clinch the spot for themselves when the 
Islanders beat Carolina on Friday night. Clinching at home was a better 
way to do it, coach Gerard Gallant said. 

“I just thought we came ready to play, and . . . sometimes it doesn’t 
matter how you get in the playoffs, but it was nice the way we came to 
the rink wanting to win and get in the playoffs, and that’s what we did,’’ 
he said. 

Kreider, the longest-tenured Ranger and one of only two players on the 
roster remaining from the last Rangers playoff team — linemate Mika 
Zibanejad is the other — said it was hard missing the playoffs so many 
years in a row. 

In 2020, after the season was ended prematurely because of the COVID-
19 pandemic shutdown, the Rangers were one of 24 teams invited to the 
league’s restart in the Toronto bubble. But they were swept in three 
games in the preliminary round and never made it to the 16-team 
playoffs. 

“It was obviously very difficult, sitting there and watching other teams 
play playoff hockey,’’ Kreider said. “Regular-season hockey is incredibly 
competitive, and it’s an honor to play in the NHL, it’s a lot of fun. But at 
the end of the day, I mean, you want to make playoffs and you want to 
accomplish that goal of winning the Stanley Cup. 

“So I think it made this group incredibly hungry and incredibly focused.’’ 

But according to Kreider, feeling good about what they accomplished 
Saturday won’t last too long. With nine games left in the regular season, 
the Rangers are looking to finish first in the Metropolitan Division. 

“We have Carolina next, right?’’ he said. “Enjoy it a little bit, be proud of 
ourselves. But we want home ice [in the playoffs]. We want to keep 
pushing, keep climbing.’’ 

“We’ve got nine games to get ready for, and finish as high [in the 
standings] as we can,’’ Gallant added. “Keep winning games and keep 
playing well.’’ 

The Rangers moved eight points ahead of the third-place Penguins. 
Saturday’s victory was their 26th comeback win, extending their franchise 
record. 

Ottawa’s Austin Watson scored on the Senators’ first shot on goal 
against Igor Shesterkin (21 saves) at 2:22 of the first period. Panarin tied 
it at 12:32 of the period with his 21st goal. 

Andrew Copp gave the Rangers the lead at 6:56 of the second period, 
roofing a wicked wrist shot from the right circle after Panarin threaded the 
needle with a precise cross-ice pass to find him. Kreider made it 3-1 with 
a shot from the left wing at 9:05 and Strome jammed in another delicious 
feed from Panarin to make it 4-1 at 17:27 of the second. Kreider closed 
the scoring at 17:31. 
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On cusp of playoff spot, Rangers' rebuild has worked as planned 

 

By Colin Stephensoncolin.stephenson@newsday.comColinSNewsday 

Updated April 9, 2022 6:03 pm4-5 minutes 4/9/2022 

 

It’s been five years since the Rangers last played in a playoff game. But 
they will return to the postseason next month, officially ending the 
rebuilding period the team went through beginning with The Letter, which 
management sent to the fans in February of 2018, announcing the 
organization’s intentions. 

The Islanders’ win over the Carolina Hurricanes on Friday gave the 
Rangers an opportunity to clinch a playoff spot Saturday night in front of 
their fans with a win over the Ottawa Senators. Should they lose, a 
postseason berth is still inevitable because there are nine games left 
after Saturday. 

For Mika Zibanejad – who, with Chris Kreider are the only two players 
remaining on the Rangers from that last playoff team – returning to the 
playoffs will be a satisfying end to a long journey. 

“Every year when you play, you aim for the playoffs. You aim to win,’’ 
Zibanejad said after Friday’s practice. “It's been worth the wait. And it's 
been fun to be here, even though there's been a couple tough years, or 
however you want to call it. It's a fun thing to be a part of the solution.’’ 

The Rangers’ rebuild has worked to near perfection. The club’s previous 
management, former GM Jeff Gorton and former team president John 
Davidson, re-stocked the team’s prospects cupboard and methodically 
built up the roster. Current president/GM Chris Drury has added a few 
final pieces, including hiring coach Gerard Gallant, to finish the job of 
getting the team back to the playoffs and in contention for a Stanley Cup. 
A win over the Senators would clinch a playoff spot and pull them into a 
tie with Carolina for first place in the Metropolitan Division. 

Zibanejad, who turns 29 on April 18, was in his first season with the 
Rangers in 2016-17 when they last made the playoffs. He’d been 
acquired by the Rangers from Ottawa in the summer of 2016, coming to 
Broadway along with a second-round pick in 2018 in exchange for Derick 
Brassard and a seventh-round pick in 2018. Ottawa had missed the 
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playoffs in 2016, and hired a new GM in Pierre Dorion. They wanted to 
push to make the playoffs in 2017, so they were willing to give up the 
young Zibanejad for the proven Brassard. 

The Senators did make the playoffs that year, and won two rounds -- 
beating the Rangers in the second round -- before losing in seven games 
to eventual Stanley Cup champion Pittsburgh in the Eastern Conference 
final. 

But in the long term, Zibanejad went on to become the Rangers’ best 
player in the rebuilding era. He scored a career-high 41 goals and 75 
points in the COVID-shortened season of 2019-20 and entered Saturday 
two points shy of that career points figure, and with a career-high 46 
assists. 

The Rangers assembled a team around Zibanejad and Kreider over the 
last four years, adding players like Ryan Strome, Adam Fox, Jacob 
Trouba, Artemi Panarin and prospects Kaapo Kakko, Alexis Lafreniere 
and K’Andre Miller. Igor Shesterkin had already been drafted by the club, 
but he came over to North America in 2019 and has ascended to take 
over from Henrik Lundqvist as the franchise goaltender. 

The Rangers entered Saturday with a 46-20-6 record, and their 98 points 
were tied with Toronto for fourth-most in the league. 

“It's gone pretty good in my estimate,’’ Gallant said of the Rangers’ 
season overall. “I said earlier in the year I didn't think we were playing as 
good a hockey as we could have played, but we still had a good record at 
that time. I think we played some really good hockey the last 20 or 30 
games, and it shows, and I think our team's getting better, a month at a 
time.’’ 

And next month, they’ll be in the playoffs. 
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Rangers achieve season's primary goal by clinching playoff spot: 'It's 
time' 

 

Arthur Staple 

6-8 minutes 4/10/2022 

 

It was 340 days ago when Madison Square Garden owner Jim Dolan 
cleaned house. There were lots of small factors that went into the firings 
of president John Davidson and general manager Jeff Gorton, followed 
soon after by coach David Quinn, but the big factor was simply that the 
Rangers rebuild had gone on too long for Dolan’s satisfaction. The 
Rangers were better than they’d been since The Letter was sent out 
before the 2017-18 trade deadline, but the playoffs still eluded them and 
they were still getting outworked by the likes of the Islanders and the 
Penguins, who seemed to do more with less. 

Chris Drury came in. So did Gerard Gallant. They went for guys with grit 
and playoff experience in trades and signings. And the main goal, the 
first goal, was what came Saturday: The “x” next to the Rangers in the 
standings. Leaving aside the fake playoff the Rangers briefly appeared in 
back in the 2020 bubble, Saturday was the night everyone, from Dolan 
down to the sellout Garden crowd to the guys in blue, hoped and 
expected would come as the Rangers beat the Ottawa Senators 5-1. 

“I think everyone knew, we understood,” Ryan Strome said of the 
expectation this season. “You look at our roster, we’ve got some of the 
best players in the world, some young talent, a little bit of everything, 
probably the best goalie in the world — it’s time. And we took that first 
step. It’s a good feeling tonight.” 

There was a buzz in the Garden on Saturday. Rangers fans deserve 
credit for buying into what Davidson and Gorton were selling in March 
2018, when the magical run of three Eastern Conference finals, one 
President’s Trophy and one Stanley Cup runner-up caught up to the 
Rangers. Gorton and JD aren’t here, but this season’s turnaround began 
with them taking a step few other front offices have been willing to do 
once they start to see their teams slide. 

Out went the familiar names. In came loads of draft picks that begat a 
slew of prospects. Watching Saturday, you saw the fruits of a few trade 
trees in action: Ryan Lindgren and the pick that turned into K’Andre Miller 
from the 2018 deadline deal with the Bruins involving Rick Nash; Braden 
Schneider, the result of a 2020 deadline deal that sent Brady Skjei to the 
Hurricanes. And, of course, Adam Fox, who steered his own way from 
Calgary to Carolina to where he wanted to be for a pair of second-
rounders, a deal that will live on in Gorton’s CV forever. 

You saw some of the luck involved in the draft lottery in Alexis Lafreniere 
and Kaapo Kakko, the latter back from a 31-game absence due to wrist 
surgery. The 2020 No. 1 pick and the 2019 No. 2 pick haven’t torched the 
league, but they are 20 and 21 years old and, for now, playing together 
on the third line. Don’t think anyone else in the league has that sort of 
luxury. 

And there was Igor Shesterkin, the 118th pick in 2014 thanks in large 
part to Nick Bobrov, the Rangers’ former director of European scouting. 
These rebuilds take lots of contributions. 

You also saw Artemi Panarin at his finest Saturday. During this five-year 
sojourn, the Rangers still managed to be the Rangers and lured Panarin 
with a giant piggy bank, leading Chris Kreider to remark after the game 
that the “rebuild was more of a retool.” Fair enough. But Panarin has 
been on a different level for about three weeks now, with Saturday’s 
three-point night giving him 7-25-32 in his last 20 games. 

“When there’s multiple guys beside you on the bench going, ‘Oh, my 
God,’ you know it’s a special night,” Strome said of his linemate. 

There maybe wasn’t an expectation of this team being special when the 
season began. Gallant came in with a reputation as something of a 
quick-turnaround artist, having taken the hapless Panthers to a division 
title in his second year there before being dumped midway through Year 
4. That led to Vegas and his Jack Adams Trophy in the team’s 
remarkable debut season, getting all the way to the finals the same year 
the Rangers were charting a new course. 

Even as the Rangers fumbled and apologized their way through October 
and November, amassing a nice-looking 14-4-3 record while not exactly 
impressing anyone with their play outside of Shesterkin, there was still a 
thought that this season shouldn’t be wasted. 

“I think somewhere around Christmas, we were playing really well, 
playing the right way,” Gallant said. “We weren’t winning lucky because 
the goalie stood on his head. We said, you know, we’ve got something 
special. We’ve won games a lot of different ways. It’s not over yet. We’ve 
got nine games to play, let’s get as high as we can.” 

Saturday’s win gave the Rangers an eight-point cushion on third-place 
Pittsburgh with nine games to go, making it very likely the Rangers will 
start the postseason at the Garden the first week of May. They are tied in 
points with the Hurricanes for first, though Carolina has a game in hand; 
the Canes come to the Garden on Tuesday for the first of two meetings 
over the final three weeks that could be a very improbable battle for the 
Metro Division title. 

There’s other stuff to play for. Kreider had two more goals, pulling him to 
49 for the year — six more over these last nine games and the franchise 
record is his. Panarin’s torrid run has him within range of 100 points. 

But to a man, these Rangers have said the key to their success has been 
putting the individual accomplishments aside. “The whole year, the whole 
team’s played incredibly well,” Kreider said. “Us making the playoffs, 
that’s been the primary focus.” 
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Kreider and Mika Zibanejad are the only two Rangers left from their last 
real playoff game on May 9, 2017. Game 6 against the Senators — who 
happened to be Saturday’s opponent, though they’ve changed way more 
than the Rangers in the interim — marked the end of one era. Kreider is 
still here for the beginning of a new one. 

“Definitely (you take it for granted),” Kreider said of the halcyon days from 
2012 to 2017. “It was one of the best teams in the league. I was a young 
guy trying to make it and you definitely take it for granted.” 

The last five years have certainly made the playoffs special again. And 
necessary. Now, the Rangers are in. The first goal is marked off. There 
are more to come. 
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Detroit Red Wings knot it up with Blue Jackets in wild third, but lose, 5-4, 
in OT 

 

The Detroit Red Wings livened things up in one of their few remaining 
home games, injecting some energy with two late goals. 

Their Saturday evening match at Little Caesars Arena against the 
Columbus Blue Jackets began shortly after the Wings had been 
eliminated from playoff contention for a sixth straight year. It was pretty 
sedate until the third period, when Dylan Larkin and Jakub Vrana scored 
less than a minute apart. The Wings ended up losing, 5-4, in overtime. 

Jack Roslovic completed a hat trick when he scored at 3:19 into the extra 
period. Alex Nedeljkovic made 28 saves, six of them during five 
Columbus power plays. 

"It was a good third period," Larkin said. "We did a good job on the 
penalty kill but we were in the box way too much. We’ve been taking a lot 
of penalties lately, and we can’t be taking that many penalties. It really 
disrupts the flow of the game. We lose momentum." 

Vrana continued his impressive output since making his season debut 
March 8 after missing the first 56 games recovering from shoulder 
surgery, scoring off a turnover. Sam Gagner also continued his roll, 
adding his fourth goal in three games.  

It was 2-2 going into the third period. Roslovic scored his second of the 
game on a rebound at 4:04, and Justin Danforth added to the lead 
seconds after the Wings had killed off a weak hooking call on Tyler 
Bertuzzi.  

"I thought in the end, we just gave away some goals, because I thought 
we played good enough to create enough chances to score and probably 
score more than them," coach Jeff Blashill said. "We had a couple 
missed plays in the third that ultimately cost us goals." 

Larkin scored at 15:35, and Vrana added his second of the night off a 
draw, at 16:33. 

It was Larkin's 500th game, but his 31st goal of the season was offset by 
losing in overtime, taking a late penalty, and finishing minus-4. 

"I thought I was pretty bad tonight and cost the team," Larkin said. "It 
wasn’t that much of a celebration." 

The Wings (28-34-10) next play Tuesday against the Ottawa Senators, 
one of three games remaining at LCA. 

Grab momentum, lose momentum 

Gagner scored his 12th goal when he took a cross-slot feed from fellow 
veteran Marc Staal at the bottom of the right circle and tapped the puck 
into Columbus' net. That was at 17:21 of the second. The lead lasted 40 
seconds. Cole Sillinger (the son of Mike Sillinger, who was the Wings' 
first-round pick in 1989) took a backhand pass from Zach Werenski and 
snapped a shot behind Nedeljkovic.  

Gift one, take one 

It was a pretty even game through the first, but the Blue Jackets took the 
lead at 13:14. Larkin won a race to the puck along the boards, and 
attempted to play the puck towards Bertuzzi and Lucas Raymond, who 
were both skating towards the blue line for a breakout. Roslovic 
intercepted the pass, turned and fired a shot top shelf on Nedeljkovic. 
Raymond put the puck into Columbus' net midway through the second 
period, but officials waved off the goal because Joe Veleno ran into Blue 
Jackets goalie Elvis Merzlikins. The Wings finally got one that counted at 
13:41 when Vrana intercepted Adam Boqvist's pass, skated up ice and 
scored five-hole on Merzlikins.  

Gain one, lose one 

Mitchell Stephens returned to the lineup for the first time since suffering a 
lower-body injury Nov. 13, when he had four points and a minus-5 rating 
in 16 games. Stephens brings energy and is suited to centering the fourth 
line, and it's huge for him to at least get into this last stretch of games 
and try to earn a job for next season. Defenseman Jake Walman, who 
likewise is auditioning for a contract extension since being acquired at 
the trade deadline, was absent from the game because of an upper-body 
injury. Jordan Oesterle subbed in, partnering with Gustav Lindstrom. 

Contact Helene St. James at hstjames@freepress.com. Follow her on 
Twitter @helenestjames. Read more on the Detroit Red Wings and sign 
up for our Red Wings newsletter. Her book, The Big 50: The Detroit Red 
Wings is available from Amazon, Barnes & Noble and Triumph Books. 
Personalized copies available via her e-mail.  
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Detroit Red Wings eliminated from playoff contention for sixth straight 
season 

 

Helene St. James 

 

The mathematics are in: The Detroit Red Wings have been eliminated 
from advancing to the playoffs for a sixth straight season. 

The demise has been on the horizon, but it became official Saturday 
when the Washington Capitals beat the Pittsburgh Penguins. The 
Capitals reached 88 points, ensuring the Wings cannot catch them for 
the second wild-card spot.  

The Wings’ last trip to the playoffs came in 2016, when they lost in the 
first round. When the Wings were eliminated from playoff contention on 
March 28, 2017, it ended a streak that began in 1991, lasted 25 
consecutive seasons and included four Stanley Cup championships. 

The Wings were within six points of a wild-card spot in mid-February, 
though that was skewed by their advantage in games played. But the 
Wings had more wins than losses in regulation at the time, and for them 
to be fighting for a playoff spot was a refreshing contrast to recent 
seasons, when they were in the conversation for best draft lottery odds. 

The Wings have 10 games remaining after Saturday night's game 
against the Columbus Blue Jackets; they finish the season April 29 
against the New Jersey Devils on the road.  
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Contact Helene St. James at hstjames@freepress.com. Follow her on 
Twitter @helenestjames. Read more on the Detroit Red Wings and sign 
up for our Red Wings newsletter. Her book, The Big 50: The Detroit Red 
Wings is available from Amazon, Barnes & Noble and Triumph Books. 
Personalized copies available via her e-mail.  
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Detroit Red Wings rally, then fall to Blue Jackets, 5-4 in OT: Game thread 
re 

 

Andrew Hammond   

 

Detroit Red Wings (28-34-9) vs. Columbus Blue Jackets (33-33-6) 

When: 7 p.m. Saturday 

Where: Little Caesars Arena in Detroit. 

TV: Bally Sports Detroit. 

Radio: WXYT-FM (97.1) (Red Wings radio affiliates). 

• Box score  

PUZZLE PIECES?: Detroit Red Wings Jake Walman, Oskar Sundqvist 
have been great. Do they fit the rebuild? 

SOMETHING TO PLAY FOR: Elimination looms, but here's why it 
matters that Detroit Red Wings are showing life 

Game notes: After a 3-1 victory over the Winnipeg Jets on Wednesday, 
it's Eastern Conference opponents from here on out for the Red Wings to 
end the season. The first team up is the Columbus Blue Jackets in the 
final showdown between the two teams this season. Both teams enter 
struggling in their last 10, both playing below .500. However, the Wings 
are the hotter of the two teams with a two-game winning streak.  

A player to watch in Saturday night at Little Caesars Arena is Wings 
center Michael Rasumssen; he has four goals in his past five games, 
including goals in back-to-back games against the Bruins and Jets.  

Live updates 

A Twitter List by freepsports 

Don't see the updates? Refresh the page or check it out on Twitter. 

Contact Andrew Hammond at aahammond@freepress.com. Follow him 
on Twitter @ahammFreePress. Check out some of the tremendous 
offers from the Detroit Free Press and subscribe today! 
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Wings officially eliminated from playoffs: 'Definitely trending in the right 
direction' 

 

Ted Kulfan 

 

Detroit — The playoffs officially aren't a possibility, so the Red Wings 
marked the occasion Saturday with another loss, although a spirited one 
it was. 

The Wings lost 5-4 to the Columbus Blue Jackets in overtime, hours after 
the Washington Capitals' victory in Pittsburgh mathematically eliminated 
the Wings from the playoffs for a sixth consecutive season. 

Jack Roslovic completed a hat trick with his third goal at 3 minutes, 19 
seconds of overtime, clinching the Jackets victory. 

"None of us want to be in this spot," Red Wings coach Jeff Blashill said of 
missing the playoffs. "We all want to be a team that's fighting for a playoff 
spot." 

Goaltender Alex Nedeljkovic (28 saves) made a pair of big stops on 
Gustav Nyquist in overtime, as the Wings killed the fifth Columbus power 
play in the game. 

But Roslovic capped a nice passing play, with Nyquist earning the 
primary assist against his former team, to win it for the Blue Jackets. 

"It was a good third period," said Dylan Larkin, playing in his 500th NHL 
game, of the Wings' rally from a 4-2 third-period deficit. "We did a good 
job on the penalty kill. We were in the box way too much. We've been 
taking too many penalties lately, we can't take that many penalties." 

Dylan Larkin cut the lead to 4-3 at 15:35  of the third period with his 31st 
goal, and Jakub Vrana tied it with his second of the game and 10th of the 
season 58 seconds later. 

BOX SCORE: Blue Jackets 5, Red Wings 4 (OT) 

Vrana scored his 10th goal in 16 games since returning from shoulder 
surgery, snapping a loose puck after a faceoff past Columbus goalie 
Elvis Merzlikins. 

Roslovic and Jason Danforth had scored for Columbus (34-33-6) earlier 
in the period, giving the Blue Jackets a 4-2 lead. 

"We just gave away some goals because we played good enough to 
create enough chances to score, probably score more than them," 
Blashill said. "We had a couple of misplays in the third that ultimately cost 
us goals." 

Blashill felt the penalty disparity — the Wings only had one power play in 
the game — was a factor. 

"You can't take as many penalties as we've taken and put yourself in that 
position," Blashill said. 

Vrana and Sam Gagner scored for the Wings in the second period, 
Gagner scoring his 12th goal and fourth in three games. 

The Wings (28-34-10) haven't won three consecutive games since late 
November. 

After making the playoffs for an astonishing 25 consecutive seasons, the 
Wings have now been home watching them for six straight seasons. 

The Wings were at least thinking playoffs in mid-January, at one juncture 
only five points from the second and final wild-card spot. 

But things gradually derailed. Since Feb. 14, when the Wings began the 
most difficult stretch of their schedule, they've been 6-13-4. 

More: Red Wings managing late season injuries 

"I was happy with our growth up to that point," Blashill said of the recent 
slide. "We had surprised people and played better than people had 
thought. Since then, we haven't been as good, haven't done a good 
enough job for a multitude of reasons." 

But there was some progress the first several months. Larkin, for one, 
sees that as something tangible heading into the offseason, and next 
training camp. 

"This year, we went into arenas and games expecting to win," Larkin 
said. "It's disappointing when you don't, but when go into a building and 
don't expect to win (such as two seasons ago, when the Wings bottomed 
out) it's a hopeless feeling.  
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"This year we've had enough good players to go into building and expect 
to win and we came up short.  

"But it's definitely trending in the right direction." 

The Wings' longest streak of not making the playoffs: seven consecutive 
years, from 1970-71 to 1976-77. 

We're running a new-subscriber special. Support local journalism, and 
subscribe here. 

ted.kulfan@detroitnews.com 

Twitter: @tkulfan 
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Red Wings managing late-season injuries, resting Larkin, Hronek 

 

Ted Kulfan 

 

Detroit — This late in an NHL season, many players are dealing with 
aches and pains earned during the long, rigorous schedule. 

In some cases, it's important to deal with those injuries more carefully 
than others. 

The Red Wings are dealing with a couple of such cases, as Dylan Larkin 
and Filip Hronek are being rested as often as possible on non-game days 
to get the pair through the final three weeks of the schedule. 

Larkin and Hronek have more regularly been held out of practices in 
order to keep playing. 

"There’s wear and tear on players as you go through the course of the 
year,” coach Jeff Blashill said. “Hronek and Larkin are dealing with some 
things ultimately that we, and our medical staff most importantly, make 
the decision if it’s best to provide rest on those (certain practice) days. 

"Every day’s a little bit different, so it depends on how each guys feels." 

Both were off the ice Friday, as the Wings practiced. But both are 
expected to be in Saturday's lineup against Columbus (9:30 p.m., 
BSD/97.1). 

“I didn’t go into (Friday) knowing for sure they’d be out, or would not be," 
Blashill said. "I knew there was potential and the medical staff says 
what’s best. There’s always the chance the medical staff comes to me 
(Saturday) and says rest is best. I don’t anticipate that but it might be the 
case. 

"We take it on a day-by-day basis right now.” 

For Larkin, Saturday's game is a milestone event. Larkin reaches the 500 
game mark in his NHL career, with the game against the Blue Jackets. 

Larkin reached the 30-goal mark in Tuesday's victory over Boston, the 
second time Larkin has reached the milestone. His career high is 32 
goals, in 2018-19.  

Larkin is within reach of his career high in goals and points (73) reached 
during that 2018-19 season. Larkin went into Saturday's game with 67 
points. 

Blashill has mentioned several times this season Larkin has been 
increasingly effective because of Larkin's skating with the puck and 
speed.  

"He’s had the puck on his stick, his shot has gotten better, his accuracy 
has improved," Blashill said. "To me, the biggest difference is that he’s 
skating more with the puck and, he’s skated to create space for himself." 

By winning Saturday, the Wings will have done something they haven't 
accomplished since late November. 

The Wings had a five-game winning streak from Nov. 24-Dec. 4. They 
haven't won more than two consecutive games since that win streak. 

Blashill felt the level of sacrifice was a huge factor in victories over 
Boston and Winnipeg this week, and hoped that carries over into the 
game against Columbus. 

“Part of that was we got good goaltending (also)," Blashill said of the two 
victories. "But I thought we did a good job of raising that level of sacrifice 
back to what it had been through the majority of the season, until we kind 
of fell out (of the playoff race)." 
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Red Wings fall to Columbus in overtime after late rally to tie 

 

By Ansar Khan  

 

DETROIT – The Detroit Red Wings were officially eliminated from the 
playoffs earlier in the day, but they battled Saturday night like they were 
in the thick of the chase. 

Dylan Larkin and Jakub Vrana scored 58 seconds apart late in the third 
period to tie the game. 

But Jack Roslovic scored with 1:41 remaining in overtime, completing a 
hat trick, and the Columbus Blue Jackets defeated Detroit 5-4 at Little 
Caesars Arena. 

The Red Wings (28-34-10) were coming off back-to-back wins and were 
seeking their longest winning streak in more than four months. The Blue 
Jackets (34-33-6) were 1-5-3 in their previous nine. 

Larkin, in his 500th game, scored his 31st goal with 4:25 remaining in the 
third to cut Columbus’ lead to 4-3. Vrana then tied it with 3:27 to play, 
snapping in a shot off the face-off, his second goal of the game and 10th 
in 17 games this season. 

The Red Wings needed to kill 1:12 of Larkin’s late goaltender 
interference penalty to send the game to OT. 

Roslovic had scored his second goal of the game at 4:04 of the third 
period to put the Blue Jackets ahead 3-2. Justin Danforth added to the 
lead at 13:34 before the Red Wings rallied. 

Elvis Merzlikins made 34 saves for Columbus while Alex Nedeljkovic 
stopped 28 shots. 

It was a physical, chippy game that featured several scrums and melees 
after the whistle. The Red Wings were shorthanded five games, killing 
each penalty, and had only one power play. 

Vrana tied it at 1-1 on a great individual effort in the second period. He 
intercepted a pass in his own zone, skated down the ice, outracing 
Vladislav Gavrikov to cut in alone on Merzlikins and bury a shot at 13:41. 

Vrana has 18 goals in 27 games since joining the Red Wings at last 
year’s trade deadline. 

Sam Gagner put Detroit ahead 2-1 at 17:21 of the second with his 12th of 
the season and fourth in three games. He received a terrific pass from 
Marc Staal and fired into an open net before a scrambling Merzlikins 
could get back into position. 

Cole Sillinger tied it at 2-2 with 1:59 remaining in the second. Filip Hronek 
missed his defensive assignment, leaving Sillinger all alone in front of the 
net as he converted a pass from Zach Werenski. 
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Columbus led 1-0 after the first period on Roslovic’s goal at 13:14. 

The Red Wings had two opportunities to clear the zone but didn’t 
execute. Werenski knocked the puck off of Larkin’s stick from behind. It 
went right to Roslovic, who skated into the high slot and fired in a wrist 
shot. 
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Red Wings officially eliminated from playoffs for sixth consecutive season 

 

By Ansar Khan 

 

What was apparent several weeks ago became reality Saturday: the 
Detroit Red Wings are officially eliminated from the playoffs. 

Washington’s 6-3 victory over Pittsburgh makes it mathematically 
impossible for the Red Wings to reach the postseason. The Capitals 
have 88 points. Even in the unlikely event the Red Wings (28-34-9) win 
their final 11 games, including Saturday night’s contest with Columbus, 
they can’t finish with more than 87 points. 

This is the sixth consecutive season Detroit has missed the playoffs, 
following a 25-year postseason streak. It is the franchise’s longest playoff 
drought since it went seven years in a row without making it from 1970-
71 to 1976-77. 

The Red Wings were five points out of a playoff spot on Jan. 18. 
Realistically, they were further out because Boston, in the final 
postseason position at the time, had five games in hand. But at least the 
Red Wings were in the conversation. 

Their season took a turn for the worse after that. Since Feb. 23, Detroit is 
5-12-3. Goals against has been the main issue. The Red Wings are tied 
with Montreal for the worst team goals-against average in the league at 
3.80. 
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How to watch Denver vs. Minnesota State in NCAA hockey 
championship: TV channel, game time, live stream 

 

By Ryan Zuke  

 

BOSTON – Denver and Minnesota State will play for an NCAA Division I 
hockey national championship on Saturday, and there are several 
Michigan connections to the game. 

Puck drop is at 8 p.m. at TD Garden in Boston and will be aired on 
ESPN2. 

The Pioneers, the No. 1 seed for the Loveland, Colorado region, knocked 
off No. 1 overall seed Michigan in the semifinals Thursday, scoring late in 
the first overtime period for a 3-2 victory. They are aiming for their ninth 
national title in program history, which would tie Michigan for the most all 
time. 

Denver has 12 NHL draft picks on its roster, including three selected by 
the Detroit Red Wings. Freshman forward Carter Mazur is a Jackson 
native and was drafted in the third round last July. He is tied for fifth on 
the team with 36 points (14 goals, 22 assists). 

Freshman defenseman Shai Buium was picked 36th overall in 2021 and 
has three goals and 14 assists, while sophomore defenseman Antti 
Tuomisto, the No. 35 overall selection in 2019, has one goal and eight 
assists. 

Meanwhile, freshman forward Jack Devine and freshman defenseman 
Sean Behrens are alumni of the U.S. National Team Development 
Program, which is based in Plymouth. 

Denver director of hockey operations, Travis Culhane, is a Kalamazoo 
native and Western Michigan alumnus. 

Minnesota State, the No. 1 seed from the Albany, New York region, beat 
two Big Ten teams to reach the championship, blanking Notre Dame 1-0 
in the second round before Thursday’s 5-1 win over Minnesota. It is 
searching for its first national title. 

Sophomore forward Josh Groll is a transfer from Michigan and has four 
goals and eight assists in 39 games this season. He appeared in just two 
games for the Wolverines in 2020-21. 

Sophomore defenseman Tony Malinowski, who has one assist in 16 
games, is a Clarkston native and played youth travel hockey in metro 
Detroit. Junior forward Brendan Furry, a Toledo, Ohio native, played Tier 
1 travel hockey for Belle Tire in metro Detroit while freshman forward 
Tanner Edwards played one season with the Muskegon Lumberjacks in 
the United States Hockey League in 2019-20. 

Furry has 44 points in 43 games this year, and Edwards has one goal in 
six games. 

Finally, defenseman Akito Hirose is the brother of former Michigan State 
forward Taro Hirose, who is currently in the Red Wings’ organization. 

Game Information 

Who: Denver Pioneers (30-9-1) vs. Minnesota State Mavericks (38-5) 

Where: TD Garden (Boston) 

When: Saturday, April 9, 8 p.m. ET 

Follow: Ryan Zuke 

How to Watch 

TV: ESPN2 
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Red Wings seeking longest win streak in four months 

 

By Ansar Khan 

 

The Detroit Red Wings tonight can accomplish something they have 
done only twice this season – win three consecutive games. 

The Red Wings, following back-to-back wins over Boston and Winnipeg, 
face the Columbus Blue Jackets at Little Caesars Arena (7 p.m., Bally 
Sports Detroit). Detroit hasn’t won three in a row since a five-game 
winning streak from Nov. 24 to Dec. 4. 

The Red Wings (28-34-9) got strong goaltending from Alex Nedeljkovic 
(career-high 47 saves vs. Bruins) and Thomas Greiss (32 stops against 
the Jets) and strong penalty killing (7 for 7 in both games combined) to 
win back-to-back for the first time since Feb. 9-12. 

Coach Jeff Blashill is looking for his team to “build off the urgency and 
sacrifice we played with over the last couple of games.” 
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“Part of that was we got good goaltending, but I thought we did a good 
job of raising that level of sacrifice back to what it had been through the 
majority of the season until we kind of fell out of (the playoff picture),” 
Blashill said. 

The Blue Jackets (33-33-6) have gone 1-5-3 in their past nine to fall out 
of playoff contention. 

Dylan Larkin, despite missing several practices in recent weeks while 
managing an undisclosed injury, is expected to play in his 500th game 
tonight. He’ll center a line with Tyler Bertuzzi and Lucas Raymond. 

The other lines to start will feature Pius Suter with Jakub Vrana and Filip 
Zadina, Joe Veleno with Michael Rasmussen and Oskar Sundqvist and 
Mitchell Stephens with Adam Erne and Sam Gagner. 

Stephens returns after being out since Nov. 13 with a lower-body injury. 

Rasmussen has four goals in the past five games. 
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Columbus Blue Jackets vs. Detroit Red Wings - NHL (4/9/22) | Faceoff, 
How to Watch, Preview 

 

By Tyler Kuehl  

 

The Detroit Red Wings are feeling good coming out of a back-to-back, 
where they traveled, coming out victorious in both contests. They look to 
continue their winning ways after a couple days of rest when they 
welcome the Columbus Blue Jackets to town on Saturday night. 

The Wings, who have now won consecutive games for the first time since 
early February, look to try and win three-straight for the first time since 
American Thanksgiving. They still sit fifth in the Atlantic Division, and well 
behind the Tampa Bay Lightning, who hold the first Wild Card spot in the 
Eastern Conference. 

After beating the Boston Bruins on Tuesday night, the Wings traveled 
north of the border to take on the Winnipeg Jets. A pair of goals by Sam 
Gagner, and a 32-save performance from goaltender Thomas Greiss, 
helped the Wings win their second game of the season in Canada, 
coming away with a 3-1 victory. 

Columbus, like Detroit, come in with the postseason well out of sight. The 
Blue Jackets are seven points head of the Wings, but sit sixth in the 
Metropolitan Division, 14 points back of the Washington Capitals, who 
hold the last Wild Card spot in the East. They had hit a rough patch late 
last month, and ended a seven-game losing streak with a win over the 
Philadelphia Flyers on Tuesday night, before falling to Philly on 
Thursday. 

These two have split their first two meetings this season, with Detroit 
winning at home back in October, while Columbus returned the favor in 
Ohio the following month. 

Check out more stories about the Detroit Red Wings here on MLive 

What: NHL Hockey 

Who: Columbus Blue Jackets (33-33-6) vs. Detroit Red Wings (28-34-9) 

When: Saturday, April 9 

Time: 7:00 p.m. ET 

Where: Little Caesars Arena (Detroit, Mich.) 

Channel: Bally Sports Detroit 

Stream: DirecTV Stream 
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Top college free agent Ben Meyers is open for business, will weigh 
dozens of NHL offers after Frozen Four exit 

 

Michael Russo  

 

Ben Meyers is officially open for business. 

The University of Minnesota captain, Big Ten Player of the Year and 
2022 U.S. Olympian will return to Minnesota on Saturday, one day after 
being honored as a finalist for the Hobey Baker Award as college 
hockey’s best player and two days after his NCAA championship dreams 
came to an end at the hands of Minnesota State. 

Meyers’ next step will be an appetizing, exhilarating, nerve-wracking and 
humbling one all at the same time: figuring out his NHL future. 

More than two dozen NHL teams, including the one situated 10 minutes 
east of his college campus and 45 minutes from his hometown of Delano, 
Minn., are in hot pursuit of a centerman some feel is the best college free 
agent, in terms of upside, since either the Toronto Maple Leafs signed 
Tyler Bozak out of the University of Denver in 2009 or the Boston Bruins 
signing Torey Krug out of Michigan State in 2012. 

The 23-year-old junior forward Meyers led the Gophers with 17 goals and 
41 points in 34 games this season and had 13 multi-point games, plus a 
faceoff win percentage of 57.4. In career 102 games at the University of 
Minnesota, Meyers scored 39 goals and 95 points. 

According to sources, Meyers, who has been talking with NHL teams 
informally for months, is expected to officially interview with teams 
Sunday and Monday. A source close to Meyers said he’s going into the 
interviews with an open mind and has not cut down his long list of suitors 
to any finalists as of yet. 

One team going hard after Meyers is his hometown Minnesota Wild. The 
Wild are “all in,” a source said. 

The Wild had five representatives at the Frozen Four, including senior 
adviser Ray Shero, and have been scouting Meyers extensively the past 
two seasons. Those who have seen him a lot lately include general 
manager Bill Guerin, director of amateur scouting Judd Brackett and 
longtime amateur scout Brian Hunter, who played a large role in the 
recruiting and eventual signings of quality college free agents like Nico 
Sturm, Nate Prosser and Mitchell Chaffee. 

The Wild gave Meyers the grand tour of their facilities last summer and 
would likely insert him right onto their fourth line. And make no mistake, 
the Wild think he could play up and down their lineup if needed the rest of 
the regular season and certainly in the seasons beyond. They consider 
signing Meyers the equivalent of acquiring a late first-round pick in terms 
of value. In other words, the potential positive yield far outweighs the low 
risk (he’d get a two-year deal worth a maximum $925,000 per, plus 
bonuses, and the first year would be burned). 

Meyers is a complete player. He can fly, can score and competes hard, 
which would fit coach Dean Evason’s style. Though he’s 5-foot-11 and 
listed at 200 pounds, Meyers has a thick, heavy hockey build. He can 
also win draws, and though it’s uncertain how that would translate at the 
NHL level, the Wild rank 29th in the NHL in faceoff win percentage 
(47.1). 
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The Wild recently lost draft pick Jack McBain to the Arizona Coyotes 
because the Boston College center felt there was too much competition 
ahead of him in the lineup. The Wild are hoping Meyers doesn’t look at 
them with the same lens. They have given him the full sales pitch and are 
trying to sway Meyers in their direction, knowing full well that coveted 
college free agents often look for the path of least resistance in terms of 
depth when it comes to interested parties. 

Sportsnet’s Elliotte Friedman said on The Athletic’s “Straight from the 
Source” podcast two weeks ago that the Detroit Red Wings and 
Philadelphia Flyers also have strong interest. But the majority of NHL 
teams are in on him, sources say, and as of now, there are no front-
runners. Meyers will be ineligible to play in the playoffs no matter which 
team he signs with. 

“He’s just a rock star of a human, how he works every day,” Gophers 
coach Bob Motzko told reporters after Meyers’ college career likely came 
to an end Thursday night. “He’s an honor roll student, leads by example 
in his work ethic in practice (and) weight room. On ice, puts his team on 
his back. He makes everybody else better. 

“He’s truly one of the class acts in college hockey this year. And I know 
he won’t be back with us next year. At his age, it’s time to go. I get that 
with him and we’re going to have a blast watching him. He made the 
Olympic team, a kid that was not drafted. He didn’t have a huge name a 
couple years ago, but he sure has one now.” 

Meyers would have been the Gophers’ first Hobey Baker winner since 
Jordan Leopold in 2002 and the fifth in school history (Neal Broten in 
1981, Robb Stauber in 1988 and Brian Bonin in 1996). Minnesota State’s 
Dryden McKay won the award, beating out Meyers and the University of 
Denver’s Bobby Brink. 

McKay is also undrafted and somebody the Wild are interested in 
signing. However, it’s unclear whether that would be on an NHL or AHL 
contract. McKay has won an NCAA record 38 games this season and 
has recorded an NCAA record 34 shutouts in his college career. The 
three-time All American was the CCHA Player of the Year, Goalie of the 
Year and First Team all-conference. 

Michael Russo is a senior writer covering the Minnesota Wild and the 
NHL for The Athletic. He has covered the NHL since 1995, previously for 
the South Florida Sun-Sentinel and Minneapolis Star Tribune. Michael is 
a four-time Minnesota Sportswriter of the Year and in 2017 was named 
the inaugural Red Fisher Award winner as best beat writer in the NHL. 
Michael can be seen on Bally Sports North and the NHL Network; and 
heard on KFAN (100.3-FM) and podcasts Worst Seats in the House 
(talknorth.com) and Straight From the Source (The Athletic). Follow 
Michael on Twitter @RussoHockey. 
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Duhatschek notebook: What's the Coyotes' strategy? Thoughts on Doug 
Wilson, Ryan Getzlaf and more 

 

Eric Duhatschek  

 

The race for the bottom of the NHL standings usually comes into focus 
right about now. We’re three weeks from the finish line, The Eastern 
Conference is settled and the West is basically down to nine teams 
competing for eight spots. At this point, it’s not a great position to be, if 
you’re in the nebulous lower third. That’s where you miss the playoffs, 
but face long lottery odds to earn a top-three draft choice, and maybe 
possibly select a difference-making, franchise cornerstone. 

And although the New Jersey Devils are making a late run, there are 
currently three main contenders bidding to become the first team in 

history to finish 32nd in the now 32-team NHL: the Arizona Coyotes, the 
Montreal Canadiens and the Seattle Kraken. 

Seattle, as an expansion team, could really use a No. 1 pick to mitigate 
the disappointment of a less-than-stellar start. 

Still, if you discount what the Vegas Golden Knights did in their inaugural 
season, the bumps and bruises that the Kraken have endured is a 
common path for NHL expansion teams. Some the damage was 
probably self-inflicted — the choices that they made in the expansion 
draft didn’t exactly pan out perhaps as well as they’d hoped. A little more 
consistency between the pipes would have helped too, because the faith 
they showed in Philip Grubauer and Chris Driedger hasn’t paid off. 
Maybe it will eventually. But the Kraken were more aggressive at the 
trade deadline, expanding their portfolio of draft choices, plus there’s still 
salary-cap room to spare. The honeymoon figures to last a little while yet. 

Montreal isn’t that far off from being competitive, if Carey Price comes 
back next year and can play at a high level. It’s hard to dispute the path 
forward they’ve taken since Jeff Gorton came aboard to oversee hockey 
operations, with Kent Hughes as the new GM and Martin St. Louis as the 
coach. There’ll be a lot of on-the-job learning, but smart people learn fast. 
(See Bill Zito, Florida Panthers, for details). 

That leaves Arizona. 

The NHL’s problem child. The NHL’s wild child. 

Whatever you may think of the Coyotes’ off-ice business model — not 
great and not improving for the next three or so years, at minimum — the 
hockey side of the operation completely fascinates me. Underlying all the 
crazy arena chatter, and commissioner Gary Bettman’s weird attachment 
to a floundering organization, there’s an unorthodox pragmatism to the 
way GM Bill Armstrong and his staff are operating. It’s a thought-
provoking experiment in whatever the professional sports equivalent of 
Realpolitik is. 

People ask, when they see all the comings and goings in Arizona: Who 
would want to play there, when the best and/or most expensive players 
are constantly being shuffled out of town? The answer: Lots of people, 
Jack McBain for one. The Coyotes acquired McBain’s rights from the 
Minnesota Wild at the trading deadline, giving up a second-rounder in the 
process, and within a couple of days, had signed him to a two-year, 
entry-level deal. 

What made Arizona so much more attractive than Minnesota for the 22-
year-old son of former NHLer Andrew McBain? The opportunity to play. 
And that’s what Arizona represents to any number of players, trying to 
establish themselves as NHLers. It’s a point the color commentator 
Darren Pang made on a Coyotes’ broadcast this week: Injuries and a few 
trade-deadline departures have created opportunities in Arizona that 
don’t exist for prospects in deeper organizations. 

Someone better be taking advantage. 

The Coyotes are an NHL team, paying NHL salaries, operating in a 
warm-weather climate, where the expectations are modest. They’re 
simply asked to play hard every night, knowing full well that most nights, 
they are an underdog, and sometimes, an overwhelming underdog. 

Most organizations, out of necessity, are in a win-now mode. Rarely do 
they step back and ponder the big picture the way Arizona’s hockey 
operations can. 

The Coyotes are building towards a far-away future. They think it’ll be in 
Arizona. Not everyone shares that view. 

But even if it isn’t — and even if the naysayers are correct and they end 
up in Houston — they can target the rebuild to a specific point in time in 
the future when either their new arena comes on stream, or they shift the 
franchise elsewhere. The challenge will be all about timing — getting the 
organization trending up just at the point where you need additional cash 
to start paying the maturing prospects that are starting to find their NHL 
strides. 
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From there, you can always fill in the gaps. 

So, returning to the original question: Who would want to play there? 
There are thousands of professional hockey players, in Europe and in the 
North American minor leagues, that would happily accept one of those 23 
Arizona jobs, and be thankful for the opportunity. 

Ever since they brought in Andre Tourigny as coach, that’s been the 
operating philosophy: Adding players with a chip on their shoulders, who 
every night, want to prove something to someone who snubbed them 
along the way. 

You’d think it wouldn’t matter in professional hockey, but you’d be wrong. 

It means on nights when the opposition isn’t dialed in, or their goaltender 
gives them an outstanding performance, the Coyotes can make life hard 
for you. They had a stretch there, fueled by Clayton Keller and Nick 
Schmaltz, when they knocked off a handful of a succession of playoff 
contenders. Since Keller was lost for the season, the wheels have come 
off — not necessarily a bad thing if the only race that matters anymore is 
for the lowest rung on the NHL ladder. 

Arizona, at the trade deadline, wasn’t nearly as active as some 
anticipated. No Jakob Chychrun trade for starters. They couldn’t find a 
team willing to meet its very high asking price. Maybe in July, someone 
bites. 

Phil Kessel didn’t move either. Even with Arizona agreeing to take on half 
his contract, it was still a pricey add for a lot of teams that saw him mostly 
as a supplementary piece. And he’s got an Ironman streak going that no 
team wanted to end by making him a healthy scratch. 

So, Kessel will have a decision to make in the summer and Arizona will 
have an extra $6 million in cap space to play with, once his contract 
expires and comes off the books. They did take on Bryan Little’s contract 
from Winnipeg to acquire the rights to collegian Nathan Smith who, like 
McBain, was targeted because he was at an age where he could 
potentially step into the Coyotes’ lineup, sooner rather than later. 

But when the dust settled, Arizona still has eight picks in the first three 
rounds of the 2022 draft, including three first-rounders: Their own, which 
will be high, no matter where the lottery balls may fall, plus Carolina’s (via 
Montreal, for Christian Dvorak), plus Colorado’s (for Darcy Kuemper). 

They also have four in the second round: Their own, plus the Islanders’ 
(for taking on Andrew Ladd), the Flyers’ (for taking on Shayne 
Gostisbehere), and the Sharks’ (for Adin Hill). Along with Ladd, they also 
picked up a useful young player, Janis Moyer, in the Islanders’ deal. 

Of course, draft capital is only useful if you can turn it into contributing 
NHL players — and that means, turning the high-end picks into 
difference makers and a few of the lower picks into serviceable players. 
But draft choices are also currency, and even at this deadline, the 
Coyotes spent a little of that draft choice currency to acquire the rights to 
McBain and Smith. 

So … fascinating to see how this plays out. They’ve got a goalie signed 
now for three years — (Karel Vejmelka) — they’ve got a bunch of players 
on expiring contracts, and so – if again in 2022, someone needs to move 
a warm body, they will be in a position to send them to the Coyotes for a 
sweetener in return. And pretty much every team, tapped out at the top of 
the payroll, would be prepared to deal someone, like a Sean Monahan in 
Calgary, for the payroll flexibility. 

The point is this: If everyone else is in win-now mode, and you’re in win-
later mode, or winning-deferred mode, it allows you to operate 
unconventionally. 

Five years from now, whenever things stabilize from whatever happens 
to the franchise — whoever owns it, wherever they might be operating — 
it’ll be worth revisiting the strategy to see just how it played out — what 
sort of talent they’ve stockpiled — and if it isn’t the start of something big. 

Changes in San Jose and Anaheim 

It was the end of an era — on two fronts — in California this past week, 
when Doug Wilson stepped down as general manager of the San Jose 
Sharks after 19 seasons at the helm, a day after longtime Anaheim 
Ducks captain Ryan Getzlaf announced that after 17 NHL seasons, all 
with the same franchise, he would retire at the end of the season. 

First Wilson. 

I played a game in my head this week, asking myself: Is there any single 
individual that is more representative of an NHL organization than Wilson 
would be with the Sharks? And the answer might actually be no. 

Because for as important as, say, Wayne Gretzky was to the Edmonton 
Oilers, or Bobby Orr was to the Boston Bruins, both organizations have 
had multiple figures that contributed to their collective successes and 
visibility over the years. You could start an interesting conversation in 
virtually any established NHL market to kick that question around. 

But then you have Wilson. 

I was actually in attendance for the first Sharks’ home game in 1991. The 
team I covered at the time, the Calgary Flames, was scheduled to play 
the second game at the Cow Palace, then San Jose’s home rink. In 
those days, when newspapers were actually able to look at big-picture 
stories, I had permission to arrive a few days early to see the Sharks play 
the inaugural game in franchise history against the Vancouver Canucks. 
Interest in the Sharks was running high, mostly because they’d 
demonstrated a cutting-edge awareness of marketing and 
merchandising. Those predominantly teal-colored sweaters — that clever 
Sharks insignia, had jerseys and T-shirts flying off the shelves. 

Wilson was the original face of the franchise, the first captain, a player 
who came over from the Chicago Blackhawks organization and helped 
establish whatever early credibility an organization could, given the odd 
expansion formula the NHL put in place for San Jose. 

But for all the challenges the Sharks faced, there was a gravitas about 
Wilson and the way he carried himself. In the beginning anyway, before it 
became clear just how short of actual playing talent they were, Wilson’s 
presence inspired hope among the fan base. 

The ones I spoke to had a thoroughly unrealistic opinion of how good the 
Sharks might be on the ice, mostly because of Wilson’s presence in the 
lineup. They weren’t good enough of course and it was a hard slog at the 
beginning. But by Year 3, it suddenly turned around. A 24-to-82-point 
year-over-year surge was one of the most remarkable about-faces in 
NHL history. For a while anyway, they looked as good on the ice as they 
did at the merchandise kiosk. 

Wilson retired soon after and began a front-office career that featured an 
almost two-decade level of year-over-year consistency that few could 
match. Fourteen playoff appearances, including 10 in a row. Since the 
2003-04 season, only Pittsburgh played more playoff series than San 
Jose (31 compared to 30). They won the Presidents’ Trophy in 2009 as 
the overall league champions and made it to the 2016 Stanley Cup Final. 

Wilson was the voice of patience for many of his years at the helm, and 
while the strategy didn’t pay off in a Stanley Cup it kept the Sharks 
consistently in the mix, year after year. That matters — especially to 
owners. 

Arguably, it was the decision to get a little impatient as the Stanley Cup 
window that revolved around Joe Thornton, Joe Pavelski and Patrick 
Marleau closed that represented his most significant misstep. Trading for 
Erik Karlsson, when they already had Brent Burns to play the right side of 
the defence, giving up the assets to get him and then rewarding him with 
an eight-year, $92 million contract (with an $11.5 million AAV) that has 
been, and will be, a financial drag on the organization for years to come, 
even with Karlsson in the midst of a much-improved season. 

Still, on balance, Wilson’s legacy — from the beginning to the end — 
skews far more heavily towards the good than the bad side. Great trade 
for Joe Thornton. Great trade for Burns. Great trade to land Dan Boyle. 
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One of only four people to play 1,000 games in the NHL and then to 
manage a team for a thousand more. 

He originally stepped away from the team earlier this season, citing an 
undisclosed medical problem, and his assistant, Joe Will, has been 
minding the store ever since. It was encouraging to hear, in Wilson’s 
official statement to announce his departure, that he hopes to return to 
the NHL in some capacity, once his health improves. His last appearance 
on the larger NHL stage came this past November, when he was officially 
inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in the player category. 

Getzlaf, meanwhile, did win a championship early in his career with the 
Ducks — 2007 — though they were never able to get back in the 
winner’s circle after that. A total of 732 career assists in 1,150 career 
games demonstrated his acuity as a playmaker, though more than one 
coach would have liked to have seen him deploy his underrated shot 
more frequently. 

The Athletic’s Eric Stephens did a nice walk down memory lane, hitting 
some of Getzlaf’s career highlights here. 

For me, one of the more interesting, though obscure, parts of Getzlaf’s 
career arc happened right at the beginning, when he and Corey Perry 
first signed their entry-level contracts. They were drafted 19th and 28th 
respectively in that exceptional class of 2003, or just before the NHL 
locked out the players for what turned out to be the full 2004-05 season. 

Not knowing for sure what the financial landscape would look like going 
forward, a significant number of NHL teams held off signing their 2003 
first-rounders to contracts. 

Wisely, Anaheim — which was being run on an interim basis by Al 
Coates at the time — went ahead and signed both. It meant that when 
the lockout finally ended, the 24 percent rollback in NHL salaries that was 
part of the collective bargaining agreement, was also applied to their 
contracts. 

The net effect was to give Anaheim three seasons of two, young 
emerging superstars for bargain-basement contracts, Getzlaf for an AAV 
of $739,733 and Perry for just $614,333. That, in turn, created the 
financial flexibility to bring in impact reinforcements, such as Chris 
Pronger and Scott Niedermayer. Getzlaf and Perry were contributors to 
that championship season, but Niedermayer and Pronger — along with 
Teemu Selanne — were its driving forces. Both Getzlaf and Perry 
eventually hit the jackpot, financially, on their third contracts. 

So, a real Disneyland fairy tale come to life, everybody living happily ever 
after, merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily making their way to the local bank. 

Who’s actually getting paid? 

All that salary-cap research had me noodling around CapFriendly this 
past week. 

Just about every NHL story concerning player salaries tends to focus on 
average annual value — AAV — because that’s how the salary cap is 
calculated. 

But AAV doesn’t translate into dollars into a players’ pocket — and for 
most people, that’s what actually matters most. Dollars in the wallet 
matter. 

So, who makes the most actual cash this year? And where do the best 
values lie? According to our friends at CapFriendly, the highest paid 
player by actual dollars this year is indeed Karlsson, the Sharks’ 31-year-
old defenceman, who is signed until the end of the 2026-27 season. 

Year over year, Karlsson is having a much better season. But he’s 
probably not producing at the level his salary demands — an eyepopping 
$14.5 million this year. 

There are four players tied for second place on the list — all at $13 
million: Artemi Panarin, Carey Price, Connor McDavid and Tyler Seguin. 
Price hasn’t played at all this year, Seguin has 43 points in 69 games, 

Panarin 85 in 67, McDavid 108 in 71. All are pricey. Two are earning their 
keep. 

Next is a trio of players at $12 million: Sergei Bobrovsky, Mark Stone and 
Nikita Kucherov. Then it drops to two more players at $11 million: Drew 
Doughty and Andrei Vasilevskiy. 

At No. 11, all by himself: Nashville Predators’ defenceman Roman Josi, 
who is in the second season of an eight-year contract, whose cash 
earnings this year will be $10.75 million. Josi, a Norris and a Hart Trophy 
candidate, is on now on pace to score 100 points, which would make him 
the first defenceman since Brian Leetch in 1991-92 to reach that 
threshold. That contract at least has a chance of aging well — and 
currently is delivering far more value than the player right behind him on 
the compensation list, No. 12 Oliver Ekman-Larsson of Vancouver, at 
$10.5 million. 

Then come a couple of high-scoring Maple Leafs: Auston Matthews at 
$10.47 million and Mitch Marner at $10.358 million. Rounding out the 
remaining players earning $10 million are: Jeff Skinner, Blake Wheeler, 
Nicklas Backstrom, Jack Eichel, Matt Duchene and Mikko Rantanen. 

Altogether, there are 20 players earning $10 million or more in actual 
salary this year. 

The greatest bargain? Probably Calgary’s Johnny Gaudreau, No. 4 in 
scoring this season, earning $6.75 million, and on pace for the greatest 
number of even-strength points since Mario Lemieux last played in the 
league. Gaudreau is on an expiring contract. Nothing fancy about it either 
— he’s earned the same dollar amount in each of the six years. 

Of all the pending unrestricted free agents this summer, no one is likely 
to need the services of a Brinks truck more than Gaudreau. 

Eric Duhatschek is a senior hockey writer for The Athletic. He spent 17 
years as a columnist for The Globe and Mail and 20 years covering the 
Calgary Flames and the NHL for the Calgary Herald. In 2001, he won the 
Elmer Ferguson Award, given by the Hockey Hall of Fame for 
distinguished hockey journalism, and previously served on the Hockey 
Hall of Fame selection committee. Follow Eric on Twitter @eduhatschek. 
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NHL power rankings: How high did Auston Matthews and the Leafs 
jump? 

 

Sean Gentille, Dom Luszczyszyn  

 

The leadership group here at Power Rankings HQ thank you for your 
patronage. We needed a break from each other this week, largely 
because of Auston Matthews. 

No gimmicks (unlike last week). No interaction, in fact, between us 
whatsoever. Are we even friends anymore? Who can say? 

Time for a numbered list of hockey teams. The playoffs are almost here. 

1. Colorado Avalanche 

Record: 50-14-6 

Last week: 1 

Dom rank: 1 

Sean rank: 1 

Sean: So, we had a bit of a light work week in Denver — just a home-
and-home against Pittsburgh that, stripped of context, wouldn’t have 
seemed like that big a deal. Two wins for the Avs. Nine goals for, six 
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against. Sounds about right. We’re also fast approaching a point in the 
season where games are more “something to endure” for contenders 
than anything else. The seedings basically are what they are. Just stay 
healthy. 

The thing about the Avs is that they, uh, aren’t healthy. Not at the 
moment, at least. Bowen Byram is back, but the top scorer (Nazem 
Kadri) and captain (Gabriel Landeskog) are both still out, probably until 
the playoffs. Without them against Pittsburgh, the Avs got two things — 
stretches of dominance from the second line of J.T. Compher between 
Artturi Lehkonen and Valeri Nichushkin, and Vezina ballot-caliber stuff 
from Darcy Kuemper — that should deeply, deeply concern any potential 
opponents. This team is a wagon. We know this. But if the depth 
forwards and the goaltending stay at those levels? Look out. 

2. Florida Panthers 

Record: 49-15-6 

Last week: 2 

Dom rank: 2 

Sean rank: 2 

Dom: In the salary-cap era, teams with a four-goal lead have held on to 
win 99.4 percent of the time. The Panthers erased such a deficit twice in 
a week. Absolute juggernaut. 

Without Aaron Ekblad it’s a little tough to trust the defense corps, but 
man is that forward group deep. The Panthers continue to score over 
four goals per game — a first since 1995-96 — and don’t look like they’re 
slowing down any time soon. Can such a rush-oriented team be trusted 
in the muck-and-grind of the playoffs? I sure hope so because this team 
is so fun to watch and should be one of the standard-bearers of what the 
future of the game looks like. 

Oh yeah, and Claude Giroux: just a casual nine points in his first eight 
games in Florida. Not a bad deadline pickup there. He gives the team 10 
(!) players scoring at a 50-point pace or higher. 

3. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Record: 46-19-6 

Last week: 6 

Dom rank: 3 

Sean rank: 3 

Sean: Lil’ buddy leaving the Leafs’ blurb for me, I see. How considerate 
of him! I’m going to restate something we’ve gone over here before; I 
would like nothing more, each week, to submarine the Leafs’ ranking — 
because it doesn’t matter, and it’d be funny. It’s not anything more 
complicated than that. I also, each week, resist the urge. This time, it was 
a challenge. They’re making it tough. 

https://t.co/lqz90s4iVp pic.twitter.com/RCGflQuh30 

— Sean Gentille (@seangentille) April 6, 2022 

Auston Matthews, specifically, is making it tough. Two goals against the 
Stars on Thursday night puts him at 49 goals in his last 49 games. He’s 
gunning for 50 in 50 against Montreal on Saturday night, which … might 
as well write that one in pen. Five guys in NHL history have done that: 
Maurice Richard, Mike Bossy, Wayne Gretzky, Mario Lemieux and Brett 
Hull. Come on. He’s going to finish closer to 70 than 60. Max Bultman 
and I tried to convince ourselves on the podcast that 70 was in play, but 
14 goals in 11 games are just too heavy a lift. Right. Right? 

4. Carolina Hurricanes 

Record: 46-17-8 

Last week: 3 

Dom rank: 4 

Sean rank: 4 

Dom: The Hurricanes scared us there for a second going down 2-0 early 
on the first two shots of the game. Oof. 

But when it comes to elite teams, coming back from multi-goal deficits 
has become no sweat and it felt like a given that the Hurricanes wouldn’t 
lose to Buffalo for a second time this week. It’s all about the team’s full-
court press when trailing which means they’re truly never out of it. While 
trailing, the Hurricanes are an offensive machine leading the league in 
shots, shot attempts and expected goals per 60 which leads to the 
highest percentage for all three stats too. 

5. Calgary Flames 

Record: 43-19-9 

Last week: 8 

Dom rank: 6 

Sean rank: 5 

Sean: If we were going by tiers here, the Flames would be the start of a 
new one. This week was a coin flip between them and No. 6. We jumped 
on the bandwagon early — I did, at least — and it’s largely paid off. This 
is a team with consistently solid results, and that’s enough to give them 
the edge. That being said, and good as Johnny Gaudreau-Elias 
Lindholm-Matthew Tkachuk have been, it’s time to start wondering if 
they’ve got secondary-scoring issues brewing at a suboptimal time. 

Andrew Mangiapane has 30 goals, and exactly one of them has come 
since March 3. Against the Sharks on Thursday, he was handling the 
puck like it was a live grenade. Not coincidentally, Mikael Backlund has 
eight points in his last 18. Regressions happen. Slumps happen. The 
Flames’ team game is strong enough to deal with that — but that’s cause 
for concern. 

6. Boston Bruins 

Record: 44-21-5 

Last week: 9 

Dom rank: 5 

Sean rank: 6 

Dom: The Bruins always do this: start slow, have everyone questioning 
whether they’re still a contender, and then ramp things up down the 
stretch. They are the definition of a second-half team. 

Since the new year, Boston is a red hot 30-11-3, a record that sits only 
behind Colorado and Florida league-wide. That’s a 117-point pace that’s 
seen the team claw its way back into a push for the third seed … and 
maybe even home ice. Tampa Bay struggling of late also helps with that, 
but the Bruins were always a sleeping giant with their ability to control 
play at five-on-five. They’ve held the expected goals lead all season and 
over the last month have cranked things up a notch to the tune of a 62 
percent expected goals rate. That’ll do. 

7. Minnesota Wild 

Record: 43-21-5 

Last week: 10 

Dom rank: 7 

Sean rank: 7 

Sean: No team paid more dearly for our April Fool’s gimmick than the 
Wild, who have won 11 of their last 15 games. That didn’t quite manifest 
itself in their season-long points percentage last week, and the fans 
noticed. They always do. The Russo Army, as we’ve said, rolls deep. 
Either way, they’re back where they should be this week. Outscoring 
opponents 36-22 in that 11-game stretch, with an expected goals share 
over 57 percent? Sheesh. 
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We wanted another Western contender, and we got it. I think. Unless 
they randomly go in the tank again for a couple of weeks or can’t stay out 
of the penalty box. If that happens, just forget I said anything. 

8. New York Rangers 

Record: 46-20-6 

Last week: 4 

Dom rank: 8 

Sean rank: 8 

Dom: Look who’s sitting in the top five in expected goals since the trade 
deadline, baby! That’s right, your New York Rangers who are starting to 
look like much more than a team that lives and dies by its goaltending. 
As it turns out, adding some depth around the edges is exactly what this 
team needed and they’re going to be an extremely scary outcome playoff 
time. Just ask the Penguins, the team’s most likely playoff opponent, who 
have had three tilts with the Rangers since the deadline and have come 
away empty-handed each time. That matchup is not looking ideal for 
them at all with the team getting outscored 11-3 by New York. 

Special shoutout to Andrew Copp who has fit like a glove for the Rangers 
so far with 10 points in nine games and a casual 65 percent expected 
goals rate. This team is no paper tiger anymore. 

9. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Record: 43-20-7 

Last week: 5 

Dom rank: 9 

Sean rank: 10 

Sean: In their last three games, the Lightning have gone 0-2-1 and gotten 
outscored 15-9 on aggregate by a really good team (Toronto), a blasé 
one (Washington) and a terrible one (Montreal). I was trying to cook up a 
team-wide stat that encompasses their last month of hockey, then saw 
that Joe Smith had already handled it. 

It took 56 games for the Lightning to lose back-to-back games in 
regulation. 

In last 15, they’ve had three, three-game losing streaks. Eight of those 
losses in regulation. 

Nine of their 20 regulation losses have come in the last 18 games. 

Third in division. Vs. BOS Friday 

— Joe Smith (@JoeSmithTB) April 7, 2022 

Ruh-roh. 

That, combined with the grind of their last few seasons, isn’t boding well. 
If nothing else, we need to stop letting our ears perk up whenever a team 
beats them. They’re not currently a measuring stick for all that much. 

10. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Record: 41-21-10 

Last week: 7 

Dom rank: 10 

Sean rank: 9 

Dom: As mentioned two blurbs up, the Penguins have a real first-round 
matchup problem on their hands. The Rangers have been seriously 
unkind to the Penguins and that’s far from ideal with the two being on a 
first-round collision course. 

Besides that, the Penguins have been skidding a little here since 
thumping the Red Wings 11-2 a couple of weeks ago. Their lone win was 
an overtime victory to the Wild, but two losses apiece to the Rangers and 

Avalanche are a bit concerning. Great teams, no doubt, but you’d expect 
a better showing over a potential first-round opponent (New York) and a 
team heavily battered with injuries (Colorado). The Penguins are still a 
contender, but they’re slipping down the pecking order. 

11. St. Louis Blues 

Record: 40-20-10 

Last week: 11 

Dom rank: 12 

Sean rank: 11 

Sean: You can only eat what’s on your plate, and the Blues are 5-0-1 in 
their last seven games. Only one of those wins was against a playoff 
team (Calgary), the loss was to Edmonton and the Blues’ goal share in 
those games (a tick under 51 percent) was dead in the middle of the 
NHL, but it’s been a nice little bounce-back for a team that looked dead 
on its feet for most of March. 

The playoff plan remains “lean on that forward depth and hope Ville 
Husso keeps it together,” and I’ve certainly seen worse. Husso (.924 
save percentage, third in the NHL in goals saved above expected) saved 
their season given what we’ve seen from Jordan Binnington, and seven 
20-goal scorers are impressive. 

12. Edmonton Oilers 

Record: 42-25-5 

Last week: 15 

Dom rank: 11 

Sean rank: 12 

Dom: If the Oilers can summon just average just half-decent goaltending 
come playoff time they’re a serious dark horse team in a thin West. Jay 
Woodcroft has done wonders here and since his hiring the team is ninth 
in the league with 54 percent of the expected goals at five-on-five and 56 
percent of the actual goals. Those are numbers that can really work in 
conjunction with an elite power play and the team should have a 
relatively cushy path in the Pacific. The Oilers aren’t contender-level 
good, but they’re playing much better than they’re given credit for. 

One guy who deserves special recognition is Jesse Puljujarvi. He’s been 
a force in the offensive zone all season and he’s unlocked a new level of 
play under Woodcroft. With Puljujarvi on the ice, the Oilers have earned 
68 percent of the expected goals and have outscored opponents 17-1 
since the hire. Puljujarvi is turning into one of the best play drivers in the 
league. 

13. Nashville Predators 

Record: 41-25-4 

Last week: 13 

Dom rank: 13 

Sean rank: 13 

Sean: It feels like we’re watching Roman Josi pull the Norris away from 
Cale Makar in real time. The production is staggering — the dude just set 
the Preds’ franchise record in points, and, as is the rule for Norris 
candidates, is a defenseman. We know the basic tenets of the debate; 
Makar’s impact numbers are better, and so is his team. Josi is producing 
points at a rate unseen at the position since the George H.W. Bush 
administration, and the Preds need them all. 

It’s going to make for an interesting rhetorical exercise. I can guarantee 
this much: We’re going to see Josi show up on more Hart ballots than 
Makar. Down-the-stretch performance matters. It should. It’s also human 
nature to side with the guy leading his team across the finish line vs. a 
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cog in a well-oiled regular-season machine. We’ll see. In the meantime, 
86 points for a defenseman in 2022. Wild. 

14. Washington Capitals 

Record: 38-22-10 

Last week: 12 

Dom rank: 14 

Sean rank: 15 

Dom: Remember the early season Alex Ovechkin Hart Trophy hype? 
That’s predictably fizzled out in the season’s second half and he’s back 
to looking like the player many expected going into the season. 

Always worrying with Ovechkin is his defensive game and that’s taken a 
turn for the worse in the new year. Over his last 35 games, the Capitals 
have allowed 2.95 expected goals against per 60 and 3.7 actual goals 
against per 60 with Ovechkin on the ice — all while he’s struggled to 
deliver offense at his usual rate. The defensive marks are among the 
worst on the team over the time frame. 

Someone has to be the whipping boy in an incredibly stacked conference 
and, unfortunately for Capitals fans, it looks like it’ll be them this year. A 
first-round date against the Florida Panthers is far from ideal and 
Washington would be heavy underdogs there. A return to early-season 
Ovechkin might help, but it’s looking like another quick exit this season. 

15. Dallas Stars 

Record: 40-26-5 

Last week: 16 

Dom rank: 15 

Sean rank: 14 

Sean: Our Ramblin’ Boys of Chaos are 7-2-1 with a sub-51 percent 
expected goals share since March 20. I’d say it was time for a roller 
coaster drop, but they always keep me guessing. Oh, how I love them! 
They’ve won 10 overtime games this season and only missed out on an 
11th because of Auston Matthews. He scored on two of 12 shots against 
them on Thursday night. It happens. 

Still, the shot counter was “Dallas 18, Matthews 12.” Toronto had 41 as a 
team. The Stars, however, still got a point. They’re a blast, and they’re 
currently in a wild-card spot. 

16. Los Angeles Kings 

Record: 38-25-10 

Last week: 14 

Dom rank: 17 

Sean rank: 16 

Dom: Not going to lie, I’m low-key rooting for a Kings collapse down the 
stretch to take them out of the playoffs in favor of Vegas. Nothing 
personal against the Kings, but Vegas is a far more compelling team and 
we still haven’t seen the Golden Knights’ final form. Los Angeles 
currently sits four points up with an extra game on Vegas, but a loss to 
the Oilers on Thursday night means the Kings aren’t quite out of the 
woods yet. 

It’s worth noting that the team’s previous puck possession excellence has 
fallen down a bit over the last month to 51 percent, but the biggest issue 
remains the team’s finishing ability at five-on-five. Over the last few 
months, they’ve generated 2.67 expected goals-per-60, but have only 
scored 1.59 per 60. Ouch. That’s a problem that’s been biting them all 
year and it’s now getting worse at just the wrong time. 

17. Vegas Golden Knights 

Record: 37-28-4 

Last week: 17 

Dom rank: 16 

Sean rank: 17 

Sean: Not going to lie, I’m low-key rooting for the Kings to keep it 
together down the stretch and keep Vegas out of the playoffs. Nothing 
personal against the Golden Knights, but it’d be pretty funny if a $92 
million roster couldn’t get it together long enough to beat out a team 
that’s at least a year or two from being capital-G Good. 

Honestly, I’m just glad we have a playoff race or two to track over the 
next couple of weeks. The three-point game is a curse. If Vegas pulls this 
off (they’ve earned 10 of their last 12 possible points), it’ll be a lot of fun. 
But “we thought they’d be better” doesn’t count for anything. 

Nor do 5-1 losses to the Canucks. 

Pete DeBoer- “We were awful. We were awful in the net front. We were 
awful on breakouts. We were awful everywhere. I can’t tell you it was one 
thing. We were no good.” 

— Jesse Granger (@JesseGranger_) April 7, 2022 

18. Winnipeg Jets 

Record: 33-28-10 

Last week: 18 

Dom rank: 18 

Sean rank: 19 

Dom: It was a nice thought while it lasted, but the Jets are officially in “it’s 
over” territory with regards to the playoffs, currently sitting at 0.5 percent. 
This feels like a much closer representation of what this team is 
compared to the last two seasons where they were fuelled almost entirely 
by the heroics of Connor Hellebuyck. 

This season isn’t on him and the last month of hockey where the team 
wasn’t good enough isn’t either. He took a while to get going, but over 
the last month he’s been the second-best goalie in the world according to 
goals saved above expected, just behind Darcy Kuemper. His .922 may 
not seem that dominant, but his defense did him no favors with an 
expected save percentage of .901. 

It’s clear Hellebuyck wasn’t up to his usual standards this season and 
that’s part of the reason Winnipeg is in this position, but that’s the risk a 
team takes when it depends far too much on goaltending. Live by the 
sword, die by the sword. 

19. Vancouver Canucks 

Record: 32-28-9 

Last week: 19 

Dom rank: 19 

Sean rank: 19 

Sean: Two games, two 5-1 wins for the Canucks. Surely, they can keep 
this up for the rest of the season. 

This is a pretty arbitrary date range, but you’ve got to start somewhere, 
so whatever: Elias Pettersson has 32 points in his last 24 games and 
seven in his last two, with a 53 percent expected goal share at 5-on-5. 
That’s not a full season, and certainly not the 100-point run that certain 
morons predicted in the fall. It’s also a solid about-face; Pettersson 
looked lost at the end of the Travis Green Era, and he’s the franchise’s 
most important player. 

20. New York Islanders 

Record: 32-28-9 
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Last week: 20 

Dom rank: 20 

Sean rank: 20 

Dom: In order to hit 100 points — the current projected point total for 
Washington, the final wild-card team — the Islanders must win 14 of their 
final 13 games. I don’t know… looking a bit dicey! 

It’s extremely poetic that this team regressed once everyone started 
showering them with respect. The Islanders are never who you think they 
are. 

21. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Record: 33-33-6 

Last week: 21 

Dom rank: 22 

Sean rank: 21 

Sean: Tough stretch for the Blue Jackets, who’ve gone 2-5-3 in their last 
10 to lose their edge on the Isles for the coveted Ninth-Best Team In The 
Eastern Conference Cup. 

Time for a random check-in with 18-year-old rookie Cole Sillinger, who 
we (I?) sponsored at the start of the season. He hasn’t scored since 
March 1 but is still setting up teammates for empty netters. What a nice 
young man! From Aaron Portzline after Columbus’ 4-2 win over Philly on 
Tuesday: 

“He was telling me, ‘Kurls, I’m passing’ the whole way up the ice,” Kuraly 
said. “And then when he gave it to me, he was yelling, ‘Shoot!’ So I didn’t 
pass it back.” 

The youngster wanted the veteran, one of the Blue Jackets’ heart-and-
soul players all season, to get the reward. 

“He’s an impressive guy,” Kuraly said. “What young player does that, let 
alone an 18-year-old? But we don’t see him like that because he doesn’t 
act like it.” 

Doug Wilson (AP Photo / Josie Lepe) 

22. San Jose Sharks 

Record: 29-32-9 

Last week: 22 

Dom rank: 21 

Sean rank: 22 

Dom: It was time. Doug Wilson, San Jose’s general manager of 19 years, 
stepped down from his duties. While it was a long time coming given the 
direction of the team which he was the current architect of, it’s best to 
remember what he was before the Sharks ‘epic collapse to the 
basement. San Jose never won a Cup, but the Sharks were in contention 
every season. It’s difficult to be that consistently elite in this league, but 
the Sharks did just that year after year under Wilson. He deserves a lot of 
credit for that, even if it never culminated in a championship. 

23. Buffalo Sabres 

Record: 26-35-11 

Last week: 25 

Dom rank: 24 

Sean rank: 23 

Sean: Since March 1, the Sabres are 10-5-3. They’re about to have two 
30-goal scorers (Tage Thompson and Jeff Skinner) for the first time since 
Thomas Vanek and Drew Stafford in 2010-11. Friend of the pod Alex 

Tuch is out there, doing stuff. We saw a very sweet banner-
raising/retirement ceremony for Rick Jeanneret. 

This is as good as things have been in a while, right? God bless those 
folks. 

This will end. #Sabres pic.twitter.com/qzDXV7EhrW 

— Sabres Banners (@BannersSabres) April 8, 2022 

24. Anaheim Ducks 

Record: 28-32-12 

Last week: 23 

Dom rank: 23 

Sean rank: 25 

Dom: In my version of the NHL, I vote for “skilling it up” over “gooning it 
up” every single time. The Anaheim Ducks have, somehow, built 
something really fun this year. I’m exhausted by the old-school rhetoric 
trying to take that away. The next generation of fans will be brought in by 
a high-skilled product and the league is currently in a great state for that 
with all its talent. It’s time to embrace that. 

25. Detroit Red Wings 

Record: 28-34-9 

Last week: 24 

Dom rank: 25 

Sean rank: 24 

Sean: Poor Max, who used the phrases “grueling month” and “multiple 
six-game losing streaks” in close proximity to each other a couple of days 
back. Feels like they’re playing out the string on the Jeff Blashill Era. 
Can’t blame anyone involved. Keep adding ping-pong balls to the lottery 
machine, I suppose. 

26. Chicago Blackhawks 

Record: 24-36-11 

Last week: 26 

Dom rank: 26 

Sean rank: 26 

Dom: Getting shut out by Philipp Grubauer? Relegated. Straight to the 
AHL. 

27. Ottawa Senators 

Record: 26-38-6 

Last week: 29 

Dom rank: 27 

Sean rank: 27 

Sean: I enjoyed this piece from Ian Mendes, headlined “Tim Stützle has 
been publicly accused of embellishing penalty calls. Does Brendan 
Gallagher actually have a point?” 

The answer is, of course, yes. Stützle’s double-barrel roll against the 
Flames last March remains one of the funniest oversells I’ve ever seen. It 
doesn’t matter that Gallagher sells calls himself, though, or that Stützle 
legitimately does draw penalties. Acting like you’ve skated over a 
landmine then coming back out for a power play is ridiculous, if not 
embarrassing. 

28. Philadelphia Flyers 

Record: 23-37-11 
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Last week: 28 

Dom rank: 28 

Sean rank: 28 

Dom: The only thing that’s really off-putting about the Flyers and Keith 
Yandle is the timing. If it was about being worthy of suiting up, Yandle’s 
utility is long past expiry. He’s arguably been the worst defenseman in 
the league this season, and if the time to scratch him wasn’t when the 
Flyers had a shot, why now? There’s just over a month left, he’s helping 
the tank – just go with it. 

29. New Jersey Devils 

Record: 24-41-6 

Last week: 27 

Dom rank: 29 

Sean rank: 29 

Sean: You’re not going to find a lot of folks who are thrilled that Jack 
Hughes’ season ended early, but it still qualifies as a quantum leap, 
especially in the midst of a near-total loss for the Devils. Let’s hope that 
shoulder heals and he picks things back up in the fall. 

Jack Hughes' third season comes to an abrupt end, but it was a hell of a 
campaign (49GP) 

• 26 goals 

• 56 points 

• 43 EVPs 

• 46 primary points 

• 3.4 shots/game 

• 52.6 CF% 

• 53.9 xGF% 5v5 

Is anyone going to be surprised when he tucks 40 goals and 100+ points 
next year? 

— /Cam Robinson/ (@Hockey_Robinson) April 6, 2022 

30. Seattle Kraken 

Record: 23-42-6 

Last week: 30 

Dom rank: 30 

Sean rank: 31 

Dom: Over the last month the Kraken have TWO goalies playing above 
expected. Chris Driedger has saved 5.4 goals above expected while 
Grubauer has saved 0.1 (hey, it counts) after a shutout over Chicago. 
Miracles do happen! 

31. Montreal Canadiens 

Record: 20-40-11 

Last week: 32 

Dom rank: 31 

Sean rank: 30 

Sean: They’re 12-10-4 under Martin St. Louis, and St. Louis is doing a 
good enough job to earn stories like this, from Arpon Basu, on his work 
with Christian Dvorak. They’re going to end up in the mid-20s before this 
is over. 

32. Arizona Coyotes 

Record: 22-44-5 

Last week: 31 

Dom rank: 32 

Sean rank: 32 

Dom: Nick Ritchie has eight goals in 18 games as a Coyote. Nothing 
makes sense in this sport. 
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ESPN / NHL playoff WATCH: Southern-fried contender clash between 
Panthers, Predators 

 

Tim Kavanagh 

 

Tim Kavanagh is a senior NHL editor for ESPN. He's a native of upstate 
New York. 

Three weeks from Saturday, all eight first-round matchups in the 2022 
Stanley Cup Playoffs will be set. 

At this point, the Florida Panthers have clinched a spot (and are on their 
way to the No. 1 seed in the Eastern Conference), while the Nashville 
Predators are in possession of the first Western Conference wild-card 
spot. So in theory, the game Saturday night between the two clubs is a 
potential Stanley Cup Final preview. How likely would this matchup be? 
Well, thanks to FiveThirtyEight, we have some projections: The Panthers 
have a 24% shot at reaching the Cup Final, while the Preds' Cup Final 
chances are 6%. 

Whether they play in June or not, there is the Saturday matchup to 
ponder. The two teams met once previously this season, a 6-4 win for the 
Predators in Sunrise, with Mikael Granlund scoring the game-winner with 
5:31 remaining in the third period. Will we get that much offense and that 
close of a game Saturday evening in Smashville? We'll be keeping an 
eye on this one. 

As we enter the final stretch of the 2021-22 regular season, it's time to 
check in on all the playoff races -- along with the teams jockeying for 
position in the 2022 NHL draft lottery. 

Note: Playoff chances are via FiveThirtyEight. Tragic numbers are 
courtesy of Damian Echevarrieta of the NHL. 

Jump ahead: 

Current playoff matchups 

Today's games 

Last night's scores 

Expanded standings 

Race for No. 1 pick 

Current playoff matchups 

Eastern Conference 

A1 Florida Panthers vs. WC2 Washington Capitals 

A2 Toronto Maple Leafs vs. A3 Boston Bruins 

M1 Carolina Hurricanes vs. WC1 Tampa Bay Lightning 

M2 New York Rangers vs. M3 Pittsburgh Penguins 

Western Conference 
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C1 Colorado Avalanche vs. WC2 Dallas Stars 

C2 St. Louis Blues vs. C3 Minnesota Wild 

P1 Calgary Flames vs. WC1 Nashville Predators 

P2 Edmonton Oilers vs. P3 Los Angeles Kings 

Today's games 

Note: All times Eastern. All out-of-market, non-NHL Network games 
available on ESPN+ 

New Jersey Devils at Dallas Stars, 2 p.m. 

Washington Capitals at Pittsburgh Penguins, 3 p.m. (ABC, ESPN+) 

Florida Panthers at Nashville Predators, 6 p.m. 

Montreal Canadiens at Toronto Maple Leafs, 7 p.m. 

Columbus Blue Jackets at Detroit Red Wings, 7 p.m. 

Ottawa Senators at New York Rangers, 7 p.m. (NHLN) 

Calgary Flames at Seattle Kraken, 7 p.m. 

Anaheim Ducks at Philadelphia Flyers, 7:30 p.m. 

New York Islanders at St. Louis Blues, 8 p.m. 

Colorado Avalanche at Edmonton Oilers, 10 p.m. 

San Jose Sharks at Vancouver Canucks, 10 p.m. 

Arizona Coyotes at Vegas Golden Knights, 10 p.m. 

Last night's scoreboard 

Watch In the Crease on ESPN+ for highlights from every game. 

Boston Bruins 2, Tampa Bay Lightning 1 (OT) 

Florida Panthers 4, Buffalo Sabres 3 

New York Islanders 2, Carolina Hurricanes 1 

St. Louis Blues 4, Minnesota Wild 3 (OT) 

Colorado Avalanche 5, Winnipeg Jets 4 (OT) 

Expanded standings 

Atlantic Division 

x - Florida Panthers 

Points: 106 

Regulation wins: 37 

Playoff position: A1 

Games left: 11 

Next game: @ NSH (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Points: 98 

Regulation wins: 39 

Playoff position: A2 

Games left: 11 

Next game: vs. MTL (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Boston Bruins 

Points: 95 

Regulation wins: 35 

Playoff position: A3 

Games left: 11 

Next game: @ WSH (Sunday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Points: 94 

Regulation wins: 32 

Playoff position: WC1 

Games left: 11 

Next game: vs. BUF (Sunday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Detroit Red Wings 

Points: 65 

Regulation wins: 17 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Next game: vs. CBJ (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 1 

e - Buffalo Sabres 

Points: 63 

Regulation wins: 20 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 9 

Next game: @ TB (Sunday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Ottawa Senators 

Points: 58 

Regulation wins: 22 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Next game: @ NYR (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Montreal Canadiens 

Points: 51 
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Regulation wins: 14 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Next game: @ TOR (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Metropolitan Division 

x - Carolina Hurricanes 

Points: 100 

Regulation wins: 40 

Playoff position: M1 

Games left: 10 

Next game: vs. ANA (Sunday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

New York Rangers 

Points: 98 

Regulation wins: 38 

Playoff position: M2 

Games left: 10 

Next game: vs. OTT (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Points: 92 

Regulation wins: 33 

Playoff position: M3 

Games left: 10 

Next game: vs. WSH (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Washington Capitals 

Points: 86 

Regulation wins: 29 

Playoff position: WC2 

Games left: 12 

Next game: @ PIT (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 98% 

Tragic number: N/A 

New York Islanders 

Points: 75 

Regulation wins: 31 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Next game: @ NSH (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 2% 

Tragic number: 13 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Points: 72 

Regulation wins: 23 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 10 

Next game: @ DET (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 6 

e - Philadelphia Flyers 

Points: 57 

Regulation wins: 18 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Next game: vs. ANA (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - New Jersey Devils 

Points: 54 

Regulation wins: 16 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Next game: @ DAL (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Central Division 

x - Colorado Avalanche 

Points: 108 

Regulation wins: 42 

Playoff position: C1 

Games left: 11 

Next game: @ EDM (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

St. Louis Blues 

Points: 92 

Regulation wins: 37 

Playoff position: C2 

Games left: 11 

Next game: vs. NYI (Saturday) 
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Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Minnesota Wild 

Points: 92 

Regulation wins: 31 

Playoff position: C3 

Games left: 12 

Next game: vs. LA (Sunday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Nashville Predators 

Points: 86 

Regulation wins: 34 

Playoff position: WC1 

Games left: 12 

Next game: vs. FLA (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 97% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Dallas Stars 

Points: 84 

Regulation wins: 26 

Playoff position: WC2 

Games left: 12 

Next game: vs. NJ (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 88% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Winnipeg Jets 

Points: 77 

Regulation wins: 26 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 10 

Next game: @ OTT (Sunday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 13 

e - Chicago Blackhawks 

Points: 59 

Regulation wins: 15 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Next game: vs. DAL (Sunday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - Arizona Coyotes 

Points: 49 

Regulation wins: 16 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Next game: @ VGK (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Pacific Division 

Calgary Flames 

Points: 95 

Regulation wins: 38 

Playoff position: P1 

Games left: 11 

Next game: @ SEA (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Edmonton Oilers 

Points: 89 

Regulation wins: 33 

Playoff position: P2 

Games left: 10 

Next game: vs. COL (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 97% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Los Angeles Kings 

Points: 86 

Regulation wins: 29 

Playoff position: P3 

Games left: 9 

Next game: @ MIN (Sunday) 

Playoff chances: 70% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Points: 82 

Regulation wins: 31 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 10 

Next game: vs. ARI (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 43% 

Tragic number: 18 

Vancouver Canucks 

Points: 78 

Regulation wins: 27 
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Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 10 

Next game: vs. SJ (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 6% 

Tragic number: 14 

Anaheim Ducks 

Points: 68 

Regulation wins: 19 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 10 

Next game: @ PHI (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 4 

San Jose Sharks 

Points: 67 

Regulation wins: 20 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Next game: @ VAN (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 7 

e - Seattle Kraken 

Points: 52 

Regulation wins: 20 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Next game: vs. CGY (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Race for the No. 1 pick 

The NHL uses a draft lottery to determine the order at the top of the first 
round, so the team that finishes in last place is not guaranteed the No. 1 
selection. As of 2021, a team may move up a maximum of 10 spots if it 
wins the lottery, so only 11 teams are eligible for the draw for the No. 1 
pick. Full details on the process can be found here. 

1. Arizona Coyotes 

Points: 49 

Regulation wins: 16 

2. Montreal Canadiens 

Points: 51 

Regulation wins: 14 

3. Seattle Kraken 

Points: 52 

Regulation wins: 20 

4. New Jersey Devils 

Points: 54 

Regulation wins: 16 

5. Philadelphia Flyers 

Points: 57 

Regulation wins: 18 

6. Ottawa Senators 

Points: 58 

Regulation wins: 22 

7. Chicago Blackhawks 

Points: 59 

Regulation wins: 15 

8. Buffalo Sabres 

Points: 63 

Regulation wins: 20 

9. Detroit Red Wings 

Points: 65 

Regulation wins: 17 

10. San Jose Sharks 

Points: 67 

Regulation wins: 20 

11. Anaheim Ducks 

Points: 68 

Regulation wins: 19 

12. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Points: 72 

Regulation wins: 23 

13. New York Islanders 

Points: 75 

Regulation wins: 31 

14. Winnipeg Jets 

Points: 77 

Regulation wins: 26 

15. Vancouver Canucks 

Points: 78 

Regulation wins: 27 

16. Vegas Golden Knights 

Points: 82 

Regulation wins: 31 

ESPN LOADED: 04.10.2022 
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Sportsnet.ca / As Matthews dominates again, Maple Leafs secure win 
thanks to key contributions 

 

TORONTO — When you’re as big as Auston Matthews, when you’re 
doing what he’s doing every night for the most-watched team in the 
National Hockey League, it gets to the point where you can almost blot 
out the sun. But as much as the Toronto Maple Leafs’ latest win on 
Saturday night against the Montreal Canadiens was yet another episode 
of the universally-acclaimed Matthews Show, there are a few subplots 
worthy of shining a light on. 

For a minute, though, it really did feel like there would be nothing to talk 
about aside from Matthews’ brilliance. While the game wound up being a 
close 3-2 Toronto win, it seemed like No. 34 — fresh off breaking Rick 
Vaive’s single-season franchise goals record in Dallas on Thursday — 
might have himself something akin to Darryl Sittler’s famous 10-point 
night from so many years ago. 

Matthews’ first goal opened the scoring and came with 6:28 left in the 
first period. It occurred on a broken play that led to Montreal goalie Jake 
Allen having to leave the game because he injured himself while 
extending his left leg out in a futile attempt to stop Matthews’ backhand. 
Twenty-seven seconds later, Matthews chugged over the blue line and 
put the first shot on replacement goalie Sam Montembault into the back 
of the net. 

2-0 home side; crowd losing its mind and goals No. 57 and 58 on the 
year already on the board for Matthews, who was clearly touched by the 
video tribute he received earlier in the period to honour goal No. 55 
establishing a new team-high. It felt like the NHL’s first 60-goal season in 
a decade might happen before the intermission. 

“There’s a moment there,” said Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe after the 
game. “Especially [when] the second one goes in, [Jason Spezza] turned 
around and kind of gave me the eyes like, ‘This is something special.’ No 
doubt. It’s fun. I was surprised he stopped at two, to be honest, with the 
way he’s playing; you felt like he was going to have a serious night.” 

If Spezza and Keefe are still taken aback by the Matthews magic, just 
imagine what it’s like for the guys who’ve only recently got a front-row 
ticket to the show. “The guys we traded for at the trade deadline have 
made comments after games about his play and his performance and 
what he’s able to do,” said Leafs defenceman Morgan Rielly. 

It's not hard to see why people are doing a double-take. Matthews’ most 
recent pair of markers gave him 51 goals in his past 50 contests, making 
him the first person since Mario Lemieux in the mid-90s to score 50 goals 
in a 50-game stretch of the same season. He’s currently scoring .87 
goals-per-game, a rate only 10 guys (on 21 different occasions) in the 
history of the league have finished a season at. The last one to do it was 
Lemieux, one year before Matthews was born. 

Still, despite the fact Matthews had two goals by the time the Canadiens 
had but three shots, the lid stayed on this game. The Canadiens closed 
the gap before the first period ended and clawed back a second time in 
the middle frame to make it 3-2 after John Tavares had scored to put 
Toronto ahead by two goals earlier in the stanza. 

While the crowd was euphoric at times celebrating Matthews or the fact 
Mitch Marner ran his point streak to 13 games with a first-period assist, 
they were also forced into some nail-biting during this affair as the Leafs 
tried to deliver a win against a basement-dwelling blood rival that is 
playing decent hockey these days, had beaten the Leafs the past two 
times these squads met and, oh, by the way, delivered Toronto its latest 
playoff nightmare less than 12 months ago. 

This wasn’t just two more points on the line; it was a chance to beat the 
Canadiens, to hit 100 points on the season and officially clinch a playoff 
spot. This was an opportunity to send supporters home feeling even 
better than they were when they poured into Scotiabank Arena ready to 
fete their record-breaking star. And for all Matthews did on the attack, the 
good vibes would  

“For good reason, we’re celebrating Auston and we’re celebrating the run 
Mitch is on, [but] there’s a ton of really good things happening all around 
our team and all throughout our lineup,” Keefe said. “Add another one to 
the list tonight because I thought Erik Kallgren was outstanding. For me, 
this was his best game — at least the most comfortable I felt [watching 
him] on the bench.” 

Kallgren — forced out of his most recent start by a shot to the jaw 
Tuesday in Florida, and making just the seventh start of his NHL career 
— was fantastic when called upon. He stopped two first-period 
breakaways and another clean 2-on-1 opportunity in that period. In the 
second, he stoned Josh Anderson on a point-blank one-timer during a 
stretch of four-on-four hockey. And when Brendan Gallagher managed to 
sneak behind the defence in the third period and get in alone on the 
Toronto goalie, Kallgren closed the wickets to deny the Montreal 
forward’s five-hole attempt. 

“I felt better,” the Swedish freshman said. “I hadn’t’ really been satisfied 
with my game the last couple games, so it was nice to get this win and 
the feeling I had today.” 

Get 4 Months of SN NOW for Only $50. 

SN NOW has launched a new pass in time for the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 
Save 17% by signing up for a 4 Month SN NOW STANDARD pass and 
stream every game of the Stanley Cup Playoffs, Blue Jays & MLB, 
Raptors & NBA and more. 

MORE DETAILS 

In front of Kallgren, the Leafs defence corps continues to take form. Jake 
Muzzin played his third game since returning from a concussion earlier 
this week. Meanwhile, deadline acquisition Mark Giordano has now 
suited up for 10 games in blue and white and the team is 8-1-1 in that 
stretch. Giordano was on the ice in the dying seconds against Montreal, 
as the Leafs made a one-goal lead stand up despite having a man in the 
penalty box. Muzzin and Giordano allow Keefe to balance out his pairs in 
a way that should increasingly mean good things for the less-glamorous 
end of the ice. 

“It feels like there’s a lot [fewer] times where teams can wear on us shift 
over shift,” Keefe said. “We seem to be able to put out a fire quicker 
because we have guys on each pair who have the ability to do that and 
certainly ‘Gio’ is one of the best we have at that.” 

Still, you know the next time the Leafs hit the ice — they host the Buffalo 
Sabres on Tuesday — the talk will inevitably shift back to the guy doing 
all the damage up front. Two more goals and Matthews will have just the 
third 60-goal season of the past 24 seasons after Steven Stamkos hit the 
number right on in 2011-12 and Alex Ovechkin notched 65 in 2007-08. 

“Obviously he’s doing something special right now,” Rielly said. “And to 
be a part of it is a lot of fun.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Even in a loss, Oilers prove they can compete in 'playoff-
style' games 

 

Mark Spector 

 

EDMONTON  — Slowly but surely, the Edmonton Oilers are beginning to 
look like a team that can win games the way they’re played in May and 
June.  

Inch by inch, 3-2 win by 2-1 shootout loss, the Oilers are looking more 
and more like a team that can operate as effectively in a game like the 
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one played Saturday — where the score was 0-0 at the 45-minute mark 
— as they do when the shackles come off in a 5-4 track meet.  

Edmonton lost Saturday, 2-1 in a shootout to the Colorado Avalanche. 
But they lost in a skills competition after firing 50 shots at Colorado goalie 
Darcy Kuemper, including an 11-0 shot clock in overtime.  

They did not lose because they lost their patience in a tight game and 
made a low-risk play that ended up in their net. More likely, Jesse 
Puljujarvi’s failure to bury two immaculate feeds from Connor McDavid 
was the culprit, critical miscues in a game like this one.  

They lost because Kuemper was otherworldly in the Avs’ crease. Not 
because their own goalie was substandard, or let in that one smelly goal 
we have come to know in these parts, but not seen of late.  

On this night, and more and more of late, Edmonton killed that penalty 
that was called with 2:24 to play in a 1-1 game, instead of losing that 
heart-breaker we’ve seen it lose so many times. And the Oilers 
dominated the overtime, a rare break for Mikko Koskinen, who was every 
bit as good as Kuemper, allowing only a Nathan MacKinnon roof job in 
the shootout, the only goal that passed in the skills competition.  

“We’re scratching and clawing to get in. That’s all we’re doing,” said 
McDavid. “It’s a dogfight to get a playoff spot this year and we’re just 
trying to find a way to get in.”  

McDavid’s defensive work is just the tip of the iceberg here. Now, 
Edmonton’s best player is providing all the right examples of how to play 
in a game like this one, and nothing less. And his teammates are 
following, because that’s what happens when the captain digs in.  

This was a high pedigree game from McDavid in which he didn’t record a 
point. Not so long ago, that game did not exist.  

“He was excellent tonight,” said his head coach Jay Woodcroft. “A lot of 
the defensive plays that he made in our own end were top notch. He was 
a threat every time he was on the ice.”  

“Yeah, it was a playoff-style game,” said McDavid, who had five shots on 
goal in 24:13, and should have found an assist along the way. “(There 
were) not a ton of chances going either way, and I liked how we stuck 
with it and hung in there against a good team and found a way to get a 
point.”  

When we talk about having to win 2-1 games against good teams come 
playoff time, this is what we’re talking about. It’s about getting points out 
low-event games, or games where the other goalie is stealing the show.  

Sure, they lost a shootout. That’s a coin flip at this level.  

And they don’t have shootouts in the post-season. They play, often, until 
the team that deserves a break gets one.  

Play this way, and that break will likely find you when it counts.  

“I saw everybody lay it on the line,” Woodcroft said. “I didn't have to look 
for players. We had all four lines going. We committed to playing a 
certain style of hockey that I think is conducive to the hockey that is going 
to get played in the month of May. We are conditioning ourselves in that 
kind of atmosphere or environment.  

“I thought the goaltending was excellent, our penalty kill was excellent, 
our sacrificing for our teammates was excellent. In the end, I really 
enjoyed watching our players compete extremely hard for one another.”  

Warren Foegele got that fourth-line goal that often occurs in a game like 
this one, deflecting home a Darnell Nurse point shot. On most nights the 
top two lines are good for at least one, but on this night Kuemper was 
almost unbeatable, with 49 saves.  

“It just looked to me like they were the quicker team and were more 
competitive along the wall,” said Avalanche coach Jared Bednar of 
Edmonton. “They came up with more pucks, got to the puck first and won 
more races than we did.”  

It was a tough night for streaks, as McDavid saw his 15-game points 
streak ground to a halt on the end of Puljujarvi’s stick. The big Finn was 
robbed twice by Kuemper on sloppy shots that gave the goaltender a 
chance to make a save that he should not have been given.  

Also fading into memory was Edmonton’s nine-game home winning 
streak, and their six-game winning streak. Had they won the shootout it 
would have been the first time since 2001 that Edmonton had won seven 
straight games.  

Still, the Oilers are 12-2-2 in their last 14 games, and move four points 
ahead of Los Angeles with equal games played.  

Second place in the Pacific is theirs to take, with nine games to play.  

Two months ago, that seemed a pipe dream. 
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Sportsnet.ca / With stars held scoreless, Canucks' unlikely heroes keep 
playoff hopes alive 

 

VANCOUVER – When you score four goals and the least surprising 
scorer is Alex Chiasson, and the most surprising one isn’t Luke Schenn, 
you know you’ve had contributions from down the lineup. 

On a night when neither J.T. Miller nor Elias Pettersson cracked the 
scoresheet, the Vancouver Canucks needed Saturday a foursome of 
depth scorers to soldier their way past the San Jose Sharks, 4-2, and 
keep their tiny playoff chances from disappearing entirely. 

Chiasson, a periodic healthy scratch this season while trying to extend 
his National Hockey League career on a one-year contract, scooped in a 
short-side shot to break a 2-2 tie at 2:07 of the third period. And Schenn, 
the stay-at-home defenceman whose last goal was two months ago, 
added a final-second empty-netter as Vancouver manufactured a win 
against sloppy San Jose. 

The Canucks’ third straight victory came after the Nashville Predators 
and Dallas Stars, the teams occupying the wildcard spots in the Western 
Conference playoff race, lost earlier Saturday. 

Vancouver is four points out of Stanley Cup tournament berth with nine 
games remaining. 

Four of Chiasson’s 10 goals this season have been in the last five 
games. He has played on four different lines during this productive 
stretch, and on Saturday got a chance to skate in the top-six due to the 
injury absences of Brock Boeser and Tanner Pearson. Chiasson finished 
with seven shots on target. 

“It feels good, you know, at this time of the year to feel good about your 
game,” the winger, a Stanley Cup winner with the Washington Capitals in 
2018, said after the game. “It's a nice opportunity for myself to showcase 
what I can do, and it feels good to contribute to the success of the team.  
We obviously know how important all these games are, so just a gutsy 
effort I thought tonight. 

“Maybe the first 40 (minutes) didn't go as well as we wanted. There were 
parts during the first two periods where we played really well for three or 
four minutes, and then the game got away from us for a couple minutes. 
It kind of went back and forth like that. But it seems like our third period 
always brings the best out of us.” 

Chiasson collected the puck on a cross-ice pass from Bo Horvat, picked 
his spot as San Jose goalie Kaapo Kahkonen went pad-down at the near 
post, and got just enough on his shot to lift it post-and-in. 
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Canuck goal-scorers in the first two periods, when Vancouver failed to 
hold 1-0 and 2-1 leads, were Jason Dickinson and Conor Garland. 
Dickinson hadn’t scored in 20 games, Garland in 19. 

Horvat’s assist was the only point generated by the team’s offensive big 
three of Miller, Pettersson and Horvat. Elite defenceman Quinn Hughes, 
back in the lineup after missing two games due to non-COVID illness, 
also went pointless. 

“They've been obviously a huge part of our success,” Chiasson said. “But 
when you've got guys contributing on different nights, that's how you win 
games this time of the year. Your best players are going to be your best 
players. But certain nights, if you can get a goal or two from some 
different guys, depth players, it obviously makes an impact.” 

The Canucks soared back home after sweeping back-to-back road 
games this week in Las Vegas and Arizona, where they outscored the 
home teams 10-2. 

When Dickinson stickhandled the puck around Kahkonen on a two-on-
one just 2:03 after the opening a faceoff, a few seconds after Vancouver 
defenceman Kyle Burroughs blew up Shark Ryan Merkley on a turnover, 
it looked like the Canucks had brought their road momentum to Rogers 
Arena. 

But Kahkonen made a handful of strong saves and when Vasily 
Podkolzin and Miller were assessed penalties 22 seconds apart, starting 
at 6:33, the Sharks tied it 1-1 during the two-man-advantage when 
Tomas Hertl tapped in the rebound from Timo Meier’s one-timer at 7:33. 

Garland put the Canucks ahead at 4:49 of the second period, looking to 
pass on another two-on-one but instead shooting short-side on 
Kahkonen. 

Again, the Canucks looked on the verge of pulling away. 

Vancouver had two straight power plays and several shifts of offensive 
zone pressure, but couldn’t build on its lead. Which meant the Sharks 
were able to tie it 2-2 at 18:37 when once-a-Canuck Nick Bonino 
bounced a deflection past goalie Thatcher Demko about 10 seconds after 
Garland turned the puck over in the neutral zone. 

With 20 minutes to go, and their playoff hopes flickering, the Canucks 
found a way to put down a Sharks team that had lost five in a row. 

With three wins and nine games to go, the Canucks are trying to replicate 
what their coach, Bruce Boudreau, achieved with the Capitals in 2008 
when Washington went 11-1 in its last 12 games to steal the final playoff 
spot. 

“Anything is possible,” Boudreau said after the morning skate. “You 
never, never give up and you go as hard as you can for as long as you 
can. And that's where we're at. We're just going to keep pushing and 
pushing. Whoever is in the lineup or out of the lineup, it doesn't matter. 
We're just going to go.” 

The Canucks’ five-game homestand continues Tuesday against the 
Vegas Golden Knights, another team Vancouver is trying to catch. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Despite 'season from hell,' Allen has left considerable 
mark on young Canadiens 

 

Eric Engels 

 

TORONTO — Jake Allen had already made 13 saves when he stretched 
to get to No. 14 on a shot he knew he had little chance of stopping — a 

rebound for the NHL’s best goal scorer, Auston Matthews, who potted his 
57th of the season, his 50th in his last 50 games, and left Allen face 
down in his crease, wincing in pain. 

I could feel the 31-year-old goaltender’s disappointment from all the way 
up in the press box at Scotiabank Arena, and I could sense his frustration 
from close by after the game. 

As Allen walked out of the Canadiens dressing room, nearly two hours 
after allowing that goal to Matthews and leaving what turned out to be a 
3-2 loss to the Toronto Maple Leafs, we bumped into each other. 

"Didn’t look good," I said. 

"Season from hell," he replied. 

It started with the Canadiens jumping out to their worst start to a 
campaign in their 113-year history, with Allen holding the fort in Carey 
Price’s long-term absence — and playing behind a team redefining 
defence, and not in a good way. 

He battled as hard as he could until suffering a groin injury in Boston on 
Jan. 12, and then he put himself through a grueling rehabilitation to 
return on March 17. 

Since then, Allen has made 11 appearances in front of Montreal’s net 
and faced down 414 shots before the one from Matthews forced him out. 

It could very well be the last one of Allen’s season. 

If it was, he has still left a considerable mark on this growing Canadiens 
team. 

"Just the way he’s a pro," said coach Martin St. Louis, "his everyday 
habits, his preparation, he’s a great example for our young guys." 

Get 4 Months of SN NOW for Only $50. 

SN NOW has launched a new pass in time for the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 
Save 17% by signing up for a 4 Month SN NOW STANDARD pass and 
stream every game of the Stanley Cup Playoffs, Blue Jays & MLB, 
Raptors & NBA and more. 

MORE DETAILS 

They’re a team that hasn’t given up on this miserable season that’s 
essentially seen them skate wire-to-wire in one of the last positions in the 
NHL standings. 

They didn’t quit on this game, either, despite getting dominated through 
the first two periods. And a lot of that is due to the few like Allen, who 
have put in the work day-in and day-out without complaint and fought on 
every single play to prove their worth. 

He’s held himself and the team accountable both in the dressing room 
and in the media room, and he’s helped these players establish the 
habits they need to push their careers forward. 

Samuel Montembeault, the 25-year-old who entered Saturday’s game 
having not seen any action since March 27 and immediately surrendered 
Matthews’ 58th goal of the season, has certainly taken lessons from 
Allen. 

"He’s great," Montembeault said. "He’s a great teammate. He’s been 
very supportive of me. I think his mentality, even in practice or during the 
games, he fights for every shot and he never gives up. So, that’s a great 
example to bring into my game." 

That’s what Montembeault did after Matthews beat him clean just 27 
seconds after Allen left the game. He settled in and gave the Canadiens 
a chance to stay within striking distance, surrendering only one more 
goal he couldn’t be faulted on and making two key saves on a third-
period 5-on-3 against. 

Allen watched from the sidelines, where he was already likely to spend 
more of his time, regardless, with Price edging closer and closer to his 
long-anticipated return to play. 
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Still, he deserves to be there in tandem with Price once that day finally 
comes, supporting him from the bench — as he had so clearly through 
Montreal’s run to the 2021 Stanley Cup Final — and keeping himself 
ready to play. 

"Anytime you see a teammate go down, it’s really tough," said forward 
Josh Anderson. "He’s been through a lot this year — coming back from 
an injury and the process of him getting healthy — and he’s looked 
unbelievable since he’s been back. It’s a tough bounce for him, for sure." 

It’s a tough bounce for the Canadiens, too, who have dedicated more 
than $13 million of their salary cap to what many would consider to be 
one of the best goaltending duos in the league and never benefited from 
having both players healthy at the same time. 

It’s hard to say what the future holds for either player despite both being 
under contract through next year, but Allen has at least done everything 
that’s been asked of him. 

"He’s been phenomenal," said Anderson. "He’s been in this league a 
long time, played with a lot of great players, goaltenders. He’s great in 
the dressing room with all the young guys. And obviously, this year’s 
been tough on everyone, but he’s been a big leader in our room for sure." 
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“FOR OUR COUNTRY”  

 

Exempt from military service, former NHLer Sergei Varlamov decided to 
stay in Kyiv anyway, ready to fight to defend Ukraine. Now, he waits for 
the call that will send him to the front. 

S ergei Varlamov has lost count of the days since he kissed his wife and 
kids and waved as the train pulled away. There’s no knowing how long it 
will be until he sees them again. When he looks at the framed photos on 
the living-room mantle he gets choked up. 

“Of course, I want to be with them, but I felt that I had to stay here,” he 
says. 

His wife and their three teenage kids are now in a smaller city in western 
Ukraine, staying with his in-laws. “Less hot there,” he explains, although 
of course that’s no reflection on the weather. It’s just a place less 
threatened than their hometown, Kyiv. 

Since his family left, Russian forces advanced to within 15 miles of Kyiv’s 
city centre and rained artillery on not only strategic targets but also on 
Freedom Square, the opera house and high-rise residential buildings, as 
if to maximize the terror of those who have stayed behind. Though the 
Russians have retreated in recent days, every day seems the same for 
Varlamov: at once dread-filled and banal. “We’re on the left bank of the 
Dneiper and so far the neighbourhood looks the same,” he says. “The 
Russians haven’t hit us here. Still, the government asks us not to leave 
our homes even if it’s quiet and it has been quiet.” 

The Varlamovs’ home is quiet but not silent. Voices echo in the living 
room. Sergei spends hours each day online, talking to his wife and kids. 
He checks in with his mother — he prefers not to mention exactly where 
she is. It’s hard to go see any friends who have stayed behind, with traffic 
slowed to a crawl by checkpoints and half the bridges closed to allow the 
military to move around the city as quickly as possible. He hears from 
friends in the Ukrainian pro-hockey league, where he served as an 
executive until the country went into lockdown. He hears from friends he 
has made around the world, those he met during his peripatetic playing 
career. From the junior ranks on he played for 14 teams in five countries: 
Canada, the U.S., Russia, Belarus and, at the very end, Ukraine. Maybe, 
given that he played nine years of his career in the KHL, it’s no surprise 
that many of the former teammates he’s hearing from are Russians. 

“Every day I am on my phone or computer to them,” he says. “They ask 
me if I’m okay and I tell them that I am. And they tell me what they hear 
on the news — the Russian news, the government news.” 

The talking points of Russian propagandists have become familiar by 
now: That the Ukrainian government are Nazis. That the Ukrainian 
tyrants are bombing their own cities into submission. That the Russians 
are peacekeepers. That the Russian soldiers are welcomed by 
Ukrainians in the streets. That there is no resistance, no Russian 
casualties. That this is the liberation of Ukraine. 

“I tell my Russian friends, ‘This isn’t reality.’ Then I send them YouTube 
videos and news reports,” he says. “Hospitals bombed. Missiles hitting 
apartment buildings. Civilian deaths. And I send them the reports of the 
Russian forces not coming forward. Trying to starve people. Not letting 
them have water.” 

He thinks he’s convincing them. Many have gone around the world in 
their careers too and are aware of life beyond state messaging. 

“No, they want to know what is really happening,” Varlamov says. “I think 
they trust me when I tell them this is my life now, our lives in Kyiv. I hope 
they respect that I’m staying behind.” 

“This is the time when we have to put other things aside for our country.” 

For Sergei Varlamov, staying behind was a choice. In fact, he didn’t avail 
himself of an exemption offered to all Ukrainian men. “Men between the 
ages of 18 to 60 had to stay here but they made an exception for anyone 
who has three children 18 years and younger,” he says. “I qualified for 
that but I thought [staying] was the right thing to do. My older brother 
lives in Italy and when [the war] started, he came home, because it was 
the right thing to do. I have friends, neighbours, who have joined the 
forces. … This is the time when we have to put other things aside for our 
country and ask no questions.” 

News reports from Ukraine have featured famous athletes who came to 
the country’s defence. The Klitschko brothers, the former world 
heavyweight boxing champions, have been the most prominent: Vitali, 
the mayor of Kyiv, and Wladimir, who is on the front lines with the Kyiv 
Territorial Brigade, project an image of hard-earned toughness without 
the sacrifice of intellect. Likewise, the story of Sergiy Stakhovsky has 
attracted attention.  Previously he had been known only as the 
unheralded underdog, then No. 116 in the world, who upset Roger 
Federer in the second round at Wimbledon in 2013. But in March, a little 
more than a month after he retired from tennis at the Australian Open, 
the 36-year-old Stakhovsky returned to Ukraine to volunteer for the 
military and is currently on patrol in the streets of Kyiv. His story has 
inspired Federer and Novak Djokovic to generously support and 
fundraise for displaced Ukrainians. 

Sergei Varlamov’s story isn’t like the Klitschkos’ or Stakhovsky’s. He had 
neither a famous career nor even a moment in the sun. Unlike them, he’s 
not a political force, nor an influencer, nor a soldier on the front lines — 
though a yet can be attached to the last one. He was a working 
professional athlete, not a member of the elite — the pro next door. And 
right now, he’s waiting on a call and his hope is fading that he won’t be 
needed. For Sergei Varlamov and thousands, hundreds of thousands, 
like him, the preservation of country overrides self-preservation, and yet 
they can only wait alone, locked away in their homes at nightfall, with the 
lights turned off, an awful tedium broken only by a voice on the phone. 

V arlamov makes it clear that his life wasn’t ever hardscrabble, that his 
family was comfortable during the Soviet era. “Both of my parents had 
government jobs, so there was stability,” he says. “Not luxury, but always 
knowing that there’d be a place to live and food to eat.” 

He remembers that collapse of the Soviet empire when he was 13, and it 
was the fracturing of the union of republics that allowed him to pursue his 
dream of playing professional hockey. Because he grew up in Kyiv, 
which wasn’t a hockey hotbed, he understood he would have to leave to 
develop his skills. If he had been from Moscow, he could have signed up 
with Dynamo’s youth program or something similar, where he’d have the 
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benefit of top coaching and tough competition. If he had stayed in 
Ukraine, he wouldn’t have grown as a player or, for that fact, ever have 
been found or even seen. “If it had stayed the Soviet Union, then I 
wouldn’t have been allowed to leave the country,” he says. 

At 16, he left Kyiv and went to western Canada to play Junior A — first in 
the oil-patch for Fort McMurray and then to Nelson, where lumber mill 
workers filled the stands. Not cosmopolitan, these were blue-collar 
towns. “Going to Canada changed me,” he says. “It made me mature. I 
had to learn English — it was a choice, wherever I’d go I’d always try to 
learn rather than stay around people who spoke Russian or Ukrainian.” 

From there he moved up to the WHL and east to Swift Current, where his 
commitment to the game and the decision to leave Ukraine paid off. He 
was on no one’s radar, passing through the NHL draft, but then in the 
1997-98 season he scored 66 goals and racked up 119 points for the 
Broncos and was named the CHL’s player of the year. The Flames 
signed Varlamov as a free agent and after Swift Current’s season ended, 
Calgary gave him a game in the lineup before sending him to their AHL 
affiliate for the playoffs. 

“We were able to evacuate just before there were shootings in the street, 
all kinds of violence — right before it was street warfare.” 

That rush to the top of the junior ranks seemed to augur stardom, but 
Varlamov wound up playing only 63 NHL games spread across four 
seasons, a couple with the Flames, a couple with St Louis. Despite his 
audacious season in Swift Current, his ceiling seemed to be the AHL, 
where he scored at least 20 goals four times. He never signed a million-
dollar contract. He rode a lot of buses. 

It’s an awful irony now that Varlamov spent the prime seasons of his 
career with KHL teams in Russia — Novosibirsk, Cherepovets and then 
briefly Saint Petersburg. When he hit his thirties, he wound up up in 
Belarus, playing two seasons for Dinamo Minsk. With three young kids — 
his older daughter starting school — he might have been inclined to walk 
away from the game but an opportunity came open to play in the KHL 
without leaving his homeland. 

In 2010, Borys Kolesnikov, a Ukrainian industrialist and politician, bought 
HC Donbass, a franchise based in Donetsk. Donbass played in the 
Ukrainian national league but Kolesnikov had greater ambitions for the 
team, namely to become the first club in his country to play in the KHL, 
the Russian league that has expanded its reach to other European 
capitals. When Kolesnikov negotiated the team’s entry for the 2012-13 
season, Varlamov signed on. At 34, it was a way to end his career that 
he never had imagined. “Donetsk became a second home to us,” he 
says. “The owner did everything he could to make it a great experience 
for the players — great accommodations for the players, great training 
staff.” 

HC Donbass finished out of the playoffs in its inaugural KHL season, but 
looked like a contender for the Gagarin Cup the following winter. With 
former NHLer Michael Leighton in net, the team gave up only 99 goals 
across the 54-game season, a league record. The roster was a pan-
European mix, as is standard in the KHL — Finns, Swedes, Czechs, 
Slovaks and, of course, Russians. It also featured a contingent of 
Ukrainian players, led by Varlamov and another Kyiv native, Ruslan 
Fedotenko, a journeyman who played more than 800 NHL games and 
won Stanley Cups with the Tampa Bay Lightning and Pittsburgh 
Penguins. “The team got very good, very fast,” says Oleksandr 
Sukmansky, a Ukrainian journalist who covered HC Donbass that 
season. “They had a great chance to become the first team from outside 
of Russia to play in the [Gagarin Cup] final. There were plans to build a 
new arena with 15,000 seats. It looked like the team had a chance to 
become one of the best [in the KHL] for a few seasons.” 

Everything started to come apart for the team in Donetsk during the 
league’s break for the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi. After then-
Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych decided to eschew stronger ties 
with the European Union and draw closer to the Russian government, 
protesters ousted him from office in what became known as the 
Revolution of Dignity. The clash in the streets of Kyiv between protesters 

and Ukrainian security forces led to more than 100 deaths, before 
Yanukovych was removed, the constitution and its amendments of 2004 
were restored and parliament scheduled an election for May. On 
February 23, the day of the closing ceremonies of the Sochi Olympics, 
pro-Russian counter-protests were staged in the Crimean city of 
Sevastopol and in other centres in the Donetsk Oblast. 

Varlamov had no sense of trouble coming during that Olympic break. 
“We knew there were talks going on, what they said were peace 
meetings,” he says. “The meetings were kept secret. There was no 
aggression, nothing in the streets of Donetsk. Then we heard that the 
KHL told [HC Donbass management] that we will have to play all our 
home games in the playoffs in Bratislava, the same arena as the 
Slovakian team in the league.” 

Despite playing their home games in Slovakia, HC Donbass beat Dinamo 
Riga four games to three in the first round while what seemed like the 
biggest obstacle to their spring run fell by the wayside — Dynamo 
Moscow, the league’s strongest team, was upset by Lokomotiv Yaroslavl. 
Donbass set another league record on March 22 in the second game of 
the conference semi-finals, beating Lev, the KHL’s team in Prague, 4-3 
six minutes into the fourth overtime — the longest game in KHL history. 

The next day, Russia annexed Crimea. Varlamov heard the news when 
HC Donbass was heading back to Bratislava for Game 3 in their series. 
The world was justifiably skeptical about Putin’s rationale for moving 
troops into the territory in 2014, Varlamov even more so. “It was politics,” 
Varlamov says. “Putin created the crisis … he made a solution without a 
problem. There was no crisis. … [The idea] that Russian people were 
treated badly in Ukraine, it is not true. It has never been true. Putin used 
language as a way to divide us. It was divide and rule.” 

“I’m an optimist. I didn’t see it coming. I thought that it would be 
posturing.” 

Moving games to a neutral site would have been an unwanted distraction 
in the playoffs in and of itself, but the entire Donbass lineup had to have 
been more than unsettled by events on the ground in Donetsk. Likewise, 
the Russians on the team had to have felt caught in the middle of a 
political storm. There’s no knowing the degree to which the conflict 
impacted the team but HC Donbass’s playoff run fell short. Lev won 
Game 3 in Bratislava in overtime and wound up winning the series in six 
games, all tightly fought. The Prague team and not HC Donbass went on 
to become the first non-Russian team in the Gagarin Cup final that year. 

When Varlamov returned to Donetsk, he sensed life there had changed 
for the worse. “When the season ended, things began to escalate,” he 
says. “At night, we would hear alarms go off in the building where we 
lived and [agitators] were going around the streets. We got out on the 1st 
or 2nd of May. We were able to evacuate just before there were 
shootings in the street, all kinds of violence — right before it was street 
warfare. After we left, we stayed in touch with people [in Donetsk] and 
they told us about confrontations with [Russian] forces, full out. There 
was crime. When people were not at home there would be people 
breaking in, stealing everything. It became not safe to live there.” 

It also became impossible for HC Donbass to play there. Less than two 
weeks after Varlamov and his family left Donetsk, looters ransacked the 
arena and set it on fire. The building was declared unsafe and though 
repairs were planned, the KHL put the franchise on hold. Not long after, 
the league became an equity partner and all of the owner’s plans for a 
new arena and the players’ hopes for a KHL powerhouse came apart. As 
it turned out, the loss in Game 6 to Lev would be the last game HC 
Donbass played in the KHL. 

A brief comeback a couple of years later in the Ukrainian league 
notwithstanding, Varlamov had played his last meaningful game. “It 
wasn’t really what happened with [Donbass and the KHL] that made me 
retire,” he says. “It was injuries and I was in my thirties. It was just time.” 

W hen Russian forces were gathering along the Ukrainian border this 
winter, Varlamov did not foresee the awful events that followed. “I’m an 
optimist,” he says. “I didn’t see it coming. I thought that it would be 
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posturing, like Russia was going to want something from the U.S. and 
NATO. [The military build-up] was only going to be the threat of action. I 
thought that if it was actually more than that, it would be like Donetsk, 
Crimea, to claim a territory, not to take the whole country  — and with 
innocent people dying, not just the military. I didn’t see that someone like 
me would be called to defend the nation, but of course now I must. It’s 
really not a choice. I’m like anyone else. I don’t want to die. But I must 
serve if it comes to that. This I know.” 

He also knows about the outrage in North America, with many 
demanding that Russian athletes be banished from competition. He 
knows about the criticism directed at Alexander Ovechkin, who has 
appeared many times with Vladimir Putin and features a photo with the 
Russian leader on his Instagram profile. Ovechkin has danced around 
questions about the war and so far has let the photo with Putin stay in 
place. To his critics, he seems indifferent to the destruction of the nation 
and the slaughter of hundreds of innocent citizens. When the Washington 
Capitals turned away fans who showed up at the arena with Ukrainian 
flags, they accomplished the impossible in making the optics of the 
moment worse. 

“What I know is we will not stop fighting here and I will be together with 
my family.” 

Varlamov is forgiving of Ovechkin. “I wanted to see him break Gretzky’s 
goal-scoring record, but I can’t expect him to [renounce] Putin and the 
attack on our country,” he says. “Russian athletes are in an impossible 
position. Some have said they are against the war but not all can. They 
have families in Russia. They have homes there. These people may 
suffer and things [may be] taken if they criticize Putin. They are under 
threat in some ways like we are. 

“I don’t think that Russian athletes should be punished. This is not the 
war of Russians. This is the war of Putin. Don’t punish [the athletes] for 
the country where they were born. They have nothing to do with the 
attack on Ukraine. And do not ask them questions about Putin and the 
war. These aren’t fair. There are no good answers. I’m not angry at them. 
I am angry at Putin. People are not dying because Ovechkin is playing 
hockey. People are dying because of Putin’s orders.” 

W hile Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky has been making his 
appeals to heads of state in the NATO alliance and challenging the UN to 
help the Ukrainian cause, the Klitschko brothers have been making the 
rounds in the Western media to win the hearts and minds of people who 
couldn’t have previously found Ukraine on a map and to hearten and give 
a voice to citizens of Kyiv and the rest of their nation. 

Vitali, the mayor of Kyiv, said in an interview on CNN: “Ukrainian soldiers 
destroyed the plans of Russians. We’re ready to fight. We defend our 
city. Right now, [there are] huge, huge patriotic waves. People who 
never, ever expect to take weapons in hand — [they are doing this] right 
now to defend houses, children and our future, future of our country.” 

Varlamov is not on the front lines. On many counts, he ranks among the 
fortunate. His neighbourhood hasn’t been shelled. His water and 
electricity are still working. There’s a curfew but not quite a lockdown. He 
can take his dog for a walk in the morning. He can go to the market every 
two or three days and so far there’s food to be had on the shelves. 
Because he has a house rather than an apartment, he can go out in his 
garden. Maybe half the time that he leaves the house, he volunteers in 
the neighbourhood — maybe to check in on the home of a neighbour 
who has been called up; maybe to help a senior who needs shopping 
done or isn’t physically up to household chores. 

Maybe it’s straining to draw a sports analogy, but for Sergei Varlamov it’s 
the longest overtime, neither victory nor defeat, just awful suspense. “I 
haven’t been called up,” he says. “I would be in the last line [at my age]. 
Of course, I will go [if called]. It’s what I have to do, my duty.” 

With the Russians closing their circle around Kyiv, with every mile they 
advance, with every missile that strikes the city, the back of the line gets 
closer to front. Varlamov won’t speculate on when he might be called to 
serve and pick up arms. He doesn’t believe it’s inevitable. “I am still an 

optimist,” he says. “I don’t know how this ends peacefully, but it can. I 
hope there will be a dialogue. I don’t think that it will be nuclear — what 
will be left? They say that if there’s one war with nuclear bombs then the 
next war will be fought with sticks. 

“What I know is we will not stop fighting here and I will be together with 
my family. We will rebuild what has been lost in the conflict.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Despite dimming playoff hopes, Scheifele, Jets force OT 
vs. Avalanche 

 

WINNIPEG - Was this a glimpse of what this group might have actually 
been capable of or was it just another example of the untapped potential 
and promise unfulfilled? 

Truth to be told, a 5-4 overtime loss to the league-leading Colorado 
Avalanche on Friday probably represented a bit of both for the Winnipeg 
Jets - and that’s part of the quandary that has been the 2021-22 season. 

At a time when the Jets slim playoff hopes have essentially been 
extinguished -- they are seven points behind the Dallas Stars with only 
10 games left in the regular season (while the Stars hold one game in 
hand), it would have been easy for this game to turn into a blowout after 
the Avalanche took a 4-2 lead on a goal from Nathan MacKinnon just 
over four minutes into the third period. 

Instead, the Jets found a way to force overtime by scoring twice in the 
final 3:35, something that would not have been possible without Josh 
Morrissey making the type of save off MacKinnon that would make an 
actual goalie proud - kicking out his right leg to prevent MacKinnon from 
scoring into an empty net. 

Jets' rally impressive but not enough to take down Avalanche 

“I don't think I can use words for what's going through my head when you 
see that but, I mean, just try to do whatever you can to try to make a 
save,” said Morrissey, who established a career high for points (32) with 
an assist that sent the game to overtime. “I didn't play a whole lot of 
goalie in road hockey but more like mini-sticks back in the day. Kick the 
foot out. I'll tell (Jets goalie coach Wade Flaherty) that we should work on 
that with the goalies. Kick save.” 

Moments later, there was Morrissey unloading a slapper from the point 
that Pierre-Luc Dubois fished out before Pavel Francouz could cover up 
the puck, allowing Nikolaj Ehlers to score his second goal of the game 
with 15.7 seconds to go in regulation. 

Cale Makar buried a one-timer with three seconds remaining in a 
slashing minor to Ehlers for the game-winner at 2:42 of overtime, sending 
the Jets to a fourth consecutive loss (0-3-1) to slip to 33-28-11 overall. 

“We understand the situation and where we are at in the standings,” said 
Morrissey. “We had a conversation about not quitting and how we want 
to look at this next stretch of games here." 

"Obviously, we are not happy with where we are, but at the same time, 
it’s what team do we want to be, what type of group do we want to be in 
there and what kind of fight do we want to show each other and just have 
no quit." 

“In the third period, I thought we did a great job of battling back. 
Unfortunately we couldn’t come away with the win. But the compete level 
was there and the effort level was there. That’s what we talked about, so 
that’s nice to see it on display for us.” 

This was an entertaining game, one that featured a total of 80 shots on 
goal - with the Jets finishing with a 23-15 edge in high-danger chances in 
all situations, according to Natural Stat Trick. 
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Speaking of that fine line between what might have been and what might 
eventually be, Jets centre Mark Scheifele was front and centre in this 
game, coming through with one of his most inspired efforts of the 
campaign. 

For all of the defensive issues that have been highlighted, Scheifele was 
right in the middle of everything on Friday, collecting two goals and an 
assist to match the production of Ehlers, his new line-mate. 

Scheifele drove the net on his first goal, converting a backdoor tap-in 
after Ehlers made an impressive fake to freeze Avalanche defenceman 
Jack Johnson on the two-on-one rush. 

Scheiefele set up Ehlers for his first of two goals late in the first period to 
put the Jets up 2-1, then set the stage for the late rally by showing an 
explosive burst of speed before ripping home a shot for what was his 
29th goal of the season. 

“I liked the way that Mark skated,” said Jets interim head coach Dave 
Lowry. “He was involved. He made good decisions.” 

Let that number soak in for a second. 

During a season where Scheifele got off to a slow offensive start by his 
standards, he’s second to only Kyle Connor in points and has reached 
the 29-goal mark for the fifth time in nine full NHL seasons (with 10 
games left to go) and eclipsed the 20-goal plateau for the seventh 
consecutive campaign. 

With 69 points in 66 games, Scheifele is back producing at a point-per-
game rate for the sixth consecutive season and he’s done it by 
consistently hitting the scoresheet. 

With points in nine of the past 10 outings, Scheifele has delivered six 
multi-point outings while racking up six goals and 16 points. 

While that isn’t to suggest you turn the other way when it comes to the 
defensive deficiencies, it’s a not-so-subtle reminder that if the Jets 
choose to consider trading Scheifele in the offseason, there are risks 
attached to what would represent another blockbuster. 

Top-line centres are not easy to find in the first place and they’re even 
more difficult to replace. 

There will be plenty of time to debate what the Jets should do when it 
comes to Scheifele’s future, but it’s evenings like this one that leave you 
wondering what-if to a number of pertinent questions. 

What if Scheifele’s level of engagement was this high over the course of 
the entire season? 

What if Scheifele is looking at this final stretch as a way to salvage the 
disappointment of a season that went sideways both for himself and the 
team? 

What if Scheifele and Ehlers have more nights when they are operating 
in unison and make life extremely difficult for the opposition? 

What if Scheifele views the late season action as a way to enhance his 
trade value or as an audition for his next employer? 

What if Scheifele suits up for Team Canada at the upcoming IIHF World 
Men’s Hockey Championship and feels rejuvenated after a lengthy 
offseason? 

Oh to be a fly on the wall for that exit meeting Scheifele has with Jets 
general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff at the end of April. 

The contents of what you’d expect to be a candid discussion could have 
a massive impact in terms of laying the groundwork of what the Jets 
decide to do or what direction they decide to go, both in terms of 
personnel decisions and what they do behind the bench with the 
coaching staff. 

Does Scheifele want to continue playing for the team that chose him 7th 
overall in the 2011 NHL Draft or would he be open to a fresh start 
elsewhere? 

Only Scheifele knows for sure - and whether he needs more time to 
ponder that query or if he’s already made up his mind - he’s probably not 
going to share those thoughts publicly anytime soon. 

How he performs over the course of these final 10 games - including 
Sunday’s tilt against the Ottawa Senators - could provide a few important 
clues though. 
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TSN.CA / Shanahan appreciates Matthews keeping focus on team goals 

 

Mark Masters 

 

The Maple Leafs and Montreal Canadiens skated at Scotiabank Arena 
on Saturday.  

After watching Auston Matthews break his franchise single-season goals 
record on television on Thursday night, Rick Vaive congratulated the 24-
year-old in person on Saturday morning. Vaive was at Scotiabank Arena 
as part of the Esso Game Day Skate event. A group of fans heard from 
Vaive, Shayne Corson and team president Brendan Shanahan before 
watching Sheldon Keefe put the Leafs through an on-ice workout.  

Some in the crowd serenaded Matthews with a chant of "M-V-P! M-V-P!" 
when he stepped on the ice for the morning skate. It's expected those 
chants will only grow louder tonight.  

"I imagine he'll get a pretty incredible reception," said veteran forward 
Jason Spezza. "To be the all-time leader in a single season for a 
franchise like this has not been lost on the group,  and hopefully not on 
him too, just how special it is." 

"A tremendous accomplishment so it should be celebrated," said captain 
John Tavares. "Knowing him, he probably wants to just go out and play 
and continue to do what he does." 

    Past & present pic.twitter.com/PKVLnyWi2A 

    — Toronto Maple Leafs (@MapleLeafs) April 9, 2022 

The Inside Edge: Matthews has Hart edge, but McDavid can't be 
overlooked 

Just a week ago, Auston Matthews and Connor McDavid were on even 
ground as co-favourites to win the Hart Trophy, but with Matthews kicking 
it into higher gear, the Maple Leafs star has pushed ahead. TSN Hockey 
analyst Mike Johnson warns that ruling McDavid out is still not a wise 
decision as the two megastars continue to battle it out. 

There's been a machine-like quality to Matthews, who has scored in 13 of 
his last 15 games. After breaking a 40-year-old record on Thursday, the 
Arizona native refused to get caught up in the hype.  

"It's a big honour," he said after scoring the overtime winner in Dallas. 
"This feels really nice, but we're working towards something bigger than 
this. It's the next stepping stone, but there's a lot more work to be done." 

That was music to the ears of Shanahan.  

"You don't put it in perspective. You save that for the future," Shanahan 
told fans on Saturday morning. "What I love the most is Auston is the first 
guy to say that, while he is very honoured to have that position, he knows 
what he's here for. He knows it's about team success." 

The team will formally recognize Matthews' accomplishment during 
Saturday's game. Based on how the crowd reacted at the last home 
game when Matthews scored his 50th goal, the atmosphere should be 
electric.  
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"I'm sure that'll bring some energy to the game," Keefe agreed. "Just over 
a week ago we were here celebrating 50 and now we're back four games 
later and he's at 56 so it's been an incredible run. He certainly deserves 
any and all acknowledgements that will come his way." 

Matthews' 50th goal sealed an emotional win over Winnipeg on March 
31. He was greeted by a huge cheer and a water shower by teammates 
when he returned to the dressing room.  

"A lot of guys when they get 50 they take a breath maybe for a game or 
two," observed defenceman Mark Giordano, "but he's turned it on even 
more. So, it's been impressive. He knows that there's a lot of work to be 
done and this is just gearing up."   

Leafs Ice Chips: Matthews meets Vaive, greeted by MVP chants at skate 

Rick Vaive was at Scotiabank Arena this morning to congratulate Auston 
Matthews in person for breaking his Maple Leafs single-season goal-
scoring record. Some fans also got to watch the morning skate and 
welcomed Matthews with MVP chants. Mark Masters has more. 

--- 

Another milestone moment is on tap for Matthews on Saturday. A goal 
against the Canadiens would give him 50 over his last 50 games dating 
back to Nov. 24, 2021.  

"It's hard to fathom," said Tavares. "It's really remarkable to be able to do 
something like that, to be in the position that he's in." 

The last player to pull off a 50-in-50 run was Pittsburgh's Mario Lemieux 
during the 1995-96 season.  

"I don't want to talk about it," said Spezza with a laugh. "I don't want to 
jinx it. [Alex] Ovechkin, [Steven] Stamkos, there's only a rare group of 
guys who have scored at this rate in the last two decades, probably. It's 
very impressive and we feel like the best is yet to come." 

Really? Matthews can be better than this?  

"When we think about 'the best is yet to come', he's leading our team to 
new heights," Keefe explained. "That's through the remaining games of 
the regular season but, most importantly, in the playoffs. That's what it's 
about. I think that's where Auston's focus remains through all of this. This 
is all exciting and it's part of the regular-season journey. You got to build 
momentum and, ultimately, you're building confidence so you can be at 
your best when it counts the most." 

Matthews is setting the tone with his play and personality. 

"He's a very self-aware person," said Spezza. "He realizes he carries a 
lot of weight in the locker room. He has a lot of conversations with guys 
about their game and the team. He pays attention to everything. He 
echoes the coaches' messages to the group. He knows that he's always 
being watched so his habits are extraordinary. He knows that when 
you're as good as he is, there's a leadership aspect to it to and he meets 
it head on." 

'Hard to fathom': Matthews goes for 50 goals in 50 games 

With Auston Matthews aiming for 50 goals in 50 games tonight against 
the Canadiens, Maple Leafs teammates John Tavares and Jason 
Spezza weigh in on the significance of the achievement. 

---  

What does Cole Caufield think of the eye-popping numbers Matthews 
has produced?  

"Everybody's amazed but, when you respect the type of player he is, you 
kind of not expect him to get that, but you kind of see it coming," the 
Canadiens sniper said. "He shoots from everywhere. He gets a lot of 
looks each game. It's pretty special for a player like me to watch 
something like that." 

When he played at the US National Development Program, Caufield 
broke Matthews' single-season record of 55 goals by racking up 72 in 

2018-19. Does he still view Matthews, now a division rival in the NHL, as 
a target for what he can accomplish?  

"Playing against him a lot, you kind of just want to win," the 21-year-old 
said. "The goals part of it comes in time. He's a guy I look up to and, you 
know, maybe one day I can get close to." 

After a slow start, Caufield has taken off under new coach Martin St. 
Louis. He arrives in Toronto having scored in three straight games and is 
up to 17 on the season. He acknowledged that the 20-goal mark is 
meaningful.  

"After the tough start that'd be a pretty good goal to reach," Caufield said. 
"I'm just trying to focus on game by game and try and get one a game, 
and that's my mindset right now." 

Caufield, who made his debut with Montreal late last season, is still 
adjusting to life in the NHL.  

"You may only get one or two [chances] a game maybe so when you do 
get those opportunities you got to find a way to put it in the right spot," he 
said. "Without the puck, you can help create space for the guys and 
that's something I've learned is [you got to] help out your linemates as 
much as you can. If you create space for them you'll probably get it 
back."  

Caufield on Matthews: 'He's for sure a guy I look up to' 

With Auston Matthews on an absolute tear this season, Cole Caufield 
admits he's looked up to the Maple Leafs sniper and hopes one day he 
might be able to get to the level his opponent tonight has reached. 

--- 

Erik Kallgren will get the start for the Leafs on Saturday.  

"We ended up having to use Jack [Campbell] more than we had 
anticipated on that trip so coming back here with a quick turnaround it 
was an easy decision to get Erik back in here," Keefe explained.  

Campbell played in four games over six days during the recent road 
swing. He replaced Kallgren late in the second period on Tuesday in 
Florida after the 25-year-old appeared to get hurt by a high shot. 
Kallgren, who allowed three goals on 23 shots, returned to the bench in 
the third, but Keefe opted to stick with Campbell the rest of the way.  

How has the rookie responded to that tough night?  

"I think he's fine," Keefe said, "and I don't know how 'tough' the night 
was. He gave up a tough goal [to Radko Gudas]. He actually played quite 
well up until that point and then he got shaken up and everything, but he 
seems to have recovered well from that and has no issues." 

Hutton hits the ice before Leafs skate; Kallgren starts vs. Habs 

Carter Hutton took to the ice before the Maple Leafs skated on Saturday 
morning but head coach Sheldon Keefe said he's just working his way 
back to health. Meanwhile, Erik Kallgren will be starting in goal against 
the Habs tonight and Keefe explains why it was an 'easy decision'. 

--- 

After being acquired from Arizona in a February trade, Carter Hutton was 
assigned to the Tucson Roadrunners in the American Hockey League. 
But now the 36-year-old from Thunder Bay, Ont. has made the move to 
Toronto where he skated before the Leafs' main session on Saturday.   

Could Hutton be an option to dress for the Leafs down the stretch?  

"I don't know about that," said Keefe. "Really, he's just working his way 
back to health and if he gets to that point I think it'd be more of a Marlies 
situation, just to add additional depth to the organization. Obviously, 
we've got a number of injuries in goal this season at both levels." 

Petr Mrazek, Joseph Woll, Ian Scott and Keith Petruzzelli are all currently 
sidelined. Campbell recently missed time with a rib injury.  
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Hampered by a lower-body injury, Hutton hasn't played since October 
when he got into three games with the Coyotes. 

    Carter Hutton on the ice ahead of Leafs skate 
pic.twitter.com/1ipg2Z6bS0 

    — Mark Masters (@markhmasters) April 9, 2022 

---  

Lines at Leafs morning skate:  

Bunting - Matthews - Marner 

Mikheyev - Tavares - Kerfoot 

Nylander - Kampf - Engvall 

Simmonds - Blackwell - Spezza 

Abruzzese, Clifford  

Rielly - Lyubushkin 

Muzzin - Brodie 

Giordano - Holl 

Liljegren 

Kallgren starts  

Campbell 

Power play units at Leafs morning skate:  

QB: Rielly  

Flanks: Matthews, Marner  

Middle/net front: Nylander & Tavares rotate  

QB: Giordano  

Flanks: Brodie/Mikheyev, Spezza  

Middle: Mikheyev/Blackwell  

Net front: Bunting 

    Bunting takes a Spezza shot off the foot but keeps on grinding during 
special teams work 

    PP2 

    QB: Giordano 

    Flanks: Brodie/Mikheyev, Spezza 

    Middle: Mikheyev/Blackwell 

    Net front: Bunting pic.twitter.com/S9ju1CGDTg 

    — Mark Masters (@markhmasters) April 9, 2022 
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